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Abstract 

This sociolinguistic study adopts an online-offline ethnographic approach to studying six 

Chinese international students’ identity construction and performance and 

multilingual/multimodal practices on WeChat. Mobile communication technologies have 

triggered temporal-spatial change in daily interaction and made disembodied, long-distance, 

asynchronous and synchronous, and anonymous and onymous communications possible. 

These changes constantly shape and reshape any act of communication and identity practices. 

In light of this, this study aims to examine how the change of temporal-spatial conditions 

creates new understandings of Chinese international students’ identity construction and 

performance, and how these students draw on multilingual and multimodal resources to 

construct their identities on WeChat. 

 

An integrative understanding of identity was adopted together with the concepts of 

translanguaging, agency and chronotope to investigate students’ identity work and 

communicative practices on WeChat. The research questions guiding this study were 1) what 

are the characteristics of communicative practices on WeChat, and how do Chinese 

international students put communicative resources into use; 2) what are the characteristics 

of identity on WeChat; and 3) how do individual students construct and perform their 

identities on WeChat. To answer these questions, different tools of inquiry were employed 

including semi-structured interviews, follow-up interviews, participant observations, and 

participants’ self-recorded methods. The fieldwork lasted ten months. Data analysis was 

conducted both inductively and deductively. 

 

Main findings are: firstly, individual students simultaneously and flexibly use multilingual 

and multimodal resources to make meaning and construct their identities. Secondly, 

identities, performed by individuals, appear to be multiple, fluid and selective. The identity 

work online follows two intertwined paths: externalisation and internalisation. Externalised 

identity work refers to the fact that individuals selectively draw resources across time and 

space to perform and claim preferred identities in front of disembodied audiences. 

Internalised identity work addresses individuals’ reflexivity in constructing their identities. 

These two intertwined processes facilitate the nuanced understanding of identity that is a 

dialogic self-world relationship. Thirdly, the chronotope is particularly addressed as it 

connects to historical and momentary agency and enables the co-occurrence of different 
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resources from different times and places and various images of individuals in one WeChat 

posting. Fourthly, WeChat is not merely a social platform providing affordances for people’s 

interaction, it also functions as a digital panopticon which disciplines users’ linguistic 

practices and voice giving. 

 

Overall, this study contributes to an in-depth interpretation of digital identity performance 

in relation to multilingualism, multimodality, and online communication. It also provides a 

useful reference to the understanding of identity work by considering the time-space 

dimension in the largest social space of our time: the digital space. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

Mobile communication technologies have significantly changed contemporary experiences of 

social interaction. It has triggered temporal-spatial changes in daily interaction and made 

disembodied, long-distance, asynchronous and synchronous, and anonymous and onymous 

communications possible (Castells, 2009a; Lyons et al., 2019; Giaxoglou, 2015). These 

changes constantly shape and reshape any act of communication and identity practices. The 

aims of my study were to examine how the change of temporal-spatial conditions creates new 

understandings of Chinese international students’ identity performance and construction, and 

how these students draw on multilingual and multimodal resources to construct their identities 

on WeChat. 

 

The three keys elements (viz. WeChat, Chinese international students, identity) of my study 

are to fill three gaps in the field of sociolinguistics. Firstly, WeChat, despite being one of the 

most popular social media sites in the world, has attracted far less attention by sociolinguistics 

than Facebook, YouTube, WhatsApp and Instagram (see Bozkurt and Tu, 2016; 

Androutsopoulos, 2014b; Pavalanathan and Eisenstein, 2015; Zhao and Zappavigna, 2018; 

Martínez-Arbelaiz et al., 2017; Petitjean and Morel, 2017). WeChat has many linguistic and 

semiotic resources and functions to which not many researchers have paid attention. Secondly, 

studies of Chinese international students have presented a complex picture of their 

acculturation experiences, seen from psychological and sociocultural perspectives (Wei et al., 

2007; Ye, 2006; Bertram et al., 2014), their motivations for studying abroad (Yang, 2007; 

Cebolla-Boado et al., 2018), and their academic experience (Turner, 2006; Durkin, 2008). Few 

inquiries have been conducted so far to explore how this sizable group of students engage in 

social interaction and communication in their daily life in the host country. In addition, 

although identity is widely-researched among Chinese international students in offline settings 

(J. Li, 2016; Hsieh, 2006; Maeder-Qian, 2017), very few studies have looked at their identity 

performance and construction in digital space - the largest social space on earth in the digital 

era (Blommaert and De Fina, 2017).  

 

To address aforementioned gaps, this sociolinguistic study adopts an online-offline 

ethnographic approach to studying six Chinese international students’ identity performance 
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and construction and multilingual and multimodal practices on WeChat. ‘Identity’ in this study 

is defined as a dialogical relationship between self and the world (see the discussion in chapter 

2). Concerning the change of the fundamental dimensions (i.e. time and space) in human beings’ 

social actions and social relations, this research is guided by an integrative framework to 

understand the complexity of identity in the digital era. To be precise, the interrelationship 

between language and identity and the concepts of agency, reflexivity and chronotope that co-

contribute to the framework, are discussed. These theoretical perspectives provide a 

heteroglossic lens to understanding how students’ daily communicative practices are changed 

in the new time-space configurations, how individuals draw multilingual and multimodal 

resources across time and space to engage in their online interactions, and how these trans-

timespace interactions, in turn, reconstruct their identities.  

 

1.2. Context 

According to Statista (2020), WeChat ranks third in the world’s most popular mobile 

messenger applications ranking. As of July 2020, WeChat’s monthly active users (MAUs) have 

researched 1.2 billion, following WhatsApp (2 billion MAUs) and Facebook Messenger (1.3 

billion MAUs). Among the WeChat users, there are more than a billion registered users reside 

in China and 70 million registered WeChat accounts outside of China (The WeChat Agency, 

2020). For Chinese international students, WeChat is still their preferred application rather than 

Facebook and Twitter (see the reasons in section 1.2.2). In addition, people greatly rely on 

WeChat in their daily life and spend much time on it. More than 81.5% WeChat users spend 

over an hour on the app daily, 34.6% users spend more than four hours engaging with it a day, 

and users in China spend over 1/3 of their online time on this app (The WeChat Agency, 2020). 

The statistical data suggests that WeChat (known as 微信 in Chinese) has become the most 

widely-used mobile communication application among Chinese communities in and out of 

China (Smith, 2020). 

 

WeChat was developed and launched by the Chinese technology behemoth Tencent Holdings 

in 2011. It provides users with “a personal, interactive, portable and user-controlled 

communication platform” (Tsai and Men, 2018, p.419). Like many other social media 

platforms, WeChat facilitates interactions and communications between people regardless of 

time and space. It has been particularly popular among Chinese international students as it 

enables them to maintain relationships with their family, friends and communities from their 
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homeland and establish new local networks in their places of residence (Tsagarousianou, 2004; 

Zhang et al., 2016).  

 

Since the exposure of personal information is required to transfer money and make payments 

on WeChat (see Figure 1.4 Me), the users can be easily tracked under the constant censorship 

and surveillance by the Cyberspace Administration of China (Tsui, 2003; Wang and Mark, 

2015). Therefore, the users’ identity performance can be affected. Tsui (2003, p.66) argues that 

how the internet in China has been turned into a “full-blown Panopticon” from legal, economic, 

social and technical perspectives. The Panopticon is a type of prison, designed by J. Bentham 

in the 18th century, in which all the inmates can be watched by a single guard in such a way 

that the inmates never know whether they are being observed or not. In such a prison, the 

inmates behave properly because of their awareness and fear of the potential surveillance. 

Michel Foucault has mediated the concept and discussed how social control is being shaped by 

surveillance as symbolised by the Panopticon (Foucault, 1977). The surveillance within the 

Panopticon is monocentric and manifested by centralised mechanisms of control, while in the 

network society, surveillance is polycentric as it does not have to be practiced by the 

government but “flows through social conduits on all levels” (Tsui, 2003, p.72), from 

grassroots to technology behemoths such as Tencent. By requiring accounts to be held under 

the user’s real name, Tencent WeChat has, to some extent, been transformed from a messaging 

application to a cyber ‘post-Panopticon’ in which everyone is aware of being watched. Under 

such circumstances, users become their own self-censor and are aware of their language use 

and performed identities. 

 

1.2.1. WeChat features and functions 

To better understand WeChat as the research context in this study, an introduction of its 

features of interactivity, multifunctionality and multimodality is provided in this section. A 

WeChat user can select from four options on the menu of the user interface (see Figure 1.1: 

Chats, Contacts, Discover and Me). The multiple features and functions are listed in Table 1.1 

WeChat features with screenshots of the interfaces and corresponding introductions. 
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Table 1.1 WeChat features 

Figure Interface Introduction 

Figure 1.1 

Chats 

 

On Chats interface, users are able to exchange text/voice 

messages and set up free one-to-one or group voice/video calls. 

Figure 1.2 

Contacts 

 

On Contacts interface, users can add new friends and browse 

contacts’ avatars and usernames. 

Figure 1.3 

Discover 

 

Discover interface contains nine functions: 

Moments: a platform for posting images and texts and sharing 

music and articles. 

Channels: an open platform for short-video sharing. 

Scan: adding new WeChat users, and making payment. 

Shake: a way to look for contacts by literally shaking the 

phone. 

Top Stories: a promotional channel for corporate accounts and 

individual content creators to sell advertisements and share 

contents. 

Search: a search engine enables users to search everything 

within the WeChat ecosystem. 

People Nearby: a function for browsing and searching for 

users near them. 

Games: mini games. 

Mini Programs: users can access to sub-applications within 

the WeChat ecosystems. 
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Figure 1.4 Me 

 

On Me interface, there are seven functions released: 

Time Capsule: users can shoot temporary videos and share 

them with friends. 

WeChat Pay: a payment system integrated into WeChat. Users 

can complete a quick payment by scanning a QR code and 

Quick Pay System (incl. credit card, bank transfer, invoice and 

more). Users can use it for booking hotels, taxi, rail and flight 

tickets, paying utility bills, accessing to public services and 

more. 

Favourites: a folder for saving files, photos, videos, and text 

messages. 

My Posts: users can check their Moments posts listed 

chronologically. 

Cards & Offers: users are allowed to store and manage 

membership e-cards and promotion coupons. 

Sticker Gallery: users can create and download stickers from 

this gallery and use them on their chats. 

Settings: users can change their usernames, profile photos, 

create a ‘block list’, hide their Moments posts, and release 

posts within a certain time length (i.e. within three days, within 

a month, within six months or with no time limit). 

 

Among the multiple functions, Moments and Chats are the most used user-to-user interactive 

functions and are the research foci on this study, therefore, detailed introductions of them are 

provided. Chats enables the interaction between users via one-to-one chat (Figure 1.5 One-to-one 

chat) or group chat (Figure 1.6). The Chats interface allows users to interact with others via 

various methods, namely editing linguistic-based texts (box 2), sending no more than 60s voice 

message (box 1), using various emojis and stickers (box 3), initiating free voice/video calls and 

sharing photos, videos, location, files and more (box 4). Unlike other social platforms (e.g. 

Facebook and WhatsApp are banned in mainland China), WeChat can be used to message or 

call internationally both to and from China (Juan, 2020). 

 

Figure Data Translation 

Figure 1.5 

One-to-one 

chat 

 

A: come on 

B: Ok 

A: Haha, you can come directly 

and require no permission 

A: Haha bless you 

1.Voice 

message 

2.Text 

message 

3.Emoji 

and 

stickers 

4. More 

functions 
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Figure Data Translation 

Figure 1.6 Group 

chat 

 

A: ps5 

B: hhh 

B: Sorry to disturb 

Green: hahaha, install a parallel desktop 

 

WeChat Moments (Figure 1.7) is similar to newsfeed and status update on Facebook but in a 

streamlined style. Moments permits users to release text, photos, links, music, emoji and short 

videos. Users can interact with others by either “  Like” or “  Comment” on the particular 

post. In comparison to Facebook and Twitter, WeChat Moments offers a higher level of 

intimacy and privacy. For example, the updates/posts can only be seen by friends who are 

verified by the user, users can set permission for every single sharing and the interactions are 

only visible to their mutual friends.  

 

Figure Data Translation 

Figure 1.7 

Moments 

 

Oh my god, there is one shop here! 

Link: Cha yan yue se. The first shop is determined! 100 

cups, we will give them for free! 

Comment area: A: envy 

The master of this game guild, who is beautiful and 

charming, who can act, sing, and play piano, a real 

fairy         . 

Music link: The River of No Return (Film Ver.) (… 

Nice one! Loving it     

Resonance in uncertain times | Kundu podcast 

 

The multimodality of WeChat enables users to use textual, aural, linguistic, spatial, and visual 

resources to communicate with one another. For example on Moments (see Figure 1.7), users 
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are allowed to convert their living experience and state of mind into the form of texts, photos 

or videos (Xu et al., 2019). On Chats, users can selectively use emoticons, emojis, stickers, 

photos, micro-videos, and audio-chats. The multimodality of WeChat, to some extent, emulates 

in-person conversations and enhances a sense of intimacy and connection (Lisha et al., 2017). 

 

In sum, the interactive, multifunctional and multimodal features of WeChat provide the users 

with a digital space to create and share content and interact with one another effectively. Users 

are able to employ multiple linguistic and semiotic resources in different modes in interaction. 

In doing so, they can highlight or minimise certain sides of themselves, and re-create identities 

(Bozkurt and Tu, 2016). Therefore, the analysis of multiple communicative resources on Chats 

and Moments can enhance our understanding of the creative, selective and strategic ways of 

Chinese international students in their online identity performance and construction. 

 

1.2.2. The reasons of using WeChat 

The reasons for the popularity of WeChat among Chinese international students are complex. 

Three possible reasons are summarised: firstly, WeChat is an all-in-one platform combining 

communication and entertainment. It is convenient for students as it can perform a plethora of 

daily activities without any need to switch between apps (Lee, 2018). Secondly, WeChat 

enables international students to maintain relationships with their family, friends and 

communities from their homeland and establish new local networks in their places of residence 

(Tsagarousianou, 2004; Zhang et al., 2016). Therefore, WeChat allows students to maintain a 

sense of shared identity and a sense of belonging in a diasporic context. In this case, WeChat 

weaves together students’ experiences in China and the UK and plays a role in tying together 

how life ‘was’ in China and how life ‘is’ in the UK. In doing so, students seem to link two 

geographical landscapes seamlessly through WeChat (Lehmann, 2020). Lastly, due to the 

internet censorship in China, people in mainland China are unable to access social media such 

as Facebook and WhatsApp. Thus, even though the international students can access these 

platforms in the UK, they have no other choice than WeChat if they want to maintain their 

social networks back home. Taking these three reasons into consideration, the popularity of 

WeChat among Chinese international students is easy to understand. 
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1.2.3. Time and space on WeChat 

Time and space as two fundamental dimensions of human interaction are reconfigured on 

WeChat. In the pre-modern society, people had their own concept of time, and different 

calendars were used in different regions; their time was connected to space “through the 

situatedness of place” (Giddens, 2018, p.16). In today’s society, the connection between time, 

space and place has become weak. Time is separated from space and place as it is regulated by 

globally standardised time zones rather than by the calendars and conventions of each region. 

The uniform standard time results in a universally applicable ‘past’, ‘present’ and ‘future’. In 

this sense, time seems to be directional. However, the development of digital technology 

challenges the idea of ‘time-as-an-arrow’ by assembling time in two new forms: simultaneity 

and timelessness (Gotved, 2006). On the one hand, social events and social relations at distance 

can be integrated into local contextualities and vice versa, and this “provides unprecedented 

temporal immediacy to social events and cultural expressions” (Castells, 2009b, p.491). In 

addition, digital-mediated communication makes synchronous and instantaneous dialogue 

possible (Lyons et al., 2019). Technologically-mediated communication can happen at any 

moment in an individual’s daily life. In the same vein, users can decide when to read and 

respond to WeChat messages: promptly, or some hours or even days after the message is 

received. In this light, compared to face-to-face communication, WeChat communication 

conquers time barriers. On the other hand, time becomes timeless with “no beginning, no end, 

no sequence” (Castells, 2009b, p.492). Time on social media creates a temporal collage and 

can be split apart and pieced together on the basis of specific discourses and social contexts. 

 

The diffusion of mobile communication technology also triggers the change of space. In the 

pre-modern society, people’s social interactions and practices were all tied to places, and their 

perception of space was place-based. In the digital era, the place-based space has been 

substituted by what Castells calls the space of flows (2009b, p.453). According to Castells 

(2007, p.171), “the space of flows is the material organization of simultaneous social interaction 

at a distance by networking communication, with the technological support of 

telecommunications, interactive communication systems, and fast transportation technologies”. 

Place does not, however, disappear from this form of space, but becomes more individualised 

and is networked along the specific networks of individual practices (Mitchell, 2003). In other 

words, places do not function as the locality of interaction but become “place-based nodes (the 

access points)” (Castells et al., 2007, p.178) as well as invokable semiotic resources. 
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As aforementioned, technological development critically affects time and space. The new 

forms of time and space, in turn, reshape and influence people’s interaction and communication.  

Social interactions no longer solely rely on the presence of place-based space and physical time, 

instead, they have been lifted out from local contexts and re-embedded in “indefinite tracts of 

time-space” (Giddens, 2018, p.18). As Castells argues, 

 

Localities become disembodied from their cultural, historical, geographical meaning, 

and reintegrated into functional networks, or into image collages, including a space of 

flows that substitutes for the space of places. Time is erased in the new communication 

system when past, present, and future can be programmed to interact with each other 

in the same message. (Castells, 2009, p.406) 

 

Time and space in this sense have a collage effect: a different time and space can exist on the 

same plane. WeChat shows this effect as it enables the recombination of temporal and spatial 

elements: past and present experiences meet and fuse, and ‘here-and-now’ and ‘there-and-then’ 

discursive events are co-existing.  

 

WeChat not only changes people’s ways of social interaction by reconfiguring time and space, 

but also their ways of performing their identities. To a certain extent, the absence of a physical 

body when traveling in the cyberspace helps people to hide or highlight their social identities 

and escape from some social conventions and social constraints on identity performance. 

However, WeChat contacts are normally offline acquaintances. Therefore, unlike the entirely 

anonymous online platforms in which users can hide their “true” selves (Bargh et al., 2002), 

WeChat users’ freedom of hiding or highlighting some sides of themselves is to some extent 

constrained; they need to convince their contacts of their identity performance. In this light, 

WeChat users tend to selectively express their hoped-for possible selves that are socially 

desirable and can be established if the conditions are right (Zhao et al., 2008, p.1819). 

 

1.3. Rationale of the study 

In this section, I address the rationale of the study from four aspects: 1) the reason of 

investigating identity; 2) the purpose of studying language; 3) the reason of selecting WeChat 

as the research context; and 4) the reason of taking Chinese international students as the target 

group. 
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My personal interest motivates me to investigate the topic on identity. I always think about a 

question of ‘who I am’. Different people seem to look at me differently. In the eye of my 

Chinese friends, I am a typical Southerner who is reserved and gentle. From local British 

people’s perspective, I am a brave Chinese girl who leaves home for the UK to pursue the 

dream. To my colleagues’ viewpoints, I am responsible and extraverted. The more people I 

meet, the more confusions about my identity I have. I wonder why people perceive me so 

differently or whether I perform differently in front of different people, why my perception 

towards myself can be contrary to others, how my identity is projected and whether I have one 

identity or multiple identities. Bearing all these questions in my mind, I choose identity as the 

key word in my research and wish to probe into this topic.  

 

Secondly, language is another keyword in my study. When I came to the UK, a superdiverse 

context involving multilingual and multicultural people, I realised that people often make a 

guess at someone’s birthplace, job, social class, nationality and even personality based on 

his/her accent and language use. For example, within my Chinese friend circle, we would make 

fun of Chongqing people’s pronunciation of mixing up ‘l’ and ‘n’; we may add the rhotic suffix 

-r after vowels to mimic Beijing dialect; and we deliberately mix English into our sentences to 

pretend to be a Hongkong person. Beyond the Chinese community, I often heard comments 

such as ‘he is speaking Thai English’ and ‘listen to her Chinglish, she must come from China’. 

Language is such a frequently-used tool to identify others in our everyday life. I wish to probe 

into this common phenomenon and find out how language reveals one’s identity and how a 

person uses language to project his/her identity. 

 

Thirdly, the reason I study WeChat is mainly inspired by my participant. I initially looked at 

individuals’ offline language practices until one participant told me that she interacted with 

others more on WeChat rather than in face-to-face. At that time, I realised that I relied on 

WeChat so much and I neglected its importance in daily communication. Therefore, I shifted 

my focus to WeChat. In comparison to Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp, the academic results 

of WeChat from a sociolinguistic perspective were still relatively limited; however, there is a 

tendency that increasing attentions have been paid to multilingual and multimodal practices on 

WeChat. For instance, Zhou et al. (2017) shed light on the use of emoji and stickers on WeChat 

and argued that purely text-based communication may not suffice for mobile communication 

practices. Likewise, An and her colleagues (2018) also looked at emoji use on WeChat, 

differently, their focuses are more on what and how the factors could be affecting people’s use 
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of emoji. Han (2019) investigated Chinese visiting scholars’ translanguaging practices in their 

posting on WeChat, and pointed out that translanguaging was not merely linguistic issues but 

was accompanied by social, cultural and political issues. A growing interest in WeChat in the 

lens of sociolinguistic not only implies there is a plethora of innovative and interesting 

linguistic and semiotic resources and practices on WeChat worthy of investigation, but also 

indicates that WeChat is a key to capture a comprehensive understanding of what is going on 

in the contemporary Chinese society and within the Chinese community. 

 

Lastly, previous studies on Chinese international students primarily investigate their 

motivations of studying abroad, academic experience or acculturation experience as if they are 

still treated as an outlier struggling in the host country rather than an ordinary person in a 

superdiverse and heterogenous society. Thus, I wish to go beyond the essentialist label of 

‘Chinese students’, treat every participant as an ordinary individual just as a British student or 

an Arabic student, and investigate participants’ perceptions toward themselves and how they 

interact with others in the digital era when they reside in the UK. 

 

Based on my personal experience and interest, together with the three research gaps listed in 

section 1.1, I decide to take a sociolinguistic perspective to investigate Chinese international 

students’ communicative practices and identity performance and construction on WeChat in 

which time and space are reconfigured. 

  

1.4. Aims and research questions 

Based on the gaps and rationale of the study, I aim to answer the following questions: 

 

1) What are the characteristics of communicative practices on WeChat, and how do Chinese 

international students put communicative resources into use? 

2) What are the characteristics of identity on WeChat?  

3) How do individual students perform and construct their identities on WeChat? 

 

I consider that online and offline experiences of individuals are mutually transforming, and 

both contribute to one’s identity performance and construction. Therefore, an online-offline 

ethnography is ideal to answer the research questions (Dong, 2017; Sade-Beck, 2004). Four 

tools of inquiry are used to generate a full picture of Chinese international students’ daily 
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communication and identity work, namely semi-structured interviews, follow-up interviews, 

participant’s self-recorded methods, and participant observations. I have adopted an etic-emic 

dialectic perspective (Davidson et al., 1976; Usher, 1996) to analyse these data. An emic 

perspective enables me to look at small signs and codes in online practices, while an etic 

perspective benefits me to analyse and interpret these signs under the wider sociohistorical 

conditions, such as the digital era in this research. I elaborate on the methodological and 

analytical frameworks in the methodology chapter (see chapter 3). 

 

1.5. Significance of the study 

In this study, I investigate multilingual and multimodal practices and identity performance and 

construction among Chinese international students on WeChat in which time and space are 

reorganised. This study attempts to make four potential contributions to the field of 

sociolinguistics. Firstly, it reveals the rich linguistic and semiotic resources and the under-

researched but intriguing multilingual and multimodal practices in Chinese social media. 

Secondly, it extends the current literature on mobile-mediated communication and digital 

identity performance. Thirdly, it provides a more nuanced view of the classical and 

controversial concept identity by taking the new forms of time and space into consideration. 

Lastly, it makes a methodological contribution by combining online and offline ethnographic 

perspectives and methods to generate a rounded understanding of people’s lives and 

perceptions. 

 

1.6. Structure of the study 

In chapter 2, I present a review of literature pertaining to my study, in terms of the theoretical 

frameworks and concepts underpinning this research as well as empirical studies that inform 

the study. In chapter 3, I provide a detailed description and explanation of the research design, 

the research methods, the procedure of data collection, and how the dataset has been analysed. 

Chapter 4 to chapter 7 are finding and discussion chapters. Chapter 4 provides a holistic 

analysis of all participants online communicative practices and identity performance and 

construction on WeChat by comparing and combining cases. Three themes are generated 

through data analysis: digital translanguaging practices, externalised identity work, and 

internalised identity work. Chapter 5 to chapter 7 present three cases respectively with the aim 

of delving into key concepts in this study. Chapter 5 provides a description of the case of 
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participant Green. It addresses how her communicative repertoire with the features of 

multilingualism and multimodality offers a potential kit for her multiple identity performance 

and construction. Chapter 6 draws attention to the case of participant Lun and provides an 

analysis of how she moves across time and space and constructs her identities and her 

translanguaging space. Chapter 7 looks at the case of participant Stone and addresses how he 

reflexively incorporates temporal-spatial elements into his fluid identity construction. Chapter 

8 concludes the findings, revisit the research questions, points to the contributions of the study 

to knowledge and practice, and critically points out the limitations of the research with 

suggestions for future work.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.0. Introduction 

In this chapter, I provide a discussion on the theoretical frameworks guiding the research. 

Firstly, I review the existing approaches to identity and propose my understanding of it. 

Subsequently, I discuss the interrelationship between translanguaging and identity on social 

media. Following that, I draw my attention to identity, space and time. I close the chapter by 

summarising the theoretical frameworks. 

 

2.1. Identity 

Identity is by no means an accessible concept with a universal definition. It cuts across different 

research areas such as sociolinguistics, psychoanalysis, sociology, anthropology, psychology, 

political science and more. In this section, I review identity theories, both diachronically and 

synchronically, and theorise my understanding of identity based on previous literature. To me, 

identity is a dialogic self-world relationship. The term “identity work” is adopted to refer to a 

set of active processes, such as forming, revising and performing, which serve to construct 

identities (Beech, 2008). The term is used interchangeably with identity performance and 

construction. I have been inspired by different concepts of identity: firstly, I discuss identity as 

an agentive and internal project of the self; secondly, I provide a review of identity as a social 

product; and thirdly, my focus is on the postmodern/poststructural approaches to identity. In 

the end, I bring these dimensions together and provide an integrative framework for 

understanding identity in my study. 

 

2.1.1. Identity as a project of the self 

The idea of identity as a project of the self can be traced back to the Age of Enlightenment. 

Descartes acknowledges the importance of rationalism and adopts what Taylor’s called a 

disengaged perspective (Taylor, 1989). Descartes suggests that we need to disengage from our 

subjective experience, step back from our impulses and allow our rational faculties to guide 

our lives (Frisina, 2002); in doing so, we achieve self-mastery through reason (Taylor, 1989). 

Another contemporary philosopher, Locke, associates his work with empiricism and argues 

that all knowledge is derived from observation rather than a priori reasoning. Unlike Descartes, 

who separates mind from body, Locke does not ignore substance and acknowledges that the 
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“body too goes to the making the man” (Locke, 1853, p.226). Therefore, to Locke, the self is 

created by the accumulation of experiences and ideas that are shaped by sensation and 

reflection. Both Descartes and Locke shed light on the reflexive capacity of the mind which 

underpins the subject’s identity (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006): we look into our internal world, 

internalise the external knowledge, objectify our subjective feelings, and we remake ourselves 

“by methodical and disciplined action” (Taylor, 1989, p.159). 

 

Romanticism is another exploration of the “self” in the period after the Enlightenment and 

reveals “the complex nature of the human self” (Tarnas, 2010, p.368). An anti-empirical and 

expressive individualism replaces rationalism and empiricism, and emotion and imagination 

are given more weight than reason and perception (ibid.). In Romanticism, human beings’ 

imagination, will, emotional depth, personality and power of self-expressions are highly valued. 

Feelings and imagination join reason and sensation to render an in-depth understanding of the 

world and also the self. The self becomes self-defined and exists independently of the external 

laws of nature (Luo, 2009). However, as Benwell and Stokoe (2006) remind us, Romantic 

expressivism is never simply engaged with self-fulfilment as a form of pleasure but strongly 

imbued with morality. All people should be responsible for their own destiny, have the 

responsibility to strive for knowledge and the power to fulfil themselves, and transform their 

life into a work of art (Tarnas, 2010).  

 

The Englightment self and the Romantic self both address that the person is a “fully centred, 

unified individual”, endowed with the capacities of reason, consciousness, imagination and 

emotion, whose self emerged when the subject was born and “remained essentially the 

same…throughout the individual’s exsistence”; in this case, “the essential centre of the self 

was a person’s identity” (Hall, 1992, p.275). However, the essential notion of identity with 

unified and stable features has been challenged by the non-essentialist view in the modern era 

(Hall, 1996). Late modern identity is re-characterised by fragmentation, fluidity and hybridity, 

while a fully unified, secure and coherent identity is considered as a fantasy (Hall, 1992) (see 

more discussion in section 2.1.3). 

 

The accounts of identity as a project of self highlight the reflexive self in different social 

circumstances. However, a more social version of identity has been emphasised by sociologists, 

which brings us to the following discussion of identity as a social product. 
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2.1.1. Identity as a social product 

Identity is considered as being formed in the interactions between the self and the society (Hall, 

1992). The rational ‘I’ has in this case been shifted to a situated ‘I’ (Shah, 2000). The 

sociological accounts of identity focus on the influence of different social factors and complex 

social experiences involved in individuals’ identity formation. This conception traces its roots 

to Mead who considers the self as not only a psychological concept but also a social 

phenomenon that arises from social experiences (Mead et al., 2015). The dialogic relationship 

between I and Me are two phases of the self. The Me is constituted in the retrospective attitudes 

of the generalised others; from these attitudes, the individual gets her self-consciousness and 

becomes aware of her Me (ibid., p.175). When the person reacts to others’ attitudes and 

conducts her action in the social situation, she spontaneously falls within the sphere of the I. 

The I comes into our social experience as a historical figure, it is not available to us in our acts 

but only knowable in its objectified form as a Me (ibid.; Aboulafia, 2016).  

 

Reflexivity plays a key role in the interaction between I and Me. This “inwardly directed 

attention” (Goldman, 2012, p.419) entails a process of constant self-monitoring and self-

knowledge, reflects on the norms and rules of existence (Adkins, 2001), and cogitates about 

others’ intentions (Houston, 2014). Other’s perspectives enter into and affect our responses and 

social actions; in this light, “the meaning of the self becomes a shared meaning” (Stets and 

Burke, 2003, p.131) that includes both perspectives of the self and others.  

 

Mead’s concept of the self indicates that the subject still has an inner core and this core is 

constantly formed and shaped in the social interaction with others and the external world (Mead 

et al., 2015). Identity in the sociological conception connects the inside and the outside worlds. 

We project ourselves onto these identities, reflect on the external meanings and values, 

internalise them as a part of us, and align our subjective consciousness with the objective 

contexts we inhabited (Hall, 1992). In this case, identity “stitches…the subject into the 

structure. It stabilizes both subjects and the cultural worlds they inhabit, making both 

reciprocally more unified and predictable” (ibid., p.276).  

 

The sociological conceptualisation of identity takes ‘an other’ or ‘others’ into consideration. 

Just as Taylor points out, “one cannot be a self on one’s own” (Taylor, 1989, p.36). It reminds 

us that the self is always formed in social interaction with others and acting in social contexts 
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in which others exist (Stets and Burke, 2003). The self is therefore defined by certain groups 

and social categories, such as gender, age, religion and nation (Ashforth and Mael, 1989), 

which is usually referred to as group identity or collective identity (Tajfel, 1981). Such identity 

is constituted through a process of differentiation: we strive to maintain positive social 

identities by perceiving ourselves to be members of an in-group to which we belong and 

viewing others as an out-group (Howard and Rothbart, 1980). 

 

However, the sociological account of identity is criticised as falling into an essentialist position 

that individuals are determined by preceding social categories such as social class, religion, 

gender and more, having the potential to produce stronger stereotyping and prejudice towards 

out-groups, and failing to capture the heterogeneous, instable, nuanced and complicated 

framing of the world around us in the era of digital globalisation. 

 

2.1.3. A postmodern/poststructuralist subject 

The significant change of the objective ‘out there’ results in the shifting understanding towards 

identity. Globalisation changes and restructures the fundamental aspects - time and space - of 

human beings’ social actions and relations. “Globalisation concerns the intersection of 

presence and absence” and allows the distant and global incidents and social relations to 

integrate into local and close contexts (Giddens, 2018, p.22). Digital globalisation further ties 

up the connection of global and local, accelerates the juxtaposition and dislocation of distant 

incidents and people’s day-to-day familiar experiences, and results in the “intrusion of distant 

events into everyday consciousness” (ibid., p.27). Therefore, a feeling of “reality inversion” is 

produced: remote and external events replace the familiar and concrete existence and enter into 

daily conversations and thoughts (ibid.). Baudrillard (1988) proposes the concept of 

hyperreality: real is no longer real but a copy or image without an external referent (Aylesworth, 

2015). Long-term immersed in the hyperreal context, “the self is subsumed and substituted by 

this bricolage of imagery” (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006, p.22). 

 

The hyperreal social context results in a new understanding of identity:  “…as the systems of 

meaning and cultural representation multiply, we are confronted by a bewildering, fleeting 

multiplicity of possible identities, any one of which we could identify with – at least 

temporarily” (Hall, 1992, p.277). Therefore, subjects have no fixed and permanent identity but 

engage in a continuous identification process through which the temporary and different 
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identities are articulated and surtured (Hall, 1996). However, it does not mean that the 

fragmentation and dislocation of identity is always problematic; instead, it opens a door for 

construction of new identities and production of new subjects (Laclau, 1990). 

 

Giddens argues against excessively emphasising the fragmentation of identity in the late 

modern age; instead, he is partly in line with the Enlightment and the “rational agent model” 

of Descarstes and Locke and sheds light on the reflexive capacity of individuals (Giddens, 

2018). “The self is seen as a reflexive project, for which the individual is responsible” (ibid., 

p.75). We should be responsible for our life and build up a life of our own (Beck and Beck-

Gernsheim, 1995). In doing so, we construct a coherent, yet continuously revised, ongoing 

narrative of the self in order to achieve ontological security (i.e. a sense of stability and 

continuity) and respond to the “risk society” in which is replete with chaos, potential tensions 

and anxiety ( Beck, 2006, p.329; Giddens, 2018; Possamai-inesedy, 2002).  

 

The fragmented and dynamic features of identity are widely discussed by poststructuralists and 

postmodernists. Although poststructuralism and postmodernism have different origins (the 

former is a departure from modernism, while the latter builds on and rejects ideas within 

structuralism) and focus on different fields (the former is a theory of society, culture, the arts, 

and history, whereas the latter is a theory of language and knowledge) (Agger, 1991; Shah, 

2000), the two terms have many overlaps: both of them reject universalist ideas of objective 

reality, truth and human nature, and both challenge the essentialist views of identity, emphasise 

the features of ambiguity, fragmentation, fluidity and hybridity in the contemporary era, and 

argue that “subjects are constituted in and through discourses” (Rattansi, 1994, p.37). 

 

To understand that “identity is discursively constructed” (Block, 2009, p.14), it is necessary to 

examine the meaning of discourse. In linguistics, discourse is conceptualised as a body of text 

contributing meaning to a conversation. In social sciences, the term refers not only to language 

but also to the process of producing knowledge through language (du Gay, 1996). James Paul 

Gee (1990) provides an even broader interpretation: he uses the small d to refer to the linguistic 

dimension of the term, and the big D to refer to “the ways of being in the world” integrating 

both linguistic and non-linguistic dimensions: “words, acts, values, beliefs, attitudes and social 

identities, as well as gestures, glances, body positions, and clothes” (ibid., p.127). In this light, 

Discourse is a sort of “identity kit” with appropriates costumes and instructions on how to act, 

talk and write so as to take on a particular social role (Gee, 1990, p.142). Blommaert (2005) is 
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in line with Gee and highlights the multimodal feature of discourse. He states that discourse 

involves all forms of meaningful semiotic human activity, associated with social, historical and 

cultural developments. 

 

In comparison to Blommaert and Gee, Weedon draws more on Foucault’s interpretation of 

discourse as the activity through which the society’s power is legitimised, and discourse 

becomes a site of struggle over power. The individual subjects are persuaded by the dominant 

discourse, and their modes of thoughts are therefore the result of “discourse practices that 

systematically form the objects of which they speak” (Foucault, 2002, p.54). Being in line with 

Foucault, Weedon proposes the term of subjectivity in conceptualising identity that addresses 

our conscious and unconscious thoughts and emotions of ourselves and our ways of 

understanding our relations to others (Weedon, 1997). On the one hand, she follows the 

Foucauldian account of identity and acknowledges that subjects are the products of discourses 

in a given social and historical period; on the other hand, she emphasises that subjects are not 

merely the effects of power but they constantly, actively and reflexively question established 

meanings and invest in their subject positions (Weedon, 1997; Kramsch, 2014). 

 

In a similar vein, Butler considers gender as a discursive product and gendered selves are 

constituted through “stylized repetition of acts” (Butler, 2013, p.191). We are not born to be a 

male or female, instead, we “do” certain things such as stylise our appearance and language to 

be women or men in our mundane life. If expanding Butler’s view on gender to identity in 

general, it is obvious that identities and subject positions can be seen as performances: “that is 

bodily and linguistic enactments of discourses at particular times and in particular places” 

(Block, 2009, p.17).  

 

Butler’s accounts of identity echoes Goffman’s dramaturgical approach. In The Presentation 

of Self in Everyday Life, Goffman studies human’s face-to-face interaction and how individuals 

present desirable images of themselves, using metaphors borrowed from dramaturgy that 

compares life to a stage for human activities (1990). During interactions, individuals as actors 

engage in different performances in front stage and back stage. Performance is defined as “all 

the activity of an individual which occurs during a period marked by his continuous presence 

before a particular set of observers and which has some influence on the observers” (Goffman, 

1990, p.32). In the front stage, actors are aware of being observed by their audiences and 

therefore perform accordingly. Such performance that bears the actors’ desires of projecting 
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ideal images is constrained by and embeds with certain rules and social conventions in order 

not to lose actors’ face, while on the back stage, where audiences are absent, actors can relax 

and step out of characters (1990). The division of front stage and back stage allows actors to 

tweak their behaviours and selectively give and give off information, a process of impression 

management. With regard to giving impressions, impressions are conveyed by individuals to 

others on the basis of the actors’ interests and intentions, whereas giving off impressions refers 

to the impressions leak through without any intention (Miller, 1995; Goffman, 1990). 

Individuals seek to make their giving as consistent as possible with their giving off in order to 

convince their audiences about their performance and control the reception of the subject 

positions they select to adopt. 

 

In comparison to Butler who focuses more on how individuals interact with and internalise 

societal norms, Goffman’s sense of performance is agentive and premised on a rational self 

that is able to manage an individual’s impressions and represent a consistent persona in front 

of others. To Goffman, identity is a discursive process contingent on the local conditions of the 

interactional context (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006).  

 

The poststructuralist and postmodern accounts of identity challenge the essentialist view of 

identity and treat identity as fluid, contingent, and fragmentary. More importantly, identity is 

constantly constituted in discourse: we are subject to a certain discourse but also actively and 

agentively engage in discursive practices in the interaction with others.  

 

2.1.4. Identity is a dialogic self-world relationship 

I have been influenced by aforementioned approaches to and perspectives on identity. I draw 

heavily on the postmodern/poststructuralist approaches to identity, but instead of sticking to 

one theory, I adopt a more integrated perspective to understand the term. I see identity is a 

dialogic self-world relationship. A diagram is presented to visualise the relationship: 
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The constitution of identity requires two processes: externalisation (i.e. an inside-outward 

process) and internalisation (i.e. an outside-inward process). The former refers to identities that 

are projected and produced via discursive practices. In the process of externalisation, 

individuals are agentive and have the ability to manage their impressions, represent their 

thoughts and emotions, and project their perceptions toward themselves in the interaction with 

others through their strategic and active discursive practices. The latter refers to that individuals 

reflexively internalise external values, norms and meanings and look into their inside. In the 

process of internalisation, individuals not only are “discourse users” but also are “constituted 

in discourse” (Bacchi, 2005, p.200). On the one hand, the dominant discourse or the 

institutionalised use of language or other sign systems does, to some degree, constrain and 

shape our mode of thought. In this sense, discourse can be seen as “a conceptual scheme” that 

is inherent in the mind of individuals (Davies and Harré, 1990, p.46). This is to say, “The 

discourse speaks us” (Ball, 1990, p.17-18) and individuals are constituted in and subject to 

discourse. On the other hand, individuals do not internalise and accept everything outside. 

There is still a space for individuals to exert their agency to be reflexive and introspective and 

consider what “linguistic and rhetorical devices” (Burr, 1995, p.184) to be used to position 

themselves within a specific timespace configuration. In a word, an individual’s identity 

construction is simultaneously shaped by dominant discourses and situationally negotiated to 

perform certain versions of self (Stapleton and Wilson, 2004). 

 

It is worth noticing that there is no clear-cut boundary between the two processes. The self and 

the world are constantly interacting and co-contributing to the formation of identity, and the 

inside outward and the outside inward processes are always intertwined and transformable. In 

this study, I avoid using terms such as personal identity, collective identity or social identity, 

as I see identity as a complex concept, and its formation involves multiple dimensions and 

aspects that can be personal, relational or social. In the following section, I provide empirical 

discussions of identity and discursive practices and address how individuals employ 

multimodal discursive resources to project their identities in the era of digital globalisation. 
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2.2. Identity and translanguaging 

2.2.1. Identity is constructed and projected via language 

As discussed in section 2.1.3, a discourse involves not only the knowledge produced by 

language but also the process of knowledge production through language, that is, how language 

is used. Therefore, identity as a discursive product is considered as a linguistic phenomenon, 

in particular in the eye of sociolinguists (Joseph, 2004). In this light, language and identity are 

inherently connected: language abstracts the knowledge and experience of the world into words, 

and both language per se and the use of language help to project and construct our identities. 

 

The mutually shaping relationship between identity and language invokes Block’s discussion 

of language identity, a term coined by him and based on sociolinguistic studies of 

ethnolinguistic identity (Block, 2009). He considers language identity as the relationship 

between one’s sense of self and a means of communication that can be a language (e.g. Chinese) 

or linguistic variety (e.g. Chongqing dialect). Being in line with Leung, Harris and Rampton 

(1997), three types of relationships are identified: language expertise refers to how proficient 

people are in a language; language affiliation means one’s attachment to or identification with 

a language whether or not one feels attached to a particular form of communication; and 

language inheritance is a matter of being born into a family or community that is associated 

with a particular language. These types do not have positive relationships: a person born into a 

language does not necessarily become an expert in that language, and one can inherit in a 

language but may not necessarily feel affiliation with it. These types are transformable, and 

language identities can shift in the course of one’s life journey. It is to say that one can be born 

into a certain language community but may later on develop a strong affiliation to another 

language community and prefer to use the language of that community. Language identity is 

also understood by Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985) as acts of identity. Utterances are 

considered as indexing speakers’ identity; through utterances researchers can identify the 

speakers’ speech community as well as their ethnicity, nationality, gender and more.  

 

Language also plays different roles when people negotiate different types of identities. 

Pavlenko and Blackledge (2004) examined the role of power in the process of identity 

negotiation and argue that language is a site of “resistance, empowerment, solidarity, or 

discrimination” (p.4). This is due to the fact that different forms of semiosis correspond to 

different values, what Blommaert called orders of indexicality, as some “are systemically 
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perceived as valuable, others as less valuable, and some are not taken into account at all, while 

all are subject to rules of access and regulations as to circulation” (Blommaert, 2007, p.117). 

In this light, the discursively constructed identities relating to different discursive resources are 

valued differently. Taking power into consideration, three types of identities are proposed by 

Pavlenko and Blackledge (see table 2.1): 

 

Table 2.1 Three types of identities 

Type Definition 

Imposed identities 
Identities are not negotiable in a particular time and place. Individuals are 

powerless to resist or contest the identities.  

Assumed identities 
Identities are accepted and not negotiable. Individuals accept and are not 

interested in contesting these identities. 

Negotiable identities Identities that can be contested and resisted by particular individuals and groups.  

(Pavlenko and Blackledge, 2004) 

 

Imposed identities - language is closely tied up with the central power and represents ‘common-

sense’ discourse. For example, Blackledge exemplifies English as necessary for immigrants 

who want to apply for British citizenship (Blackledge, 2004). In this case, the English language 

is endowed with a symbolic status and asserts its superiority over minority languages and is, 

therefore, reinforcing the inequality between linguistic majority and linguistic minority 

speakers. Assumed identity is legitimised by the dominant community and normally considered 

as having the highest value. Negotiable identity can be negotiated through language, ethnicity, 

sexuality and more. For instance, Grimard (2000, cited in Giampapa, 2004) points out the 

criteria for belonging to the Canadian mainstream: white, middle-upper class, masculine, 

heterosexual, anglophone and more. People who meet these criteria are considered to be the 

centre position whereas others are relegated to the periphery. Giampapa’s (2004) study 

investigates how three Italian-Canadian youths challenge the positions of the centre in the 

Canadian and Italian-Canadian worlds and negotiate and rearticulate their identities from the 

periphery of their worlds through language, ethnicity, sexual orientation and religion. These 

three types of identity indicate that speakers in different power positions have different 

discursive resources that are associated with different values. 

 

Digital spaces are considered as sites for resistance against the dominant discourse (Miles, 

2018). The digital revolution has transformed language by triggering the emergence of new 

words, genres and styles as well as by reshaping literacy practices; therefore, providing online 

users with multimodal affordances to flexibly “assemble texts that integrate language with 
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visual, aural, gestural and spatial modes” (Darvin, 2016, p.523). Such flexibility of language 

use in the digital spaces has facilitated cross-language interaction and translanguaging practices 

(Kulavuz-Onal and Vásquez, 2018; Schreiber, 2015); thus, providing individuals with the 

potentiality to go beyond the boundaries of languages. 

 

The transformation of language in the digital era has caused the transformation of identity. As 

reviewed in the Literature Review chapter, we use language to convey meanings, articulate 

ideas, position ourselves and represent our social relations; in the meantime, we are constituted 

in the institutionalised use of language. As the digital technology provides individuals with 

spaces in which language can be used in various ways, individuals are able to “move across 

online and offline realities with greater fluidity and perform multiple identities” (Darvin, 2016, 

p.524). 

 

In comparison to offline face-to-face settings in which individuals construct their identities 

readily with paralinguistic features such as body gestures, facial expressions and intonations, 

individuals have limited access to these means on digital spaces. Such limitations indicate the 

fact that linguistic features become major identity markers online (Chau and Lee, 2017). 

Therefore, it is important to investigate individuals’ linguistic practices that are concerned with 

“the outcome of the relation between media constraints and user agency within specific socio-

cultural settings” (Androutsopoulos, 2010, p.212). In this background, the subtle relationship 

between linguistic practices and identities has aroused a great deal of empirical discussion by 

scholars. Lee, for example, argues that “writing online is writing oneself into being” (Lee, 2014, 

p.107). In her study, the case participant, Tony, has carefully monitored his linguistic styles in 

different spaces and developed a series of linguistic practices in social media in front of 

different audiences for different purposes. Karam (2018) also highlights that language is an 

essential resource to identity construction and identification. Following Ivanič (2006), he 

investigates how a bilingual refugee student, Zein, discoursally (re)constructs his digital 

bricoleur identity by creatively manipulating different modalities of language through 

affiliation (how others talk to us), address (how others talk about us), and attribution (how we 

talk like others) (Karam, 2018). Karam’s study highlights the importance of multimodal and 

multilingual dimensions of language use in identity construction.  

 

The technological affordances of social media enable users to not only use language in different 

ways, but also draw upon a broader range of multimodal resources in their identity work (Lee, 
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2014). Kress has proposed a new theory of meaning and argues that “language is no longer the 

carrier of all meaning” (2000, p.339). Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) further argue for a 

paradigm shift from monomodality to multimodality in the study of contemporary 

communication, and consider all modes of resources have potentialities to contribute to 

meaning during communication. To better illustrate how linguistic and other semiotic resources 

project and are used to index users’ identity, I adopt the concepts of heteroglossia, 

translanguaging and communicative repertoire in my study. Heteroglossia is used to disclose 

the complexity of language; translanguaging, complemented by multimodality, indicates the 

real-life language practice; and communicative repertoire best captures the multilingual and 

multimodal feature of contemporary individuals’ online communication with a particular focus 

on their lived experience. 

 

2.2.2. Heteroglossia 

Heteroglossia is a translation of the Russian term raznorečie (Bakhtin, 1981, p.263), a term 

that was coined by the Russian literary critic and language philosopher, Mikhail Bakhtin, in 

his 1934 work “Discourse in the Novel” to describe the intra-language varieties within Russian. 

The concept of heteroglossia refers to the simultaneous use of different forms, signs and 

contents, “the tension between them, and their conflicting relationship within one text” (Ivanov, 

2001, p.259). I adopt heteroglossia as a lens to understand language because of its three 

implications: 1) the coexistence, mixture, and juxtapositions of the ways of using interlingual 

resources and intralingual varieties (Leppänen et al., 2009); 2) the inherent sociohistorical 

associations of linguistic signs and forms (Bailey, 2007); and 3) the intrinsic social and political 

tensions and struggles in language (Bailey, 2012). 

 

The first implication focuses not only on multilingualism but also on a broader range of 

sociolinguistic phenomena. Although the definition of multilingualism varies from scholar to 

scholar and shifts between the narrow extreme (i.e. whether the person masters two or more 

languages to an equal level of native-likeness) and the broad extreme (i.e. whether the 

individual has at least some knowledge and control of other languages) (Aronin and Singleton, 

2012),  it is generally accepted that it refers to linguistic phenomena and practices involving 

distinct languages. Heteroglossia goes beyond multilingualism and looks at the different kind 

forms and signs within a single language, the intra-language variations (e.g. dialects and 

registers), and inter-language resources. It subsumes a view of multilingualism, seeing 
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language as a countable, stable, distinct and bounded entity (Martin-Jones et al., 2012; 

Lähteenmäki, 2010), and offers a new lens to see language as a social resource (Blackledge 

and Creese, 2014). In this view, intra-language varieties and inter-language resources can be 

juxtaposed and mixed in people’s daily communication. This view permits me to detect all 

kinds of forms and signs in students’ communicative practices.  

 

The second implication indicates that words and linguistic forms are non-neutral and always 

bear indexical meanings. Language use in daily life is rather a “concrete heteroglot conception 

of the world” (Bakhtin, 1981, p.293) than a structured and conventional communication system.  

All words have the “taste” of a particular social class, an era, a particular person, a community 

etc., with particular intentions and also index the macro sociohistorical plane as well as the 

micro-contextual realm (Silverstein, 2003). This highlights that words in a language not only 

disclose individuals’ world views and intentions but also reflect contextual and sociohistorical 

information. Therefore, heteroglossia allows me to take students’ life trajectory and macro-

sociohistorical background into consideration while probing deeply into small signs and forms. 

 

The third implication of heteroglossia addresses the social and political tensions inherent in 

language. The primary tension of language is between “centripetal” forces (i.e. a national 

standard form of language) and “centrifugal” forces (i.e. local, non-standard or demotic forms 

of language) (Bakhtin, 1981, p.271). Such tensions are embedded in subjects’ utterances even 

without being noticed. The tensions seem to be very prominent in China where Mandarin is 

the dominant language, although a large number of regional dialects and minority languages 

also exist (L. Zhang, 2018). Such tensions, inherent in language when observed through the 

lens of heteroglossia, apply to many Chinese-speaking international students in the context of 

this study. 

 

Language observed through the lens of heteroglossia is no longer a distinct, countable, stable 

and bounded entity (Martin-Jones et al., 2012; Lähteenmäki, 2010), but rather “a medium 

through which an individual participates in a historical flow of social relationship, struggles 

and meanings” (Bailey, 2012, p.450). Bakhtin’s heteroglossic view of language questions both 

monoglossia (i.e. the dominance of a single language) and polyglossia (i.e. the coexistence of 

two languages) (Ivanov, 2001). The concept of heteroglossia is useful to understand the 

complexity and diversity of communicative practices, indexical meanings and inherent 

tensions within and between languages, as well as the uncertainty, mobility, fluidity and 
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fragmentation featured in current societies (Giddens, 2018; Bauman, 2006; Blackledge and 

Creese, 2014).  

 

2.2.3. Translanguaging and multimodality 

The term translanguaging has been widely discussed by a number of sociolinguistic scholars 

to refer to the simultaneous use linguistics resources (García and Li, 2014; Blackledge and 

Creese, 2017; Pennycook, 2017; Wang and Curdt-Christiansen, 2018; Hornberger and Link, 

2012; Li, 2017). Although used originally in educational contexts (García, 2009), 

translanguaging has now been adopted by many scholars to understand general meaning-

making and voice-giving practices. García (2009, 2013) proposes that translanguaging is not 

only the process in which bilinguals engage in multiple discursive practices to construct 

meaning with the aim of maximising communicative potential, but also a mechanism for social 

justice that removes the hierarchy of languaging practices and liberates the voices of language 

minorities (García and Leiva, 2014, p.200; García, 2014). Therefore, she further argues, 

translanguaging is about “a new languaging reality”, about “a new way of being, acting and 

languaging in a different social, cultural, and political context”, “allowing fluid discourses to 

flow” and giving “voice to new social realities” (García and Leiva, 2014, p.204). 

Translanguaging offers individuals a possibility to incorporate full meaning-making resources 

to give voices that are filled with social diversity and associated with particular ideological 

positions (Blackledge and Creese, 2014). 

  

Li Wei and Zhu Hua (2013, p.4) further extend the notion and argue the term “best captures 

both the dynamic nature of multilingual practices of various kinds and the capacity of the de-

/re-territorialized speaker to mobilize their linguistic resources to create new social places for 

themselves”. According to them, translanguaging is not only about multiple discursive 

practices, but also about creating new space, negotiating new social meanings, and. 

constructing new identities. Individuals create their translanguaging space by bringing together 

different facets of their personal history, experience and environment (Li, 2011). Consequently, 

such space is individualised, and its boundary of it exists only in the mind of the space creator. 

The construction of the translanguaging space is unfinalised as one’s lived experience is 

ongoing, and its boundary keeps shifting as different resources are continuously brought into 

the construction process.  
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Translanguaging draws people’s attention from distinct languages to the agency of individuals 

engaged in using, incorporating, interpreting, and creating signs for communication 

(Blackledge and Creese, 2017). In their study of language choices and social media, Martínez-

Arbelaiz and her colleagues (2017) investigated communicative practices among international 

students at two Basque universities. They found that students use multiple languages 

differently on different social media for various purposes: they use their native languages on 

Skype to maintain the connection with their home, and English and Spanish on WhatsApp in 

their daily practices. As discussed by the researchers, the internet era and the development of 

social media change the study-abroad context into a multilingual context in which people 

develop their “multicompetence” (Cook, 1992) to engage in language learning and teaching 

abroad.  

 

Communication is always multimodal: individuals not only use linguistic but also visual, aural, 

and spatial resources to convey and interpret meaning (Li, 2017; Idemea, 2003). This is 

particularly true in the context of social media, emojis, stickers, videos, links and images all 

have the potential to be used in communication. The fact has led to a great emphasis on 

multimodality. The term recognises the need for “studying how different kinds of meaning 

making are combined into an integrated, multimodal whole” (Jewitt et al., 2016, p.2) which in 

turn provides people with a fuller means for conveying meaning (Kress, 2015). In other words, 

multimodality departs from the traditional opposition of ‘verbal’ and ‘non-verbal’ 

communication which prioritises the verbal means, and focuses on the co-occurrence and 

interplay of different modes of making meaning (Lemke, 2009; Kress, 2015; Jewitt et al., 2016). 

 

Research demonstrates the importance of visual modalities (e.g., images, videos, selfies) for 

communication. For example, Bolter (2001, p.xiii) states hypermedia brings our culture to “an 

increased emphasis on visual”. He argues that images are far more than a visual aid in context 

of explanation, and explains the focus shifted from words to images is due to humans’ deep-

set desire of knowing things by visually seeing what they look like. Visual elements are also 

extensively used in the context of social media, such as selfies, to project user identity and 

personal perspectives (Zappavigna and Zhao, 2017).   

 

Similarly, emojis and stickers are also used for people to convey non-verbal cues in digital 

messages (Hu et al., 2017; Skiba, 2016; Danesi, 2017). On Chinese social media, emoji is not 

the only visual mode popularised by Chinese network users. Chinadaily (2017b) reports that 
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stickers or sticker sets (biao qing bao) have come to dominate the social networks. For example, 

“dou tu” (i.e. a kind of competition of sending stickers while chatting on WeChat) is used to 

indicate users’ opinions, express sentiments and convey sarcasm (Hu et al., 2017). Stickers are 

not a simple composition of popular images and texts, more importantly, they are the new 

language of China’s youth, a creative channel of their self-expression and an aggregation of 

youth pop culture (ibid., 2017; Swordpain, 2017; Wu, 2016; Hao, 2016). 

 

Social media platforms afford other multimodal modes for communication, such as link sharing 

and post retweeting and reposting. Such practices allow users to convey their thoughts and 

preferences via sharing others’ contents without creating their own linguistic and semiotic 

contents. The acts of link sharing not only disseminate information, but also serve as important 

tools for self-presentation and attitudes demonstration (Adami, 2014). 

 

Translanguaging in this study is considered as a practical theory of language (Li, 2018) that 

allows different languages to be conceptualised as part of an integrated communication system 

(Zhao and Flewitt, 2020). This lens is complemented by multimodality, which highlights the 

multimodal nature of individuals’ meaning-making practices. Digital spaces allow users to 

express themselves and communicate with others by flexibly employing all the semiotic 

resources that bear their own limitations and potentialities as a whole (Jewitt et al., 2016). In 

the process of meaning making, individuals agentively, critically and creatively employ, create 

and interpret different communicative resources from their communicative repertoire to 

communicate with different interlocutors across various time-spaces and contexts and perform 

certain subjectivities (Li, 2017). 

 

Many empirical studies have investigated the relationship between multilingual and 

multimodal practices and identity construction on social media (e.g. Androutsopoulos, 2015; 

Bolander and Locher, 2010; Chau and Lee, 2017; Jonsson and Muhonen, 2014). For example, 

Zhao and Flewitt (2020) in their recent publication have focused on the translinguistic, 

multimodal, polyadic and socialising characteristics of one emergent bilingual boy’s 

interaction on WeChat. They have found the bilingual children are highly resourceful and they 

draw on a repertoire of linguistic and multimodal resources (i.e. image-based) to enrich their 

communicative exchanges while constructing their identities within the exchange. Schreiber 

(2015) presents an empirical study examining the relations between multilingual identity and 

translanguaging. In the case of a Serbian university student, Aleksandar, she finds that he 
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consistently integrates multiple varieties of English and Serbian, slang words, hip-pop images, 

and music videos on Facebook into a unified expression of identity and deliberately portrays 

his identity as a Serbian rap artist. Likewise, Solmaz (2018) borrows Androutsopoulos's (2015a) 

concept of networked multilingualism that involves individualised literacy repertoires, 

networked resources and networked audiences to analyse international graduate students’ 

digital multilingual and multimodal practices. He finds that these students effectively and 

strategically use their multimodal and multilingual repertoires when facing different audiences 

and indexing their multiple identities on Facebook. These studies, however, seem to regard the 

digital world as an independent space separated from the offline lived world. The influence of 

lived experience on digital translanguaging practices and identity construction is overlooked 

to some extent. The linkage of online and offline spaces when addressing the inside-outward 

and outside-inward identity work in the following sections should be cautiously considered. 

 

The poststructuralist view of identity in Solmaz’s study is in line with Leppänen and her 

colleagues' (2013) conception of (dis)identification. Leppänen et al. argue that identities in 

social media “are performed in chains and skeins of activities and interactions” and constructed 

in active and ongoing processes of “identification and self-understanding, seeking or 

eschewing commonality, connectedness and groupness” (p.112). To better understand the 

complex identification work and social media practices, the researchers emphasise the vitality 

of resemiotisation and entextualisation. The former refers to re-articulation across modes and 

modalities and emphasises the need for “socio-historical exploration and understanding of the 

complex processes which constitute and surround” meaning-makings (Iedema, 2003, p.48; 

Leppänen et al., 2013, p.4). The latter involves two relevant processes: decontextualisation (i.e. 

the extraction of discoursal materials out of their original contexts) and recontextualisation (i.e. 

the modification and re-use of the materials so that they become potentially transferable in new 

contexts and across social boundaries) (Leppänen et al., 2013; Giaxoglou, 2009; Bauman and 

Briggs, 1990). Both terms resonate with multilingual and multimodal meaning-making 

practices and highlight that (dis)identification work in social media are woven from multiple 

intertwined linguistic and semiotic materials. 

 

These empirical studies not only unfold the mutually constitutive relationship between 

translanguaging, multimodality and identity on social media, but also imply that every 

linguistic/semiotic mode is historically and culturally situated and carries its own history and 

meaning potentials (Li and Ho, 2018, p.38). Drawing on this understanding, the 
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aforementioned concept of translanguaging space (Li, 2011) is considered to be helpful to 

understand the continuous identity construction in interactions. Li investigated three Chinese 

youths in Britain about their actual use of multilingual resources during interactions and the 

translanguaging spaces they create within the wider social space in which they construct and 

perform their identities and position themselves. The translanguaging space is created through 

the act of translanguaging: the full deployment of individuals’ communicative repertoires. 

Different identities, values and practices of individuals are integrated and regenerated in the 

continuous construction of the space. Individuals’ abilities of creativity (i.e. the ability to 

choose between following or flouting rules and norms of language use) and criticality (i.e. the 

ability to question the received wisdom and “to express views through reasoned responses to 

situations”) permit them to keep breaking the rules of grammatical systems and the norms of 

social behaviours. They bring new communicative resources into interactions, challenge 

conventional ideologies, and deal with potential tensions and conflicts among different 

identities, ideologies, cultures and power relations (Li, 2011, p.1223). Therefore, Li further 

argues during the process of creating translanguaging space, individuals not only respond to 

the contemporary centripetal and centrifugal forces and make efforts to ease the conflicts, but 

also actively perform different subjectivities across contexts (Li and Ho, 2018). 

 

2.2.4. Communicative repertoire 

Bearing in mind the multimodal and transformative nature of individuals’ meaning-making 

practices, I adopt the notion communicative repertoire to investigate Chinese international 

students’ communications online. On WeChat, one’s communicative repertoire involves 

“photos, video, music, emoticons and other non-linguistic forms of expression serving as 

resources for communication” (Rymes, 2014, p.9). The communicative repertoire provides 

individuals with multiple linguistic and multimodal resources to be used simultaneously and 

dynamically.  

 

Communicative repertoire is developed upon the concept of linguistic repertoire. Gumperz 

(1964; 1965) developed the latter concept on the basis of his research on local speech 

communities in two small rural towns. The linguistic repertoire is constituted of all the accepted 

languages, dialects and registers with the purpose to provide speakers with an “arsenal in 

accordance with the meanings they wish to convey” (Gumperz, 1964, p.138). The decisions of 

selecting certain linguistic resources are in the hands of the speakers; however, the freedom to 
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choose is subject to both grammatical rules and social etiquette within relatively stable speech 

communities. Blommaert (2008) expands the notion of linguistic repertoire by involving a 

biographical approach and highlights the experiencing subjects with their multi-layered 

linguistic repertoire as the starting point rather than language per se. He documents a case of a 

Rwandan refugee in the UK and argues that one’s linguistic repertoire reveals not only one’s 

birthplace but also one’s life history. Blommaert’s main idea is that time and space both shape 

and impact on and shape one’s linguistic repertoire, and the repertoire in turn reflects one’s life, 

“a life that is lived in a real sociocultural, historical and political space” (Blommaert, 2008, 

p.17). It is the focus on time and space that brings the repertoire approach to the fore in this 

study (see the discussion in section 2.3). 

 

However, as Rymes (2014) argues, the linguistic-based repertoire fails to encompass other 

features beyond languages in the communicative interactions. According to her, 

 

One’s repertoire can include not only multiple languages, dialects, and registers in the 

institutionally defined sense, but also gesture, dress, posture, and even knowledge of 

communicative routines, familiarity with types of food or drink, and mass media 

references including phrases, dance moves, and recognizable intonation patterns that 

circulate via actors, musicians, and other superstars. 

(Rymes, 2014, p.10) 

 

The key argument of Rymes is that language is merely one element of a communicative 

repertoire. She greatly extends the boundaries of communication and sees the individual’s 

repertoire as an unfinalised product that is constantly developing and being constructed as 

one’s life experience grows. She compares one’s communicative repertoire to “an 

accumulation of archeological layers” throughout one’s life, arguing that individuals select 

from the accumulated life experiences and resources to serve the communicative purposes and 

needs in interaction (ibid., p.10). In line with Rymes, Blackledge and Creese (2017) 

demonstrate that the body plays an essential role in communicative practices. In the social 

arena of the market hall, the researchers find that customers and butchers employ linguistic 

resources together with embodied resources (e.g. gestures, eye gaze, nods and head shakes, 

shrugs and smiles) to make their interaction effective and convivial.  

 

To sum up, the concept of communicative repertoire best captures the multimodal and 

multilingual feature of human communication in both online and offline settings. It also permits 
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me to investigate language resources as well as other modes of communicative resources of 

Chinese international students in the context of WeChat. 

 

2.3. Identity, time and space 

Two important aspects related to identity are time and space. I understand them from two 

dimensions: the macro time-space and the micro time-space. The former refers to the new 

forms of time and space in the digitalised world in which time becomes timeless and space 

becomes flow (see the discussion in section 1.2.3). The new forms of time and space inevitably 

restructure and reconstitute individuals’ sense of time and space and their identities. The latter 

presupposes that the image of an individual is intrinsically chronotopic (Bakhtin, 1981). 

 

2.3.1. The new forms of time and space 

The development of technology induces the emergence of new communication system that is 

based on the digitised and networked integration of multiple communication nodes (Manuel 

Castells, 2009). Such a system radically transforms space and time and constructs a “real 

virtuality” rather than a virtual reality (ibid., p.403). Reality and virtuality can hardly be 

distinguished. The reality has always been virtual and is experienced and perceived through 

symbols, that is, reality is virtually perceived. In the digitised world, all realities are immersed 

in virtual image settings and projected onto screens or, in other words, there is no such thing 

called real, only copies of images exist. This resonates with what Baudrillard (1988) called 

hyperreality within which images, spectacles and signs are at play, and individuals escape from 

the “desert of the real” to the ecstasy of hyperreality and the new realm of technological 

experience (Kellner, 2019, para.35).  

 

In the digitised world, time and space appear in new forms. As figure 2.1 shows, time in the 

traditional society tends to be directional and sequential, while, as shown in figure 2.2, the 

sequential time has been broken down into time segments. The past, the present and the future 

can be programmed to interact with each other in the same message (Manual Castells, 2009b). 

In a sense, time becomes unidirectional, de-sequential and timeless. There is neither beginning 

nor end, only pieces of time.  
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Space is also restructured. In both traditional and contemporary societies, space and place are 

strongly intertwined as people live in places and they inevitably perceive their space as place-

based. Place is considered as having three necessary features: geographic location, material 

form, and a human investment with meaning and value (Gieryn, 2000), such as the café and 

library in figure 2.3 which normally have boundaries and bear clear social functions. Unlike 

places, which are considered as concrete entities, spaces are viewed as being more abstract and 

are constructed through the interaction between human beings who occupy and make reference 

to them (Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain, 2013). The modern space, however, is assumed to be 

separated from its historical, cultural and geographical meanings (Giddens, 2016) and becomes 

one of flows (Castells et al., 2007). Figure 2.4 is adapted from Shen and her colleagues’ work 

(Shen et al., 2012) to address Castells’s concept of space of flows. Such space is co-constructed 

by two layers: the space of places or physical space, and the virtual space. The former space 

can be perceived by human beings and is composed of socio-economic activities and territorial 

past present future 

past 
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future 

Figure 2.1 Sequential time 

Figure 2.2 New form of time 

Space of places 

Space of flows 

Virtual nodes 
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landscapes. The latter space corresponds to the physical space and was originally used for 

storage and transmission of data (Shen et al., 2012). These two spaces are connected via the 

virtual nodes and the physical nodes and collaboratively constitute the space of flows: a space 

is created by the real-time interaction of physically disjointed social actors and is comprised of 

the constant movement of people, goods, capital, information and technology over distances 

(Castells et al., 2007).  

 

Time and space lose their traditional meanings and are integrated into image collages, which 

restructure people’s perceptions of their life foundation and their identity. The real virtuality 

blends individuals’ lived experiences and virtual experiences, and only simulated reality is seen 

and perceived by individuals (Baudrillard, 1988). In this case, people construct their identities 

by the appropriation of images, and codes and models determine how they perceive themselves 

and their relation to others (Kellner, 2019). These images and codes and the hyperreality in 

turn shape individuals’ thoughts and behaviours. “Who the person is” becomes an open-ended 

question with multiple answers, based on what simulated resources the person uses to project 

his/her identity.  

 

However, such identity can be problematic. As Baudrillard argues, the subject who is overly 

exposed to instantaneous images and collaged time and space would “become a pure screen, a 

pure absorption and re-absorption surface of the influent networks” (Baudrillard, 1988, p.27). 

In this light, individuals seem to be merely entities shaped by technological experience and the 

hyperreal. Moreover, identity becomes plastic and fragile (Introna, 1997). People become 

masters of self-presentation and self-creation (Turkle, 1996). It is easy and convenient for them 

to play with their identities and develop new ones. Nonetheless, to what extent a person can 

develop an ongoing story about the self remains in doubt. In Giddens’s words (2018, p.53), 

“An individual may fail to achieve an enduring conception of her aliveness” and “lack a 

consistent feeling of biographical continuity”, that is, she is “ontologically insecure”.  

 

Going back to my understanding of identity as a dialogic self-world relationship: individuals 

have to make efforts to “innovate rules in a bricolage of their own identities” (Lash, 1999, p.3), 

and make lifestyle choices among the diversity of possibilities (Giddens, 2018) in order to deal 

with the changeable external world and the insecure internal world. In this sense, individuals 

are agents who reflexively “build up a life of their own” (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 1995, 

p.6). This brings me to my discussion on agency. 
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2.3.2. Agency 

Individuals are, to a certain degree, the agents who decide who they are in the digitalised world, 

although the impact of the hyperreality can hardly be avoided. In this light, an attention to 

agency of individuals is required to better understand individuals’ identity work. Emirbayer 

and Mische (1998) distinguish between three different but intertwined constitutive elements of 

human agency: iteration, projectivity, and practical evaluation. These three elements 

correspond to three different temporal orientations of agency: the past, the future, and the 

present. Their understanding of agency enables me to examine how individuals, intentionally 

and unintentionally, selectively and habitually, involve their past experience and their 

expectation of the future anticipation with their present identity work and their insights and 

reflections on the relationship between their selves and the world, without being entangled 

much with physical demarcation of online and offline spaces. 

 

The iterational element indicates that individuals selectively recall, select and appropriately 

apply their past patterns of thought and action which are schematised and stabilised via habit 

and repetition. It allows individuals to sustain identities and interactions over time. It also 

highlights that day-to-day routines and practices require a selective focusing of attention to 

single out resources to respond to a particular form of interaction. 

 

The projective element addresses individuals’ capability of challenging, reconsidering and 

reformulating their schemas and habits. In doing so, they reconstruct and innovate the 

traditional schemas in conformity with evolving desires, aspirations and purposes to face the 

uncertainties and challenges of social life.  

 

The practical-evaluative element lies in the present and contextualised dimension of social 

experience. In response to the emerging demands, dilemmas, and ambiguities of presently 

evolving situations, individuals make practical and situationally based judgements. The three 

elements of agency explicitly analyse the interplay between agency and structure, which are 

“mutually constitutive” (Emirbayer and Mische, 1998, p.1003) rather than dichotomised. In 

other words, agency is neither an individual’s property nor entirely constrained or shaped by 

social structures, instead, it is “a contextually enacted way of being in the world” (van Lier, 

2008, p.186). 
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Emirbayer and Mische’s (1998) interpretation of agency inspires me to understand individuals’ 

identity work. Firstly, the historical and biographical perspective of an individual is highlighted. 

The history of situational structures is intertwined with personal history, and both provide 

resources for individuals and their social practices and leave traces in their identity construction. 

On the one hand, historical structures are rooted in class, race, gender and other social divisions 

which are brought into the present situated practices (Holland and Lave, 2001). The symbolic 

and linguistic resources are distributed unevenly across socially identified groups and generate 

different perspectives and social relations between group members. When that happens, 

historical structures somehow restrain or influence individuals’ present practices. On the other 

hand, individuals’ agency enables individuals free themselves, to some degree, from such 

relatively fixed relations and structures. Individuals’ life trajectory and negotiation with 

structures are embedded in and can be traced from their identity performance.  

 

Secondly, individuals exercise their agency to respond to a momentary and here-and-now 

online context. They manipulate linguistic and semiotic resources and signs to create their 

online images as well as the stages in which these images or identities exist. Future and 

historical orientations are dragged into the present identity performance. Especially in the 

online environment, one’s agency appears to be enlarged, since physical contextual 

information is omitted and one’s corporeal body is hidden; more reflexivity and agentic 

capacities are therefore required to manipulate temporal oriented relations and resources. 

 

Thirdly, the future orientation of agency is well embodied in the process of individuals’ identity 

performance. Individuals strategically give certain impressions as they wish to be seen by 

others. These impressions are related to one’s desires, imaginations, hopes and maybe fears. 

For instance, Norton and Toohey (2011) argue that second language learners may imagine who 

they might be in the future when they have learned another language, and this may have a 

strong impact on learners’ investment in language learning. Giddens (2018, p.85) also proposes 

life-planning as a means to “prepare a course of future actions mobilised in terms of the self’s 

biography”. The future-oriented impetus constructs some sides of one’s identities and provides 

individuals with resources to give impressions to their audiences online. When utilising and 

linking temporal resources, spatial elements are intrinsically intertwined. Bakhtin’s concept of 

chronotope is adopted for investigating the linkage of time, space and individuals. 
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2.3.3. Chronotopic identity 

Time, space and identity are indivisible. Bakhtin’s notion of the chronotope best captures this 

interrelationship. The chronotope was developed as an instrument for developing a 

fundamentally historical semiotics (Bakhtin, 1981). Bakhtin defines the concept as “the 

intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in 

literature” (ibid., p.84-85). It highlights the historical feature of discourse use: the discursive 

resources and the discursive choices are both embedded within and directed towards certain 

temporal-spatial frames. Blommaert expands the concept and interprets it as ‘a time-space’ 

referring to the intrinsic blending of time and space in any event in the real world (2015). 

Glossing chronotopes as “invokable tropic chunks of history” (Blommaert, 2015, p.110), 

Blommaert considers that the chronotopic organisation of discourse provides availability of 

specific contexts across time and space for invocation in discursive work at the present (Huang, 

2016).  

 

Time and space in the concept of chronotope still bear historical, cultural and geographical 

meanings; in other words, chronotope is contextualised and localised. Agha (2007) once states 

that “entextualized projections of time cannot be isolated from locale and personhood” (p.320). 

It implies that identities, time and place-based spaces are closely tied together in all kinds of 

discursive practices. The contextualised feature of chronotope distinguishes it from the macro 

dimension of timespace (see section 2.3.1) in which time becomes timeless and space becomes 

one of flows. Owning to this feature, chronotope provides a possibility of investigating the 

linkage of time and space in human interactions and identity work (Bemong and Borghart, 

2010).  

 

“The image of man is always intrinsically chronotopic” (Bakhtin, 1981, p.85). People rely on 

chronotopes - “chunks of history” - in the identity work in which they engage in the 

interactional present (Blommaert, 2015, p.12; Creese and Blackledge, 2019). Specific 

chronotopes invoke certain plots, characters, actions, meanings and values (Bakhtin, 1981). 

Interactionally interpreting and deploying them are also chronotopic phenomena, “in which 

other historicities convene in the here-and-now historicity of production and understanding” 

(Blommaert, 2015, p.109). Therefore, signs of history are converted into signs in history (ibid.). 

Drawing on this argument, Blommaert considers the chronotope as an aspect of 

contextualisation in which “meaning as value effects derived from local enactments of 
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historically loaded semiotic resources” (2015, p.108; Gumperz, 2003). All interactive events 

are therefore situated in certain timespace, occurring as “here-and-now” while indexing 

“historically configured and ordered tropes” (Blommaert, 2015, p.111). 

 

Blommaert and De Fina (2017) provide an empirical discussion on how the change of 

classroom chronotopes affects superdiverse identity work. They divide the classroom scenarios 

into more precise chronotopic configurations: “front region”, in which the routinised and 

ritualised nature of activities, interactions and expectations about student-teacher identities are 

presented; and “back region”, in which peer-to-peer interaction may become predominant and 

more possibilities of language use and identity presentation may arise. According to their 

research, any change between “front region” and “back region” chronotopic configurations 

would trigger complex shifts in “roles, discourses, modes of interaction, dress, codes of 

conduct and criteria for judgement of appropriate versus inappropriate behavior, and so forth” 

(Blommaert and Fina, 2017, p.4), thus affecting individuals’ identity works. In other words, 

chronotopes involve specific forms of identity: specific patterns of social behaviour belong to 

or are appropriate for specific time-space configurations; only when the patterns of behaviours 

and identity performance fit the existing frames are they considered as normal, otherwise, they 

are “out of place”, “out of order”, or “transgressive” (ibid., p.3). 

 

Unlike the study of Blommaert and De Fina (2017) investigates how the change of offline 

chronotopes affect identity, Lyons, Tagg and Hu (2019) bring the term chronotope into the 

digitised configuration of time and space. They draw on the concept of mobile chronotope that 

is “defined as the socially conditioned configuration of time and space within largely text-

based virtual exchanges, exemplified by mobile-phone messaging through apps such as 

WhatsApp and WeChat” (p. 4). Lyons and her colleagues examine how Chinese migrants in 

the UK employ textual and multimodal resources to negotiate mobile chronotopes of 

(non)modernity in everyday mobile messaging interactions. By analysing migrants’ WeChat 

interactions, they find that migrants straddle traditional and modern chronotopes, navigate the 

chronotopic elements associated with them, and adjust their chronotopic self-placement in a 

fluid process. Their work empirically not only shows the applicability of the concept of 

chronotope to identity work on social media, but also indicates how complex chronotopic self-

placements are formed at the interaction of multiple temporal-spatial frames. 
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The digitised world with new forms of time and space opens up a window to observe the co-

existence of different chronotopic references in the here-and-now interactional present. 

Bakhtin’s “road” metaphor (1981) best captures such co-existence. In his original text, Bakhtin 

writes: 

 

On the road (“the high road”), the spatial and temporal paths of the most varied people 

- representatives of all social classes, estates, religions, nationalities, ages - intersect at 

one spatial and temporal point. People who are normally kept separate by social and 

spatial distance can coincidently meet; any contrast may crop up, the most various fates 

may collide and interweave with one another.  

(Bakhtin, 1981, p.243-244) 

 

Social media can be seen as the “road” that provides geographically dispersed people with 

temporal-spatial paths to encounter and meet each other.“The chronotope of the road”, as 

Bakhtin continues, “is both a point of new departures and a place for events to find their 

denouement” (p.244). The time-space people encounter always involves particular activities, 

behaviours, discourses, interaction patterns, roles, role relationships, identity formation modes, 

and also involves social and cultural identity profiles that people bring along to the temporal-

spatial point (Blommaert and De Fina, 2017). The chronotope therefore constructs a new layer 

in the course of one’s life and can also be invokable in present interaction and identity work.  

 

2.4. Chapter summary 

In this chapter, I have placed the concept of identity at the centre of my review. I first 

diachronically and synchronically reviewed identity theories. I then paid a particular attention 

to the interrelationship between identity and language. Thirdly, I shed light on the time and 

space dimensions of identity. These three sections contribute to my understanding of identity 

in this study. In this section, I will reiterate my conceptual framework by showing the following 

diagram that is developed on the diagram in section 2.1.4: 
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As the diagram shows, I go beyond the simplified dichotomous perceptions of identity such as 

personal or social and argue that identity is a dialogic self-world relationship, consisting of 

intertwined internalised and externalised processes. Language plays a vital role in these 

processes. We use language to position ourselves and represent our social relations, meanwhile, 

we are constituted in the institutionalised use of language. Language renders the knowledge 

and world of experience into words, and language itself and the use of it both project and 

construct individuals’ identities. A heteroglossic lens of language acknowledges the 

complexity of language and the power play within languages and language varieties; however, 

language, in the digital era, is less of a priority in communication, and multimodal resources 

are given more value instead. A multilingual and multimodal turn in digital communication 

calls for a more complex understanding of the relationship between identity and language. Such 

turn is influenced by the change of time and space in the digitised world. Both time and space 

separate from place and appear in new forms: time becomes non-sequential and timeless, and 

space becomes one of the flows. Facing the changeable external world, the individual wittingly 

and unwittingly gets involved in the simulated reality and to some extent falls into a dilemma 

of ‘ontologically insecure’, in other words, the self is threatened. However, the individuals 

neither let the unstable world engulfs themselves completely, nor are collaged by fragmentary 

multilingual and multimodal resources; instead, they exert their agency to reflexively build up 

a life of their own and actively and selectively respond to the external world via multilingual 

and multimodal practices. The chronotopic lens provides a more nuanced perspective to 

investigate the dialogic relationship between self and world. The multiple temporal and spatial 

links maintained throughout individuals’ life trajectories have been brought into their 

transnational as well as localised interactions and serve as clues for telling information about 
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one’s identities. Social media affords the co-presence of multiple chronotopes within a single 

exchange, thus, providing a possibility to investigate how complex chronotopic identities are 

constructed and performed at the intersection of multiple contexts. In the following chapter, I 

aim to provide discussions on my methodology. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

3.1. Introduction 

In chapter 2, I reviewed some literature pertaining to this study and previous empirical studies 

that guide and shape my research. In this chapter, I discuss the research paradigm, the rationale 

of the research design, the adaptation of research methods, and the description of implementing 

those methods to conduct the research. I also outline the methods of data collection and analysis. 

The initial data analysis is also provided. Finally, I address ethical considerations of the study.  

 

Research questions are re-stated here to justify the research design of the study: 

1) What are the characteristics of communicative practices on WeChat and how Chinese 

international students put communicative resources into use? 

2) What are the characteristics of identity on WeChat?  

3) How do individual students perform and construct their identities on WeChat? 

 

A detailed research design with rationales will be addressed in the following sections. 

 

3.2. Research philosophy 

My research aims to unveil the lived experience of identity performance and construction of 

Chinese international students through the social media of WeChat. In doing so, my research 

is situated within an interpretive paradigm. From an interpretivist view, social reality is 

embedded in its social settings and should be interpreted through meaning-making processes. 

Ontologically, I believe there is no universal “reality” or “truth”, and the meaning is 

constructed by individuals with different historical and cultural perspectives in the process of 

discussions or interactions with others (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005, p.25). Epistemologically, I 

believe knowledge itself is personal, subjective, unique and in flux rather than objective and 

tangible (Cohen et al., 2007). Especially in the digital era, users are no longer passively 

receiving and consuming knowledge but actively engaging in generating, controlling and 

disseminating knowledge (Sade-Beck, 2004). Therefore, to understand Chinese international 

students’ identity construction and performance and meaning-making practices on WeChat, I 

rely much on the participants’ reflexive subjective views about their meaning-making practices 

and their perceptions about their identities. Meanwhile, I pay attention to the sociocultural 

settings that shape and embed in their identity performance and language practices. 
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Research within this paradigm is believed to be value-laden that might be subjective and biased 

due to its dependence on researchers. The researcher is the key to string theory, ontology, 

epistemology, methodology and analysis together. Behind and within each of those phases 

stands the “biographically situated researcher”, whose class, gender, racial, cultural and ethnic 

identity would to some extent influence the whole research process (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005, 

p.21). In other words, my previous experience, life trajectory and beliefs affected my ability 

with which I would access, analyse and interpret the incoming data in one way or another 

(Ladson-Billings, 2000). Also, my identity as a ‘Chinese international student’ may have been 

predisposed towards understanding my participants’ data from a single and relatively fixed 

cultural perspective, thus, resulting in potential bias. As Strauss and Corbin (1990, p.75) warn, 

researchers may fail to see much of what is there because they come to analytic sessions 

wearing blinders”. To avoid missing any important clues, interpreting data through a ‘coloured’ 

lens and jumping to essentialist and ethnocentric conclusions resulting from my personal 

experiences, identities, values and ideologies, I believed that reflexivity should be engaged to 

reduce the influence of the researcher’s beliefs, perceptions, and experiences in the process of 

interpretation.  

 

Being reflexive during the research helped me to strengthen the rigour of my research and 

decrease the possible negative influence of biases on the research. For example, to avoid 

making assumptions and imposing my stance on data interpretation (Strauss and Corbin, 1994), 

I constantly reviewed the participants’ data and my interpretation, invited my participants to 

look at my interpretations of their data and respected their comments, and discussed with my 

colleagues at different stages of the data analysis. I also realised my identities changed over 

time from participants’ viewpoints: from an unfamiliar researcher to a close friend, from a 

person who did not integrate with their lives to a person who had a certain impact on their lives. 

The evolvement of my identities and my relationship to participants although enabled my 

participants to disclose more information to me, it still brought challenges to the study. For 

instance, I felt I knew participants well enough that I sometimes got blindly confident when 

interpreting their data. Since I realised the negative influence, I constantly maintained a 

distance to my interpretations and went back to review both data and the interpretations to see 

if any subjective conclusions had been made. 
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Overall, my ontological and epistemological positions situate this research within the 

interpretative paradigm. My subjectivity, on the one hand, was inseparable part of my research, 

only by bringing my previous background, experiences, knowledge and values could I 

comprehend my participants’ lived experiences and meaning-making practices to a great extent; 

on the other hand, to avoid the potential biases that was resulted in my subjective role, I 

constantly kept distance from my data analysis and interpretation, also, I consciously reduced 

my influence on their identity work and discursive practices as much as I could. In the 

following section, I provide rationale of adopting a qualitative research. 

 

3.3. Research design 

A qualitative research was adopted in this study to understand participants’ meaning-making 

practices and identity work on WeChat. In line with the interpretative paradigm, qualitative 

research highly values the perspectives of the participants (Schwandt, 2000). It centres on 

“probing and interpreting cases of lived experiences than making generalized assertions” 

(Riehl, 2001, p.116). Therefore, it allowed me to see every participant as an interesting 

individual with a unique life history. Through constant engagement with participants, 

qualitative approach provides me with opportunities to represent their voices and meanings, 

and appreciate the uniqueness and richness of their life trajectories and experiences.  

 

Secondly, it offered me a set of interpretive and material practices (such as interviews, online 

participant observations) to delve into my participants’ lives (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005; 2011). 

These practices helped me to identify small linguistic and semiotic resources, explore the subtle 

interaction between multilingual and multimodal practices and identity construction, and 

understand the meanings of those interactions from different dimensions.  

 

Thirdly, it allowed me to conduct my study “in natural settings, in the context of their ordinary, 

everyday world” for a prolonged period (Richards, 2003, p.10). Therefore, this research design 

provided me with not only a large amount of data, but also multiple perspectives to identify 

“the complex interactions of factors” across time and space rather than being tightly bounded 

by “cause-and-effect relationships among factors” (Creswell, 2012, p.47).  

 

In sum, a qualitative research design emerged as the best way to achieve my research objectives 

as it provided me with sufficient space and flexibility to explore multifaceted perspectives and 
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comprehend competing visions of the context (Richardson, 2000; Denzin and Lincoln, 2008). 

Nevertheless, instead of following one tradition of qualitative inquiry as suggested by Creswell 

(2014), I absorbed different traditions (i.e. case study and ethnography). This is owning to the 

rapid development of digital technology has constantly changed people’s ways of interaction 

and restructured their living timespace, which calls for newer and more timely research 

approaches. In the following subsections, I would focus on case study and online-offline 

ethnography. 

 

3.3.1. Multiple case study 

Within the qualitative research design, I adopt a multiple case study to represent the 

experiences of six participants simultaneously in an attempt to generate a broader and deeper 

appreciation of Chinese international students’ online communication and identity construction. 

I treated all six participants as chronotopically specific cases - the participants’ perceptions of 

their identities and social practices were confined by and realised over time and space. The 

cases to be studied were complex entities actively interacted with a number of contexts across 

time and space. Therefore, a wide range of data were collected and analysed to understand 

these complexities (Stake, 2005). 

 

My study bears features of both intrinsic and instrumental case studies (Stake, 2005). The 

intrinsic case is often exploratory, and the researcher is guided by his/her research interest in 

the case per se rather than in generalising across all cases or extending theory. The instrumental 

case is examined to provide insight into a phenomenon and the case is of secondary interest 

(Stake, 2005; Mills et al., 2010). In my study, I wish not only to produce insight into my 

research topic, therefore, acknowledging the uniqueness of all participants and placing in the 

central position of the study, but also to generate a broad understanding of the online interaction 

and identity work of modern people in the digital era. 

 

A case study is ideally for informing a full and thorough understanding of the knowledge of a 

particular case (Stake, 2000). However, whether a case study can be generalised is 

controversial. Henwood and Pidgeon (1992) suggest a notion of transferability to replace 

generalisability and argue the findings of a full reporting case study can be transferred and 

applied to other contexts by providing case details and detailed descriptions (Lincoln and Guba, 

2000). In doing so, researchers can reproduce the picture of the case study and let readers 
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recognise similarities of objects and issues that resonate with their own ordinary experience. 

Accordingly, I introduced every student’s background information in detail and provided deep, 

dense and detailed accounts (Denzin, 1989) of the research context, so that readers can relate 

the findings of this study to their own experience. 

 

3.3.2. Online-offline ethnography 

Following an interpretative paradigm, I adopt the conventional offline ethnography together 

with online ethnography. The former ethnography is the study of social interactions, behaviours 

and perceptions that occur within groups, organisations and communities with the aim of 

providing holistic insights into people’s views and actions and the nature of their habitats 

(Reeves et al., 2008). The latter is a newly-developed approach confirming to the trend of the 

digital times and deals with the digital contexts of online communication (Airoldi, 2018). In 

the digital era, people occupy both online and physical offline “habitats”; both of which 

construct modern people’s life worlds and are important to create and reproduce relationships 

and identities (Hallett and Barber, 2014). This constitutes the main reason of my combination 

of online and offline ethnography. It enables me to see the transformable relationship and 

overlaps between online and offline spaces, and offers a new way of situating online “end 

products” in physical offline settings in which the online activities occur (Dong, 2017, p.225). 

 

The online-offline ethnography benefited me in many ways. Firstly, it drew my attention to 

both offline physical and digital data, therefore, providing me with “a larger and more exciting 

array of methods to tell social stories” (Murthy, 2008, p.839). In line with Beollstorff and his 

colleagues (2012), I highly valued that the interactions in digital spaces were important parts 

of people’s daily lives. I also recognised the necessity of going cross the border between the 

online and offline settings. Only taking both settings into consideration could I provide detailed 

and strong empirical data and “thick description” (Geertz, 1973, p.310), which had the potential 

to strengthen the rigour of my study and generate a comprehensive understanding of my 

research. Secondly, it enabled me to establish a good rapport with participants and increase the 

quality of my fieldwork (Caughey, 1982). Online-offline ethnography allowed me to obtain a 

fuller picture of my participants and their life experiences. Consequently, I could turn those 

‘being researched’ strangers (i.e. there was a clear distance between I and participants at the 

beginning of the data collection) to contributors (i.e. since we got more familiar with each other, 

participants were more willing to share their life with me), and then to full participants (i.e. 
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participants fully talked about their thoughts, insights, and emotions, gave their opinions about 

my research, and were even happy to proofread my interpretation in relation to their data). 

 

The issues of context is as critical in the online ethnography (Varis, 2014) as in the offline 

ethnography. I found the difficulty of defining context in the early stage of my research as 

online contexts seemed to be less fixed and clear in comparison to offline ones. Users are taken 

from a world of seen to the unseen networked publics (Boyd, 2011a), making them difficult 

“to use the same techniques online that they do to handle multiplicity in face-to-face interaction” 

(Marwick and Boyd, 2010, p.114). Therefore, a predefined or stable context is no longer 

suitable for investigating online practices; instead, a dialogically established context with 

multi-layered, multi-sited and polycentric features is more ideal (Varis, 2014; Hine, 2000). 

 

3.3.3. Summary 

Digitalisation has greatly reshaped and restructured people’s life in many ways, which calls for 

a more flexible perspective in studying social research rather than following a single traditional 

qualitative inquiry. Multiple case study allows me to look at each individual participant, dig 

into their stories and link the individual story into other stories and issues, thus, contributing to 

a convincing and holistic interpretation of participants’ communicative practices and identity 

work. The adoption of online-offline ethnography goes beyond the traditional ethnography and 

enables me to collect rich and strong data from participants’ online and offline practices and 

generate a more insightful discussion towards my research. To sum up, bringing the insights 

from traditional qualitative inquiries into my research design allows me to capture the 

complexity of my research focus, also, it is beneficial to increase the depth to my interpretation 

of the research topic. 

 

3.4. Sampling and participants 

3.4.1. Sampling 

As a qualitative study, a small number of “information-rich” participants were recruited using 

the purposeful criterion and snowball sampling strategies (Patton, 2002, p.230). Participants 

were initially selected based on the following predetermined criteria: 

 physically stay in the UK during the data collection process; 

 international students with Chinese nationality who were born and grew up in China;  
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 multilingual; 

 use WeChat Chat and Moments functions for communication and information sharing 

in their daily life. 

 

The snowball strategy was then adopted to reach out to more participants. For example, Lun 

was recruited at the very beginning of the data collection. She introduced my research to her 

friends and helped me to recruit Ad and Yu. I also selected students who had been in the UK 

for a long time, also included students who had just arrived in the UK. The reason for taking 

the variable of the length of stay in the UK into consideration was that experience abroad was 

considered to affect people’s language competence (Freed, 1995) and identity construction 

(Kinginger, 2013; King and Ruiz-Gelices, 2003). These strategies helped me to recruit six 

participants. Their background information is listed in Table 3.1. 

 

3.4.2. Summary of participants’ profiles 

As listed in the Table 3.1, among six cases, female and male participants are equally distributed. 

Except Ren and Stone, the remaining four are born after 1990s. They have all studied in one 

UK university but different disciplines and have been in the UK for various lengths of time. 

They are all Chinese, but from different regions of mainland China. Ad is from the northwest, 

Lun and Stone are from the northeast, Ren is from the north, and Green and Yu are from the 

southwest. Regarding language repertoire, my participants all speak fluent Mandarin as it is 

the official language in mainland China. They are also capable of using English fluently. Apart 

from Mandarin and English, they all speak their local dialects. Ren and Green are able to 

understand basic French. Yu speaks Cantonese well, the language she acquired when she did 

her undergraduate degree in Hongkong in which Cantonese is dominantly used. 
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Table 3.1 Profiles of six participants (all names are pseudonyms) 

Participants Gender Generation Discipline 
Lengths of time 

in the UK 
Home City Language Repertoire 

Ad Male Post-90s 
Third year PhD student in 

Mechanical Engineering 
7 years Xi’an 

Fluent English 

Mandarin 

Xi’an dialect 

Lun Female Post-90s 
Final year undergraduate 

student in Economics 
4 years Qingdao 

Fluent English 

Mandarin 

Qingdao dialect 

Stone Male Post-80s 
Final year PhD student in 

Aerospace Engineering 
14 years Dalian 

Fluent English 

Mandarin 

Dalian dialect 

Yu Female Post-90s 
First year PhD Candidate in 

Sociology 
2 years Yunnan 

Fluent English 

Mandarin 

Yunnan dialect 

Fluent Cantonese 

Green Female Post-90s 
First year PhD Candidate in 

Civil Engineering 
4 years Chongqing 

Fluent English 

Mandarin 

Basic French 

Chongqing dialect 

Ren Male Post-80s 

PhD in Mechanical 

Engineering, achieved in the 

UK 

8 years Beijing 

Fluent English 

Mandarin 

Basic French 

Beijing dialect 
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3.5. Methods of data collection 

As a participant-driven study, I respected every participant’s uniqueness and adjusted my data 

collection plan to capture their insights. I had a data collection plan guiding me to conduct the 

research, but I left certain flexibility to my participants. The flexibility also embodied in the 

period of fieldwork: a 10-month period for each participant. Table 3.2 shows the relation 

between the tools of inquiry I adopted for data collection and corresponding data source I 

gathered. Table 3.3 Tools of inquiry and Table 3.4 Data inventory are further displayed to 

represent the data collection schedule and the amount of data. The following sub-sections aim 

to explain these tables in detail.  

 

Table 3.2 Summary of tools and data sources 

        Tools of inquiry           Data source 

Semi-structured interviews Offline interviews        Interview transcripts 

Follow-up interviews 
Online interviews        WeChat chat data 

Offline interviews        Audio recordings 

 

Participant observations 

Online observations 

       WeChat group chat data 

       WeChat Moments posts 

       WeChat one-to-one chat data  

       (between participants and I) 

Offline observations 
       Audio recordings 

       Fieldnotes on WeChat and Notes 

Participants’ self-recorded 

methods 

Online        WeChat one-to-one chat data 

       WeChat group chat data 

Offline        Audio recordings 

 

Table 3.3 Tools of inquiry 

Tools of inquiry Sites Schedule 

Semi-structured 

interviews 

Offline: Cafes and 

classrooms.  
Beginning of the data collection. 

Follow-up 

interviews 

Online: WeChat Ongoing processes. After the semi-structured 

interviews and participant observations based on 

participants’ self-recorded audio records and WeChat 

data.  

Offline: Cafes, restaurants, 

participants’ dormitories 

Participant 

observations 

Online: WeChat Moments, 

WeChat chat groups 

Ongoing processes. Every time when participants 

updated their Moment status and had conversations in 

WeChat groups, I would take screenshots. 

Offline: Cafes, restaurants, 

participants’ dormitories 

The offline observations were conducted every time 

when I was with them. 

Participants’ self-

recorded methods 
Online: WeChat 

Ongoing processes. At least two pieces of chat records 

regardless of the length and content per month. 
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Offline: Natural settings 
Ongoing processes. At least one audio recording file 

regardless of the length and content per month. 

 

Table 3.4 Data inventory 

Participant 

Duration 

of semi-

structured 

interviews 

Duration 

of follow-

up 

interviews 

Duration of 

participant’s 

self-recorded 

audio records 

WeChat chat 

records 

(screenshots) 

WeChat 

Moments 

posts 

(screenshots) 

Other 

Ad 01:33:10 02:31:42 02:41:00 76 pages 34 pages / 

Lun 02:01:30 00:43:23 05:29:00 42 pages 111 pages / 

Stone 01:38:29 00:49:30 04:39:01 552 pages 120 pages 

WeChat 

article: 

2,090 words 

Yu 02:03:01 01:37:37 03:41:26 98 pages 124 pages / 

Green 01:12:03 00:46:36 03:23:22 188 pages 72 pages / 

Ren 01:00:54 03:04:55 04:46:31 70 pages 11 pages 
Letters: 

3,701 words 

 

3.5.1. Interviews 

The interviews include semi-structured interviews and follow-up interviews (see Table 3.3). 

Regarding the former, every participant was arranged to have a semi-structured interview in 

the beginning of the research, aiming to gain information about the participants’ background 

and elicit information on a wide range of topics including identity, language use and social 

media habits (see appendix D). Questions were designed to know participants’ general life 

trajectory, their perceptions of their identities, language and language use, and the role of 

WeChat in their daily life. As Table 3.4 shows, the length of every participant’s semi-structured 

interview varied from one hour to two hours as their responses to the answers were different 

and the prompt questions I asked also varied from person to person. As to the interview 

language, I respected my participants’ request, Chinese was the preferred language, while 

translanguaging practices were found to be normal in the course of the interviews. 

 

Follow-up interviews were conducted in both face-to-face and online settings on the basis of 

participants’ preferences and convenience. Table 3.4 shows the summary of offline follow-up 

interviews. Ren and Yu preferred face-to-face interviews, while Lun was busy with her 

dissertation and often chose to have quick interviews on WeChat. Due to different reasons, the 

number and duration of interviews were various. Regarding the online follow-up interviews, I 

used WeChat as it was the most commonly used social platform among Chinese international 

students and gave both the researcher and participants the chance “to cope with time and place 

limitations” (Zeynep, 2018, p.57). The aim of conducting follow-up interviews was to clarify 
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uncertain content from previously collected data. The questions were generated from 

observations after the first interviews and participants’ self-recorded data; therefore, the 

interview questions were different from person to person (see appendix D). 

 

Table 3.5 Offline follow-up interviews summary 

Participant Number of interviews Interview duration (minute) 

Ad 6 15-25 

Lun 4 10-15 

Stone 6 8-15 

Yu 9 10-20 

Green 5 9-15 

Ren 12 15-30 

 

3.5.2. Participants’ self-recorded data 

Participants’ self-recorded data involves two types: self-recorded audio data and self-recorded 

WeChat data (see Table 3.2 and Table 3.3). Regarding the former, I asked my participants to 

audio record their daily conversation when they were with their acquaintances, with the aim of 

exploring participants’ day-to-day communication in natural settings. Table 3.6 summarises 

the number of self-recorded audio files with different time duration. This method offered me a 

good opportunity to see the social world from the emic perspective. I set very loose 

requirements for the participants:  

1) the conversations had to be occurred in natural settings;  

2) both sides of the conversation were voluntarily being recorded;  

3) one audio recording per month at least.  

Other than these requirements, I gave great flexibility to my participants to decide when and 

what to be recorded, as well as what to be sent to me. Although my focus was on participants’ 

online language practices, the participants’ self-recorded audio data were helpful to generate a 

fuller picture of their daily communicative practices and functioned as complementary data. 

 

Table 3.6 Summary of self-recorded audio data 

Participant Number of audio files Duration (minute) 

Ad 8 6-81 

Lun 11 30-63 

Stone 10 3-78 

Yu 9 18-63 

Green 10 4-25 
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Ren 20 5-60 

 

As to the self-recorded WeChat data, I asked participants to take screenshots of their WeChat 

chat records and send them to me via WeChat (see an example in Figure 3.1). Participants were 

the decision makers since their decisions, to some degree, gave off information about their 

perceptions and identities. Only a few requirements were set to keep the data collection 

processes on track: 

1) different interlocutors were ideal; 

2) one-to-one chat records and group chat records were both required; 

3) there was no strict requirement of the length of communication, either a complete 

conversation or fragments of the conversation; 

4) two pieces of chat data per month at least regardless of the length. 

 

Figure 3.1 Sample of self-recorded chat data 

Data Translation 

 

Lun: (a selfie sticker) 

Ad: just parking a bike, what are you doing... 

Lun: What would you like to say  

Ad: Nothing, just want to ask you about the regulation of 

drones, you learned about it before, right? 

Ad: I want to know some... 

Lun: I google it, haven’t completely understood it…… 

Lun: preparing for exams……when I finish the exams 

Lun: Are you going to…fly? 

 

3.5.3. Participant observation 

Participant observations were used to record how my target participants used language in their 

daily communication and identify identity-related cues. As an ongoing process, I engaged with 

my participants through joint social activities. I conducted participant observations both offline 

and online. Regarding offline observations, I met with participants, joined their parties and 

gatherings, and dined out with them. In a word, I did participant observations every time when 

I was with them. To clearly explain how I did offline participant observations, I started with 
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classifying two types of natural settings: quiet settings (e.g. cafes, participants’ dormitories) 

and noisy settings (e.g. restaurants, walking on the street). With regards to the former, I 

normally asked my participants if audio recordings were comfortable with them. If they and 

their friends hesitated, I would turn to take fieldnotes on my phone; otherwise, their 

conversations would be audio recorded. Regarding the latter, I took fieldnotes by using my 

mobile phone and replied on WeChat (Figure 3.2) and Notes (i.e. a note-taking application on 

iPhone) (Figure 3.3).  

 

Figure 3.2 WeChat fieldnote 

Data Translation 

 

When three of them had the meal, Yu said she already knew 

what W was going to do. Ad wondered it was easy to be wise 

after W’s talk. Yu seemed to be aggressive, raised her tone, 

and said she mentioned this point many years ago, long 

before W. Ad compromised. 

 

Figure 3.3 Notes fieldnote 

Data Translation 

 

23/03/2018 fountain 

The meeting’s target was mainly about the collaboration with xx 

student association. Both parties had the intention of cooperating 

with each other. The second thing is that Lun asked her team 

members to students who signed up for the support teaching for 

their feedback on this year’s publicity. 

 

Ad and Yu arrived first, but had no eye contact, which might 

because of the previous embarrassment. Ad sit down first; Yu 

and I went to order the smoothie that was highly recommended 

by S. Then Lun and S arrived. Because S needed to meet her 

supervisor later, Lun started the meeting even two rest members 

had not yet arrived. Ad, S and I listened to what Lun said as we 

sit close to Lun. Yu did not pay attention to Lun as she sit a bit 

far and she was reading Bauman’s book named Wasted Lives. It 

might because S would have a meeting later, she ate very fast, 

meanwhile, looked at her dissertation on the laptop. Ad looked 

very stressful and a bit rough. He played his phone while talking 

to us. J arrived later. Everyone “joked” about his dress, saying 

that he looked like dressing up for dating… 

 

I conducted online participant observations on WeChat, which constituted the major part of 

data sources. I became their WeChat contact, joined in some of their WeChat groups, asked for 

permission to access to all their Moment posts. In doing so, I had the opportunity to observe 

their digital discourse practices, their use of multimodal semiotic resources and their identity 
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performance on WeChat. I observed three types of data and developed the following 

observation principles: 

1) recording all posts updated by participants on their WeChat Moments;  

2) selectively recording chat data from group chats in which they involved; 

3) selectively recording the daily conversation data on WeChat between participants and 

myself. 

 

Firstly, with regards to participants’ Moments posts, I kept an eye on their updates, took 

screenshots of all their posts with their permissions and saved screenshots chronologically on 

the files named after participants’ pseudonyms. Figure 3.4 is an example of Lun’s Moments 

post, and Figure 3.5 shows how I organised participants’ Moments data. 

 

Figure 3.4 Moments data sample 

Data Translation 

 

Text: As a person who never takes photos while 

having meals is deeply attracted by Danish 

cuisine…… Not only chatting with the chef and 

waiters……but also taking photos for every dish (to 

better mimic……). Vintage + Danish speciality 

+Cycle + Designer!! And a me who has been fighting 

with the new camera all the way  

 

(Nine traveling photos attached) 

 

Figure 3.5 Moments posts 

 

 

Secondly, to observe their language practices with acquaintances, I joined some of their chat 

groups. Two types of groups are introduced. Figure 3.6 is an example of a closed group 

involving only seven members and all the members are acquainted with each other. I have 
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joined ten closed groups in which I not only observed participants’ language practices but also 

engaged in their communications, with the aim of developing good rapport with them. The 

other type of group is shown in Figure 3.7, which involves 372 members. This open group is 

normally open to a wide group of people, and members not always know each other. I shared 

13 open groups with my participants, in which I only observed participants’ language practices 

without direct participation. Instead of screenshotting all chat data, I selectively recorded those 

critical and creative moments of meaning-making practices. The critical moments refer to that 

participants employed linguistic and semiotic resources during the communication, for 

example, switching between different language codes and using stickers. The creative moments 

refer to that participants used discursive practices to discuss any topics in relation to identity 

(e.g. language, gender, nationality).  

 

Figure 3.6 Closed group chat record 

Data Translation 

 

Ren: Childhood sweetheart, 6.0, Ichiyō Higuchi, the 

love of the everyday people may not be dazzling, but 

there would be a touch of shyness, very delicate feelings, 

like a hint of smoke from an incense burner. 

Friend: You do like reading Japanese literature 

Friend: literacy style is unique 

Ren: Yes  

 

Figure 3.7 Open group chat record 

Data Translation 

 

Member A: (a sticker) 

Ad: My Shaanxi child got frightened… 

Ad: …Stop cheerleading. 

Member B: Hahahaha, I assume they all go to bed. 

Ad: Uh-huh, see you tomorrow. 
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Thirdly, regarding the chat records between myself and participants, I also did not take 

screenshots of all our chat records, only those critical and creative moments were recorded. 

Since I developed a good rapport with participants, our conversations were not always related 

to my research but constituted important parts of their daily online interactions, therefore, they 

were worthy of being recorded. 

 

Regarding the WeChat data observations, I further used two ways of taking notes. When I had 

my laptop at hand, I took notes in conjunction with data coding (see Table 3.7) for convenience 

of later data analysis. All information was displayed on the table, which enabled me to 

efficiently refer back to any needed information. If my laptop was not at hand, I relied on 

WeChat. I added myself to my WeChat contact list so that I could send messages and 

screenshots to myself as a way of notetaking (Figure 3.8). In doing so, I could promptly record 

my thoughts and also keep the authentic version of the data via screenshot. I then would transfer 

the notes from mobile phone to the data coding table on the laptop. 

 

Table 3.7 Sample of data coding 
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Figure 3.8 WeChat notes to myself 

 

3.6. Data analysis 

Data analysis was conducted both inductively and deductively. In the process of data analysis, 

I moved back and forth between theories in relation to identity and language and the large 

amount of data gathered from the fieldwork. Based on my research needs, I used within-case 

analysis and cross-case analysis. The former provided “a detailed description of each case and 

themes within the case” (Creswell, 2012, p.101); and the latter was to understand the 

complexity of the case. By adopting these strategies, I identified issues within each case, found 

common themes that transcend those cases (Yin, 2009) and explored relationships among cases. 

In order to generate codes and themes within and cross cases, I flexibly followed six-step 

approach to thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006).  

 

Step one: Familiarising myself with data 

All interview data were transcribed by myself. The interviews were first transcribed into 

Chinese and translated into English when they were used as quotes in the finding chapters. I 

confirmed with participants about any uncertain translation and interpretation in order to 

present emic perspectives accurately.  

 

Regarding participants’ self-recorded audio data, I listened to them at least twice and 

selectively did transcription when I detected any information in relation to either language, 

language practices, identity, or WeChat use.  
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With regards to all WeChat data, I created Excel tables for each participant. Figure 3.9 is an 

example of how I organised WeChat data to efficiently familiarise and navigate data. The file 

was named after the pseudonyms of participants and their interlocutors. Nine columns are listed: 

Date (i.e. the date of the conversation happened), Context (i.e. the background information of 

the conversation), Screenshot (i.e. the screenshot of the chat record), Data Presentation (i.e. 

the presentation of the original data and the corresponding translation), Open Coding (i.e. the 

initial reflection upon raw data), Note (Round 1) and Note (Round 2) (i.e. memos, my thoughts, 

and considerations), Definition (i.e. my definitions to the codes), and Relate to Literature (i.e. 

any relevant literature would be noted down for analysis convenience). 

 

Figure 3.9 Sample of WeChat data organisation 

 

 

Step two: Generating initial codes 

After all the data organisation and familiarisation, I repeatedly read all transcripts, memos, and 

tables. Considering the complexity of data analysis, I use the case of Stone to explain the 

procedure in detail. I immersed myself into one case and conducted initial coding. All initial 

codes (can be words, phrases or sentences) from various types of data were written in a messy 

way on notebooks or word files (Figure 3.10) and later on entered into an Excel table (Figure 

3.11). There were about 300 codes generated at this stage, including language mix, the use of 

stickers, national identity, life choices, film fan and more.  
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Figure 3.10 Messy initial coding 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Edited initial coding 

 

Step three: Searching for themes 

I found the linkages between initial codes, and categorised codes under different headings. 

Considering the large number of codes, I went through all codes, and categorised them by using 

different colours (see Figure 3.12). When the codes can be understood in different ways, I 

marked them with different colour blocks. In this light, headings were non-stable and 

negotiable, also, codes can be included or excluded within one heading. There were 20 

headings generated in the case of Stone (Figure 3.13). Then, I put codes with same colour in the 

same table as Figure 3.14 shows for reference. 
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Figure 3.12 Categorising codes 

 

  
Figure 3.13 Headings 

 

 
Figure 3.14 Codes under one heading 
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I generated initial codes and headings for all cases and made comparisons between them 

(Figure 3.15). A more intentional coding was conducted to identify relationships cross cases 

and generate sub-themes and themes (Figure 3.16).  

 

 
Figure 3.15 Headings for all cases 

 

 
Figure 3.16 Sub-themes and themes 

 

Step four: Reviewing themes 

Going back and forth between raw data, initial codes, sub-themes and literature, I generated 

the following themes cross cases: translanguaging practices (theme 1), externalised identity 

work (theme 2) and internalised identity work (theme 3).  

 

Step five: Defining and naming themes 

Theme 1 refers to multilingual and multimodal practices in participants’ day-to-day social 

interactions; theme 2 encompasses participants’ selective identity performance and 

discursively construction of identity; theme 3 sheds light on participants’ internalisation of 

external values and means which contribute to their identity construction.  
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Step six: Producing the report 

The three themes generated from all cases are presented in the finding chapter 4, which embody 

the similarities among cases. Within-case analysis was conducted simultaneously to investigate 

each case as a stand-alone entity in depth. I followed similar procedures to generate themes for 

all cases separately. The results are presented in finding chapters 5 to 7. 

 

3.7. Ethical considerations 

In general, I followed BERA (2018), BAAL (2006) and AERA (2011) to address my ethical 

considerations, with particular attention on the ethics of working with social media data. In this 

section, I centre on the ethical issues that are addressed in this study.  

 

3.7.1. Informed consent 

Informed consent is a critical component of the ethics. I highly respected the rights of my 

participants to privacy, confidentiality and sensitiveness. To ensure an open and trustworthy 

relationship with them, I asked them to sign consent forms before data collection. In the process 

of recruiting participants, I briefly introduced my study to potential participants. Once I 

obtained their verbal consent, I arranged meetings for each of them and explained the content 

in the consent forms in a great detail (see appendix C). I provided sufficient information about 

all aspects of my study and ensured participants fully understand that participation in my study 

was voluntary (see appendix A). I also respected their rights to refuse to participate in and to 

withdraw from the study without any negative consequence. Moreover, since the data involved 

participants’ personal feelings and thoughts, my participants were invited to review raw data 

to ensure the data was correctly understood, and they had a say in how their statements were 

interpreted (Creswell, 2014). 

 

3.7.2. Anonymity 

Being aware of the Data Protection Act (2018), I respected the rights of my participants to 

remain or not to remain anonymous. I anonymised data by giving participants’ pseudonyms 

and mosaiced their selfies and profile photos so that they cannot be identified. However, as 

WeChat posts were open to WeChat contacts, once the posts were presented in my thesis, it 

became difficult to guarantee the participants would not be identified by our common contacts. 

I explained this concern to my participants, and we reached a consensus of using some of their 
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Moments posts in my research. Regarding the chat data that included participants’ friends, I 

asked my participants to obtain their friends’ consent (see appendix B). Protecting my 

participants from any potential harm has always been the central concern in my research. 

 

3.8. Trustworthiness 

Considering my philosophical stance, I am in line with Lincoln and Guba (1985) and use the 

term of trustworthiness to address the rigour of qualitative studies and demonstrate the studies 

as valid and reliable. Trustworthiness is further broken down into credibility, transferability, 

dependability, and confirmability (Yu-Shin, 2014), how I enhance the trustworthiness of my 

research is discussed below.   

 

Credibility addresses whether the research is credible and believable (Trochim, 2006). The 

comprehensiveness of the information and the analytical skills of the researcher are the central 

factors of credibility (Patton, 2002). I did the following things to enhance the credibility of my 

research. Firstly, I spent a long time (about 10 months) with my participants in the process of 

fieldwork. The prolonged period would bring validity and vitality to ethnographic research 

(Fetterman, 2010). Secondly, during the long term, I did persistent observation to gain more 

details and depth information of the research. I attended their gatherings, paid attention to their 

WeChat Moments, joined some of their chat groups, and kept frequent contact with them. In 

doing so, we gradually became friends rather than researcher-participants, and my participants 

were more willing to share their deep thoughts and feelings with me. Thirdly, I collected data 

by using multiple methods, which is considered as one type of triangulation (Denzin, 2006). 

The multiple data collection methods offer more comprehensive and in-depth accounts of the 

research rather than the single data point (Creswell and Miller, 2000). Fourthly, I invited my 

participants to review the raw data, translations and the findings. This technique, as Lincoln 

and Guba (1985, p.314) describe, as “the most crucial technique for establishing credibility”. 

The students were not only participants, but also very important parts of my study. I asked 

participants whether the accounts were reliable and realistic and whether the categories 

reflected their meanings accurately (Creswell and Miller, 2000). By incorporating their 

comments into the research, the credibility therefore was greatly enhanced.  

 

Transferability refers to the extent to which the results of the qualitative research can be 

transferred to other contexts or settings or to be generalised (Trochim, 2006). I adopted thick 
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description and purposeful sampling as two main techniques to facilitate the transferability of 

the study. Regarding WeChat data, I provided the detailed description of WeChat’s features 

and designs (section 1.2.1) and the contextual information of each post and chat record.  

 

To enhance the dependability of the research, I kept the research process transparent and 

traceable. I described the data collection and analysis procedures as detailed as possible to 

allow my potential readers to develop a thorough understanding of the rationale of conducting 

multiple methods. I also screenshotted the WeChat data to keep its multimodal feature and used 

participants’ words (i.e. interview excerpts) in my finding chapters when necessary. Moreover, 

I established a dataset on which I saved all my documents, audio records, WeChat screenshots, 

interview transcripts, enabling external auditors, if any, to review the research procedure 

(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). 

  

Confirmability refers to the degree to which the results of inquiry can be confirmed or 

corroborated by other researchers (Baxter and Eyles, 1997; Anney, 2014), and ensures the 

research is derived from the data instead of the imagination of the researcher (Tobin and Begley, 

2004). To enhance it, I triangulated different types of data to consciously reduce the potential 

subject bias. I also audio recorded my reflexive thoughts and listened to them. It helped me to 

organise my thoughts and provided me with a distant perspective to review my work, which 

effectively reminded me of not taking my own thoughts for granted.  

 

3.9. Summary 

The chapter presents my philosophical stance, the methodology and research methods adopted 

in this research. This study operates within an interpretivist paradigm. To understand how 

Chinese international students’ use of multilingual and multimodal resources in meaning-

making practices on WeChat and their identity construction and performance in the new 

timespace conditions, this qualitative study drew from traditions of ethnography and case study. 

Multiple data sources were collected (i.e. semi-structured interviews, follow-up interviews, 

participant observations, participants’ self-recorded data, and WeChat data). Six students were 

taken part in the research with various linguistic backgrounds. Data collection lasted eight to 

ten months for each participant. Cross-case analysis, within-case analysis and thematic analysis 

were adopted to analyse the large amount of data. In the next four chapters, I present themes 

and individual cases with the aim of addressing research questions.  
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Chapter 4 The general discussion of multiple cases 

 

This chapter presents a holistic analysis of the six participants’ language practices and identity 

performance on WeChat via comparing and combining cases. Three themes are generated from 

the dataset and address the research aim of how Chinese international students perform and 

construct their identities on WeChat in general: digital translanguaging practices, externalised 

identity work and internalised identity work. Section 4.1 discusses participants’ communicative 

practices on WeChat, aiming to address the first research question. Section 4.2 addresses how 

participants exert their agency to present their identities through performance and 

translanguaging practices. Section 4.3 explains how participants construct their identities in 

responding to the world through reflexivity. Section 4.2 and 4.3 both contribute to the second 

and third research questions. Section 4.4 is a summary of this chapter. 

 

4.1. Digital translanguaging practices  

This section mainly focuses on findings related to the first research question: what are the 

characteristics of communicative practices and how Chinese international students put 

communicative resources into use? I start with presenting a holistic picture of participants’ 

communicative repertoire, then move to detailed multilingual and multimodal practices 

respectively. 

 

4.1.1. Using multilingual and multimodal resources as the norm 

Table 4.1 presents the summary of participants’ Moments data. Eight rows are listed from the 

top to the bottom: Participant, Total Moments posts, Multilingual and multimodal resources 

(i.e. posts consist of multilingual and multimodal resources), Chinese text only (i.e. posts only 

written in Chinese text with no other linguistic and multimodal elements), Non-Chinese text 

only (i.e. posts written in English and other non-Chinese languages), Multilingual resources 

only (i.e. posts written in multilingual resources but no multimodal elements), Multimodal 

resources only (i.e. posts are composed of multimodal elements only, such as images only, 

links only, emoji only), Percentage of using multilingual and multimodal resources (i.e. the 

proportion of posts with features of multilingualism and multimodality to the total number of 

posts). 
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Six participants posted different number of posts on their Moments as illustrated in the table. 

Yu updated her status 136 times, ranking first, followed by Stone and Lun, who shared 114 

and 113 posts respectively. Green shared 76 posts, over twice as much as Ad. Ren posted least 

frequently to Moments, only 12 posts. The numerical result implies that using multilingual and 

multimodal resources becomes a very common and preferred practice among participants on 

WeChat Moments. Apart from Ren who preferred the Chinese text only format, the other five 

participants all tended to combine both linguistic and semiotic elements into their posts.  

 

Table 4.1 Moments data summary 

Participant Green Stone Yu Lun Ren Ad 

Total Moments posts 76 114 136 113 12 33 

Multilingual and multimodal resources 71 111 123 104 4 32 

Chinese text only 3 0 3 0 7 0 

Non-Chinese text only 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Multilingual resources only 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Multimodal resources only 1 3 10 8 0 1 

Percentage of using multilingual and multimodal 

resources 
93.4% 97.4% 90.4% 92% 33.3% 97% 

 

Two randomly-selected screenshots of Lun and Green’s Moments data are listed in Table 4.2 

to visually show how participants use multilingual and multimodal resources into their posts. 

Four columns are displayed from left to right: Participant, Data (i.e. the presentation of the 

original chat/moment data), Translation and Resources (i.e. the multilingual and multimodal 

resources appeared on the data). A common characteristic of their posts is that multiple 

linguistic and semiotic resources are integrated into the posts. There are Chinese, English, 

images, numbers, punctuations, emoji, stickers, videos, and links in the Resources column. 

Participants seem to freely and selectively employ certain resources to give their voices, 

express opinions and convey emotions. These posts explicitly show that using multilingual and 

multimodal resources in the process of meaning-making becomes the norm. This result 

resonates with what Li Wei (2018: 24) stresses, “In our everyday interaction, we can hardly 

survive a minute without employing multisensory and multimodal resources”.
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Table 4.2 Using multilingual and multimodal resources 

Participant Data Translation Resources 

Lun 

 

A photo to commemorate this horrible place and three-year undergraduate exams. 

Uni? Finished! 

Video, Chinese, English, 

punctuations 

DJI MavicAir opening. My xx goodness made my day!!!!  
Video, English, Chinese, 

punctuations 

I don’t need to learn Game Theory ever!!!! Graduation gift No.1. Three years, from need to 

be needed, from absorbing values to… 

Images, Chinese, English, 

punctuations 

Why does it need to be refurbished in the time of graduation ceremony  Video, Chinese, an emoji 

(four photos taken from the campus) Images 

Half marathon finisher. 2h20min+? 
Images, English, numbers, 

punctuations 

Green 

  

I do want to buy ZIPPO EVA edition          Chinese, English, emoji 

(a photo of her model collection) posing for a photo An image, Chinese 

(sticker) Don’t want to work don’t want to work         

I burst out crying          
Sticker, Chinese, emojis 

(four photos) Back again 

Miss the glowing time 

Which will never fade 

Images, English 

There are beers in Mcdonald's and Burger King in Russia…  Chinese 

(four photos) Life in Shanghai      Images, English, emoji 
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Translanguaging practices employing linguistic and semiotic resources not only occur in 

participants Moments data, but they also appear in their chat data. For example, Figure 4.1 

shows participants translanguaging between various linguistic codes to make their meanings 

clear. This is a conversation between Lun and Ad. The chat data consists two parts: the first 

five texts are about Ad’s car-renting (line 4-1 to 4-5) and the remaining are about Lun’s 

Summer Ball wristband (line 4-6 to 4-9). 

 

Figure 4.1 Chat data of Lun and Ad 

Data Line Translation Resources 

 

4-1 
Ad: in xx. I saw it on my way to pick up 

the car 

Ad: Chinese, emojis, 

English, punctuations 

4-2 Ad: almost missed the pick-up time. 

4-3 
Ad: Eventually, the lady kindly rent the 

car to me  

4-4 Lun: Hahahahaha 

4-5 Lun:  As long as you get the car wuli Ad 

Lun: Chinese, 

English, Korean 

(wuli) 

4-6 
Lun: just received an email saying 

uncollected summer ball wristband 

4-7 Ad: I haven’t been there 

4-8 Ad: Yesterday was bank holiday 

4-9 Lun: Tomorrow is the last chance 

 

Prior to this conversation, Ad sent a hilarious photo to Lun on his way to the car rental depot. 

He almost missed the car pick-up time as the photo distracted his attention. When Ad shared 

his experience, he used a facepalm emoji  to convey his embarrassment. Lun responded with 

a few “haha” and comforted Ad “as long as you got the car, wuli Ad” (see line 4-5). wuli 

mimics the pronunciation of a Korean word 우리 that means ‘our’ or ‘my’ in Korean language. 

‘우리 (wuli) + name’ is a very common format used in South Korea, indicating a close 

relationship between the speaker and the interlocutor (Koreanstardaily, 2017), which has been 

widely known and used by Chinese people due to the influence of Hallyu (literally means 

Korean Wave and refers to the global popularity of South Korean culture since the 1990s). Lun 

was a Hallyu fan. She liked to watch South Korean TV series, acquired some Korean 

expressions such as ‘wuli’, and integrated the Korean elements into her daily communication. 

This small linguistic sign not only indicates the close friendship between Ad and Lun, but also 

demonstrates Lun’s flexible use of linguistic resources in her meaning-making practices.  
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The translanguaging practices also appear in the latter piece of this conversation (line 4-6 to 

line 4-9). Lun moved the topic to the uncollected Summer Ball wristband by mixing Chinese 

and English (line 4-6). Ad explained in Figure 4.1 “昨天/yesterday was bank holiday” (line 4-

8) by mixing Chinese and English. Lun again employed both Chinese and English codes to 

remind Ad of the deadline of wristband collection (line 4-9). In the short piece of conversation, 

both Lun and Ad were not confined to “the use of languages as discrete, enumerable, bounded 

sets of linguistic resources” (Creese and Blackledge, 2015, p.21), but transcended language 

boundaries and mixed Chinese and English codes. 

 

The use of Chinese 

Although multilingual and multimodal practices seem to be the norm, the participants still 

prefer their mother language - Chinese - as the primary communicative resource. Table 4.3 

shows participants’ use of Chinese language. In more than half of the posts of Green (71.1%), 

Stone (66.7%), Yu (77.9%), Ren (91.7%) and Ad (69.7%), Chinese language was used as the 

only linguistic resource. Lun seemed to be the exception as she tended to combine different 

linguistic elements into the posts, although Chinese codes were still widely used. 

 

Table 4.3 The use of Chinese 

Participant Green Stone Yu Lun Ren Ad 

Total Moments posts 76 114 136 113 12 33 

Chinese posts 54 76 106 47 11 23 

Percentage of using Chinese 71.1% 66.7% 77.9% 41.6% 91.7% 69.7% 

 

Two reasons may contribute to participants’ use of Chinese: their awareness of audiences and 

the promotion of Chinese language in mainland China. The audience awareness was mentioned 

by participants. For example, Ad, Lun, Ren and Green all pointed out that “the audience 

matters”. Ad mentioned if the interlocutors were his parents, “I will definitely change the 

language from English to Chinese, I cannot say dodge to them, they wouldn’t understand it”. 

Lun mentioned in her linguistic choices, she would take the interlocutors’ language background 

into consideration. She would mix up Chinese and English if her interlocutors had overseas 

experiences and would stick to Chinese when facing people who had no English knowledge. 

Likewise, Green expressed the same thought and used different language with people with 

different linguistic repertoires, for example, she spoke Chongqing dialect with friends who 

never left Chongqing, but when facing those who left Chongqing and were used to speaking 

Putonghua, Green would alternate between Chongqing dialect and Putonghua. Ren gave a 
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different reason. To him, using a language that was familiar to the interlocutor was a way of 

showing respect to him/her. The audience awareness mentioned by participants greatly 

influenced their language choices. Considering Chinese speakers as the majority on their 

WeChat contacts, they tended to use Chinese as the main language to reach to the wide group 

of the language speakers. 

 

The long-term promotion of Chinese in the mainland China also affected participants’ use of 

Chinese. For example, as Green mentioned (see more analysis in chapter 5), Putonghua was 

promoted to be the official language by the central government and required as the language 

of instruction and learning in class. As a lingua franca, Putonghua has been associated with 

cultural and social capitals in China. The participants received compulsory education in China 

and were taught to speak standard Chinese (i.e. Putonghua) and write standard Chinese hanzi. 

Therefore, it is not unusual that participants are accustomed to use Chinese as the main 

language resource in interacting with their WeChat contacts. Putonghua Chinese, however, was 

not the only language used by participants as shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.3. This indicates 

that the online environment provides users with a certain degree of freedom of language 

practices. Users are able to employ any linguistic forms and signs to achieve their meaning-

making purposes.  

 

The use of English 

English is another linguistic resource employed by participants in their online chat and 

Moments. Table 4.4 summarises participants’ use of English elements in their posts. The row 

of English posts refers to any posts involving English elements, either words or complete 

sentences. English is significantly less used in comparison to the Chinese language but is the 

most commonly used non-Chinese linguistic element.  

 

Table 4.4 The use of English 

Participant Green Stone Yu Lun Ren Ad 

Total Moments posts 76 114 136 113 12 33 

English posts 18 33 8 52 0 6 

Percentage of using English 23.68% 28.9% 5.9% 46% 0% 18.2% 

 

English is mostly used as words or phrases rather than complete English sentences. Taking a 

list of Green’s posts as an example (Figure 4.2), instead of using English to generate a complete 

post, English is more like a linguistic resource scattered in Chinese sentences. 
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Figure 4.2 Green’s post list 

Data Line Translation 

 

4-10 Most of papers [i.e. publication] in the world are bullshit  

4-11 
Why do people in Spanish-speaking regions look so defiant in 

their mv*?? 

4-12 

The favourite recipes in Xiachufang [i.e. a social platform for 

sharing gourmet recipes] are all chicken dishes. I’ve been 

acquired a skill of cooking a chicken(?)… 

4-13 
I’m too tired  

I beg my boss to find another phd asap … 

4-14 
Can’t write anymore  

I am exhausted and going faint   

4-15 

The plug-in excel2latex is amazing!! 

I’ve spent a whole night looking for a bug, but this little plug-in 

[easily solved the problem] 

*mv is the abbreviation of music video. 

 

In line 4-10, ‘paper’ and ‘bullshit’ were used. The use of ‘paper’ seems to conform to Chinese 

language grammar. The plural format of ‘paper’ in English has the suffix ‘s’, while in Chinese, 

the singular or plural of noun is not distinguished. Although she used the English word ‘paper’, 

Green seemed to follow Chinese grammatical rule and keep the singular and plural formats of 

this word consistent. Regarding the word ‘bullshit’, Green said using this word in English 

would soften her tone. Her adoption of English greatly indicates her creativity and criticality. 

On the one hand, Green is able to go beyond the language systems to choose a variety of 

linguistic resources to engage in communication; on the other hand, she could detect the 

nuanced differences between languages and words. Her habitual use of English words such as 

‘mv’, ‘phd’ and ‘bug’ in the daily life resulted in her failure of immediately projecting the 

corresponding Chinese translations. 

 

Participants held diverse opinions with regards to their language practices. Lun agreed that 

alternating between Chinese and English was comfortable to her, and sometimes her mind just 

spontaneously projected a certain word without noticing whether it was Chinese or English. 

Similarly, Ad said this feeling of comfort was very important to the speaker. Language to Ad 

was a social resource that ensures mutual understandings between the two sides of conversation. 

Green was very flexible with language mixing. The language environments and audiences were 

two main factors affecting her linguistic practices. In the interview, she stated that she had 

noticed the longer she stayed in the UK, the more English elements were incorporated into her 
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speech. The influence of language environment was also stressed by Yu. When questioned as 

to whether she had noticed any translanguaging behaviours, she responded positively in 

Excerpt 4.1 and thought it may have been due to her early educational background in Hong 

Kong. 

 

Excerpt 4.1 

Yu:           ……因为我自己的体系是个 mix 的体系，所以我的表达肯定就变得很 mix 的状

态对吧，那这个就是无可厚非的，这个就是你的人生经历去带来的东西。 

…… Because my own system is a mix system, my expression would be definitely in a mix status, 

right? Then that’s perfectly fine. This is something given by your life experience. 

(Face-to-face interview transcript, 01/02/2018) 
 

Yu clearly demonstrated that her language practices were embodied experiences. She 

acknowledged these embodied experiences were inevitably reflected in the language mixing 

practices. The flexible ideology (Creese and Blackledge, 2011) was obviously demonstrated in 

her communications as illustrated in Figure 4.3. In this except, Yu’s linguistic practice was an 

embodied experience reflecting her academic life, where she spontaneously used English rather 

than Chinese. 

 

Figure 4.3 Chat data of Yu: English use 

Data Translation 

 

Friend: Free! 

Yu: lots of work 

Yu: I need to finish methodology in the middle of May 

Yu: then journal article in June 

Yu: confirmation paper 

Yu: revising literature and methodology 

Yu: And need to do a conference present at the university 

Yu:        

 

However, Ren holds a completely different opinion and consciously avoids mixing up Chinese 

and English. This can also be seen from his limited posts. Unlike other participants, most of 

Ren’s posts are Chinese only. His language separation attitude is well projected onto his daily 

communication. When he does not know the corresponding Chinese translation of certain 

English terminologies, Ren tends to attach Chinese meanings or interpretations followed by 

the English words rather than keeping the English expressions.  
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Excerpt 4.2                                                                   

Ren:         比如我们有一个词叫 drag coefficient，drag 就是往回拉嘛，coefficient 就是系

数，对吧？然后我在不知道之前，我就会说就那个 drag 是阻力嘛，我就叫它

阻力系数。We have a term called drag coefficient, drag means pull back, 

coefficient is a number, right? Before knowing this term in Chinese, I would say, 

because drag is friction, I would call it a friction number. 

Researcher (R): 就是你自己会找个方式去翻译 。So, you will find a way to interpret it. 

Ren:         对，对。 Yes, yes. 

R:             但不会用原来的这个。But you wouldn’t use the English term. 

Ren:         我不会说 drag coefficient，我会说一个阻力系数，或者说一个系数去表达它的

阻力性质，或者，就是把它的原始意义。I wouldn’t say drag coefficient, I 

would call it a number to express its friction nature or a friction number, or, just 

interpret its original meaning. 

R:             哇，那你真的很有意识地要去避免中英夹杂诶。 Wow, you do have the 

awareness of avoiding mixing up Chinese and English. 

Ren:         对，我很有意识非常有意识。Yes, I do have the awareness, I’m very aware of it. 

(Face-to-face interview, 15/09/2018) 

 

In Excerpt 4.2, Ren gave an example of avoiding mixing up language codes. Instead of using 

the English term “drag coefficient” (i.e. it refers to a dimensionless quantity that is used to 

quantify the resistance of an object in a fluid environment), Ren deliberately interpreted its 

original meaning in Chinese. Ren expressed that his language separation awareness was 

resulting from his communicative purpose of maximising mutual understanding. To him, two 

people chose to communicate in Chinese means this language was very familiar to both of 

them. English in this case was the less familiar one. Therefore, Chinese is the key to maximise 

mutual understanding and increase the efficiency of communication between interlocutors. 

 

In comparison to Yu, Lun, Green and Ad who embraced a flexible linguistic ideology, Ren saw 

Chinese and English as two completely separated systems. Stone’s view, however, lays 

between these two (see Excerpt 4.3 and Figure 4.4).  

 

Excerpt 4.3 

Stone:       ……就是大文化的人说话都很正常，你文化你的语言是经过几千年锤炼出来

的，是很有容量的，是很有这个自信的，你非得要把它弄的贬低了就感觉像

是一个非常不值钱的一个小语言，然后要夹杂很多外来的语言才能说明白事

儿，只能说明你傻，或者是就是不是你傻，就是你智商低，你一个语言学不

明白，这个没有别的逻辑了。 

……People from big cultures speak naturally, your culture and your language have been 

experienced long-term development, have big capacities, you should be very confident of the 

language. If you make it as worthless as a small language and make meaning by borrowing 

from other languages, it only means that you are stupid, or not stupid, just have a low 

intelligence quotient as you can’t learn one language well. That’s the only explanation. 

(Face-to-face interview, 23/06/2018) 
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Stone objected strongly if someone flaunted their English proficiency and inserted English for 

no good reason. He straightforwardly expressed that if a person had to mix English with 

Chinese in daily communication, they either were an idiot or had very low Chinese proficiency. 

Stone was a ‘one language one culture’ believer arguing that people from ‘big cultures’, such 

as Chinese, English, and Italian, should be confident to use their own languages one at a time 

rather than mixing different languages. These named languages indexed profound cultures and 

long histories which should allow their people to engage in daily communication confidently. 

To Stone, translanguaging practices that allow mixing languages have the risk of devaluing the 

languages of the ‘big cultures’. 

 

Figure 4.4 Moments data of Stone: Conference insights 

Data Translation 

 

For this moment? The only “decent shower” 

sleep is totally worthy. Morning, WEF 

(a sunrise photo attached) 

Take a rush sleep may as well take a decent 

shower. Rush sleep or decent shower. Still have 

8 hours. 

(a selfie attached) 

(Moment data, 17/09/2018) 

 

Nonetheless, his flexible language practices as shown in Figure 4.4 seemed to be in conflict 

with his linguistic ideology. As he confessed that his surroundings and life trajectory resulted 

in his flexible practices. Stone’s flexible language practices somehow de-constructed his view 

of separate languages and broke down “any isomorphic conception about the relationship 

between cultures and languages” (Alim, 2009, p.118). The seemingly ambivalent relationship 

between his linguistic ideology and practices in turn marks his multilingual identity and 

transnational circumstance. 

 

The use of multimodal resources 

Language is not the only resource for communication, other modes such as emoji, images, 

stickers and links also provide participants with diverse resources to achieve communication. 

As displayed in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2, emojis, stickers, images and videos play 
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equally important roles in the meaning-making process as language and allow participants to 

vividly and visually express their nuanced emotions and moods. According to Table 4.5, apart 

from Ren, the remaining five participants all bring multimodal elements into their posts. Such 

elements are used to either co-construct meanings with linguistic resources or on their own.  

 

Table 4.5 The use of multimodal resources 

Participant Green Stone Yu Lun Ren Ad 

Total Moments posts 76 114 136 113 12 33 

Multimodal posts 72 114 133 112 4 33 

Percentage of using multimodal resources 94.7% 100% 97.8% 99.1% 33.3% 100% 

 

Figure 4.5 shows Lun’s use of multimodal resources. In line 4-17, Lun attached the emoticon 

 to express that the romantic drama One Day always brought her different touching feelings 

every time she watched it. The smiley emoji  in line 4-19 departs from its original positive 

meaning but conveys patronising, passive-aggressive or ironic sentiments in the contemporary 

online contexts. Therefore, with the smiley face emoji attached, Lun expressed in line 4-19 that 

March was too cold to be called warm Spring, only a cup of mulled wine that was normally 

drunk during Christmas could warm her. In line 4-21, she used      emoji to convey her 

happiness at the beginning of the day. Following the ingredients of her self-made drink as 

shown in the photo, she attached      emoji that implied the aforementioned ingredients were 

enough to make a healthy drink. The emojis, the photo, English and Chinese together depict an 

image of a girl who was energetic and ready for a new day. 

 

Figure 4.5 Moments data of Lun 

Data Line Translation Resources 

 

4-16 

“I love the book and insist on reading it 

before going to sleep as the book is 

written in plain and funny language…  

Images, Chinese 

4-17 
I got different feelings every time I 

watch One day  

Film photos, Chinese, 

English, emoticon 

4-18 ‘Me’ in the past two hours Video, Chinese 

4-19 
Want to have a Mulled Wine in March

 

Video, Chinese, English, 

emoji 

4-20 

Half marathon in sub-zero. Passed two 

tunnels and found a hidden Michelin 

restaurant in Monkton Combe… 

Image, Chinese, English 

4-21 

Morning...     

Almond milk, matcha powder, oats, 

mixed nuts, honey      

Image, Chinese, English, 

emojis 
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These multimodal practices allow users to convey their emotions and communicate with others 

more smoothly with the multimodal resources at their disposal. Also, audiences are able to get 

a comprehensive understanding of the discourse. Additionally, the multimodal resources can 

be seen as a tactic for powerless individuals to give their voices. 

 

Figure 4.6 Yu's use of smiley emoji 

Data Translation 

 

Text: Indeed, living in a magical realism world

 

Link: In the future, people will be responsible for 

mating and paying taxes. 

 

In Figure 4.6, Yu reposted a satirical blog article and commented: “Indeed, living in a magical 

realism world” with three smiley face emojis. The article was written by Self-Media (i.e. 

independently operated social media accounts run by individuals) to satire and criticise the 

earlier two pieces of news released by an official media and academics: the first news was 

released by the People’s Daily Overseas Edition reporting that giving birth is not only a family 

matter, but also a national affair (2018); the second piece of news was presented by two Chinese 

academics suggesting that the government should set up a national birth fund system, into 

which citizens, regardless of gender, should transfer a certain percentage of their salary each 

year (Liu and Zhang, 2018). Yu’s use of three  smiley emojis required a particular attention 

in order to understand her meaning. As aforementioned, this emoji is now used to express a 

despising, mocking, and even obnoxious attitude, especially among the post-80’s and post-90’s 

generations in China (Huang, 2017). The repetitive use of the smiley face emoji somehow 

strengthened Yu’s discontented tone towards the two news. She depicted “magical reality” by 

employing news links, the smiley face emoji, and texts, in doing so, satirising the absurd nature 

of the real-life society: people in this society lacking the free will to give birth or not. 

 

The act of link sharing 

Link sharing, which is a means to make meaning and express individuals’ attitudes, is also 

widely observed in participants’ WeChat data. For instance, more than half of the posts shown 

in Figure 4.7 are links. 
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Figure 4.7 Moments data of Ad 

Data Line Translation 

 

4-22 Link: xx half marathon, running for love 

4-23 

Text: Next Sunday, I will join the half marathon with 

four members of Ofamily… 

Link: xx half marathon, running for love 

4-24 
Text: Final call. Summer supportive teaching! 

Link: 2018 summer support teaching! Final call! 

4-25 
(Image: A screenshot of Ad’s chat records) 

Text: “Chinese speed”! Really cool.                    

4-26 

Text: Evil will always be rewarded; it is only a 

question of time!!!! Stupid… 

Link: …restaurant hit with zero rating for food 

hygi… 

4-27 

Text: Ah ah ah, everyone comes and takes a look!!! 

Link: Which summer supportive teaching 

organisation is the best? 

 

Two thirds of the posts are related to a student charity society. Ad expanded influence on half 

marathon to increase donations by reposting posts in line 4-22 and 4-23. He also shared links 

in line 4-24 and 4-27 to attract people’s attention to the summer supportive education. The 

links shared on social media platforms are considered as an important self-representation tool 

for users (Baek et al., 2011). Through his act of link sharing, Ad’s identity as a member of the 

student society has stood out. Moreover, Ad expressed his attitudes through sharing links. For 

example, the link in line 4-26 is a news reporting that a local Chinese restaurant received zero 

score in the food hygiene rating. Ad and his friends were dissatisfied with the restaurant as they 

had food poisoning after dining there. Therefore, Ad shared the link to his Moments and also 

to the restaurant’s WeChat group to warn other customers of the poor hygiene of the restaurant. 

Along with the link, Ad expressed his excitement of seeing the restaurant getting punished and 

the triumph of good over evil.  

 

4.1.2. Summary of the section 

In this section, the multilingual and multimodal nature of online interaction has been discussed. 

Participants spontaneously and naturally employ diverse linguistic and semiotic resources, 

such as English, Chinese, emojis, stickers and links, to engage in online interactions. Among 

all the communicative resources, linguistic resources are most commonly used. Unlike the 

participants in Solmaz’s research (2018) who separately use their first language and the second 

language (i.e. English in his case) as two independent entities, participants in my study, 

especially Green, Lun, Yu and Ad, treat Chinese and English as communicative resources 
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rather than fixed language systems. Instead of being confined to one language system, they 

flexibly and critically employ multimodal and multilingual resources to communicate with 

others. 

 

Although translanguaging practices appear to be common, participants hold different attitudes 

toward it. Unlike Green, Lun, Yu and Ad who flexibly alternate between different language 

resources, Ren and Stone are explicitly against mixing up languages and in favour of “language 

separateness” (Creese and Blackledge, 2011, p.1198). They also believe in boundaries between 

named languages. The data clearly show that participants make their own choices in expressing 

oneself with various ideological positions. Individuals are the centre of the investigation of 

language practices rather than language per se. The focus on individuals brings the attention to 

the human agency in communicative practices in the following section. 

 

4.2. Externalised identity work 

This section looks at how participants actively perform their identities and respond to the 

outside world. It addresses partly the second (i.e. What are the characteristics of identity on 

WeChat?) and the third research questions (i.e. How do individual students perform and 

construct their identities on WeChat?).  

 

4.2.1. Selective identity performance 

Giving impressions 

Participants selectively give impressions to others on WeChat and highlight certain sides of 

themselves. Taking Yu as an example, she consciously displayed her feminist attitude to her 

audiences.  
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Figure 4.8 Yu's impression management 

Data Line Translation 

 

4-28 

Text: remotely supporting wuli xx and my strong sisters... 

Link: To get out of trouble, besides money, what else do women need? 

Exploration of social workers’ employment in women’s 

entrepreneurship. 

4-29 

Text: well [smile][smile] the scum of our discipline 

Link: Dr Wang from Harvard University, please stop violence and 

sexual assault against women and leave the academic circle.  

4-30 
Music: Wandering – put all unforgettable things on the left side 

Wei Ruxuan/Wu Qingfeng/Zhang Junning 

4-31 
Video 

Text: A foggy vegetarian dish  

4-32 #MeToo | Let us cross this wall of pain together 

4-33 

Text: This female-led movement of identification and voice-giving 

<has made many men feel threatened…> 

Link: The storm of anti-sexual harassment: women’s experience needs 

to be rephrased – Cultural lessons – The Paper 

4-34 

Text: If you feel the other person’s words and actions make you 

uncomfortable… 

Link: More and more sexual assault incidents are revealed, but the 

more frightening thing is that this is just the tip of the iceberg! 

 

Figure 4.8 shows that five out of seven posts are relevant to female rights protection. The post 

in line 4-28 is about helping women to establish their own business. The post in line 4-29 is to 

denounce a scholar who is suspected of sexual assault and violence towards female. Posts from 

4-32 to 4-34 are all about #MeToo that is a social movement against sexual abuse and sexual 

harassment. Yu wanted to raise more people’s awareness of feminism by sharing these posts. 

In the interviews, she positioned herself as a feminist fighter and a fighter who fought against 

everything unfair. The act of sharing feminism-relevant posts functions as an identity cue, 

which not only implies Yu stance but also highlights her identity as a firm feminist. 

 

Impression management occurs not only on Moments posting but also on chatting. Figure 4.9 

is an extract of Ad’s group chat records. This group was created by Ad targeting at Chinese 

international students from Shaanxi region.  
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Figure 4.9 Ad's impression management 

Data Line Translation 

 

4-35 Group name: A senior student aged 23 last year 

4-36 A: I’m in all big groups. 

4-37 B: I feel like I cannot get a word in edgeways. 

4-38 Ad: Maybe you are relatively active… . Very impressed. 

4-39 A: under big pressure because of the dissertation, talk too much 

4-40 C: @A you are lively haha 

4-41 C: I see there are hundreds of chat records in groups. 

4-42 A: It is fun talking to them. 

4-43 
Ad: It’s all joking. Don’t be so serious... maybe people are not 

familiar with each other... and don’t know how to joke... 

 

The group name (line 4-35) reveals certain information about Ad. He positioned himself as a 

senior student, which implied his high status in comparison to other group members. The 

respect for hierarchy dates back to Confucianism and roots in Chinese culture and society (Liu, 

2011). Senior individuals are respected, and their opinions and voices are given more weight 

than juniors. Positioning himself as a senior, Ad seemed to create a hierarchical environment 

in which his voices were always heard and responded by other members at once. The 

hierarchical relation also projected onto their conversation. Group members were sharing their 

high school experience until Ad initiated a new topic: he asked member A if she was also a 

member of another WeChat group. The other group members started following the new topic 

and responding to Ad. In line 4-43, Ad showed a certain degree of worry that others’ jokes 

might offend A. Therefore, he took the lead in softening the tone and regulating the atmosphere. 

Ad seemed to be aware of his senior status, consciously led the chat topics, and kept the 

harmony within the group.  

 

Additionally, Ad set a strict entrance criterion for the group: only international students from 

Shaanxi region were given the pass. This group seemed to be an enclosed space including and 

excluding a certain group of people. In doing so, Ad announced his Shaanxi identity and his 

pride of being a Shaanxi person. Ad managed his impressions to both his group members and 

audiences outside of this group intentionally and strategically.  

 

A 

A 

A 

B 

C 

C 

A 
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Not only Yu and Ad, the remaining participants also engage in their impression management. 

For example, Stone consciously shared his film reviews on his Moments to highlight his 

identity as a film fan. Ren posted poems and quotes of literature to indicate his literacy 

enthusiast side. Lun constantly shared her traveling experience, therefore, an impression of a 

travel lover was established. Likewise, through frequently posting photos of her model toy 

collection, Green represented her childlike nature.  

 

Online and offline identity: multiple selves 

Multiple identities seem to be a consensus among participants. Unlike the finding of 

Bullingham and Vasconcelos (2013) that bloggers’ offline selves can be divided into various 

aspects of self and only part of them are displayed online, my participants’ online and offline 

selves are strongly intertwined.  

 
Figure 4.10 Yu's online-offline identity 

Data Translation 

 

#I realised NetEase cloud music was no longer 

accessible in the UK when I got up this morning# 

#The weather is so cold that I put on my winter 

clothes# #Basically no one in vb# #Angrily 

applied a dark lipstick and took selfies# I want to 

go back home even more  

 

(a selfie) 

 

Figure 4.10 is a post of Yu, she considered herself as a wanderer residing in a place far away 

from home. She felt nostalgia, and it seemed that everything surrounding her would increase 

her homesickness. Even though she was physically located in the UK, Yu still used the China-

based music application as though through which her connection to the home country still 

remained. She decided to apply a dark lipstick as if she wanted to cheer herself up. Yu always 

posted her reviews of makeup products and identified herself as a beauty blogger on her 

Moments. To her, different colours of lip sticks project different moods and temperaments of 

the person. The dark colour of the lipstick invisibly increased her courage. She took a selfie 

with the lipstick, but her face looked sad, just as the frown face emoji showed. Selfies in this 

case become one of important means of impression management (Sung et al., 2016) on social 
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media, through which her beauty blogger identity to a certain degree was confirmed and her 

sense of being wanderer was enhanced. 

 

The embellishment of online identities is acknowledged by participants, but they consider both 

online and offline identities to be parts of them. For example, Stone considered that people had 

more opportunities to modify their language on WeChat. Through the modification, they can 

make themselves appear rational or humorous. Being asked if what presented on WeChat was 

truly reflecting him, he expressed: 

 
Excerpt 4.4 

R:              ……嗯嗯，那像你说的微信上很多信息是可以编辑可以修饰的，那你觉得微信

上的你是真实的你吗？ 

                  …hum, as you said, you can edit and embellish information on WeChat, do you think 

the WeChat you is the real you? 

Stone:       这个问题很有意思，微信上我的确多了很多修饰的机会，会理性、幽默，你说

这个是不是真实的我，我到底是什么样的，很难讲，我也不知道，其实微信的

我也好面对面的我也好，不矛盾是不是，人本来就是有很多面的。 

                 This is an interesting question. I do have more opportunities for modification, be 

rational, be humorous, but if you ask if it is a real me, what am I like? It’s hard to 

tell. I don’t know. WeChat ‘me’ or face-to-face ‘me’, they are not opposing to each 

other, right? People have multiple sides. 

(Semi-structured interview, 23/06/2018) 

 

In Excerpt 4.4, Stone recognised that people had different sides, and online and offline 

identities were not contradictory. His view indicated that: firstly, he believed WeChat gave him 

opportunities to give idealised impressions; secondly, he acknowledged that people had 

multiple sides, including those being displayed both in online and offline settings. Stone 

admitted the online identities were edited versions, but they still reflected some parts of the 

person. 

 

Ren expressed a similar opinion. He mentioned no matter on WeChat or in face-to-face 

contexts, people’s aim of using language was similar: giving “good” impressions to others. 

Being asked whether there were any differences between online and offline identities, Ren said: 

 

Excerpt 4.5 

Ren:         就是一个人想展现自己的一方面，实际上就是在表现真正的自己，可能不是最

真的，但是离真的自己有一个反应的一个自己，不同的人想展现不同的方面，

可能和实际自己不一样，但是会有一个意识，这个意识难道不是真的自己吗？

一个人脑子里不可能没有社会的常识，只要知道美丑，大家一定都会希望展现

美好的，躲避不美好的，这不能说是假，我觉得没什么，但是每个人对于美丑

的理解存在区别，但他们都在展现都是他们认为美的东西，对吧。 
An individual wishes to represent one side of him/herself, actually, he/she is representing a real 

side of him/herself, maybe it’s not the most real side, but there is a self between the real self and 

the represented self. Different people want to show different sides of themselves, maybe it is 
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different from the actual self, but there must be an awareness when giving impression, can you 

say such awareness is not reflecting the real self? Moreover, there must be common sense in 

everyone’s mind, as long as you know beauty and ugliness. People always want to show good 

sides and avoid bad sides; you can’t say this is fake. I think it’s nothing. Although every individual 

has different understandings toward beauty and ugliness, they all try to show good sides, right? 

(Follow-up interview through video call, 07/09/2018) 

 

It seems that Ren was in line with Goffman’s concept of impression management (Goffman, 

1990). In Ren’s view, people always wanted to “show good sides and avoid bad sides”. His 

response implies that: firstly, there was a real self and multiple sides of the self, but the line 

between them seemed to be obscure; secondly, individuals had an awareness of representing 

good and bright sides of themselves to audiences; thirdly, individuals followed certain social 

rules and standards (‘common sense’) when giving impressions.  

 

To sum up, online and offline identities are all considered as real and reflecting the person, and 

it is impossible to make a clear distinction between online and offline identities. In this light, 

individuals are the centre of identity performance, thus, online and offline identities are not 

separated but intertwined, and different sides function as puzzles that can be put together to 

generate a whole picture of an individual.  

 

4.2.2. Identity and translanguaging practices 

Identity on WeChat is not only represented through individuals’ identity performance, but also 

constructed via individuals’ creative and critical translanguaging practices. The individuals’ 

agency is at play. The data shows that participants actively engage in the processes of 

entextualisation (i.e. the process of extracting discoursal materials out of their original contexts 

and re-using them in the new contexts appropriately) and resemiotisation (i.e. re-articulation 

across modes and modalities in the process of meaning-making) by selecting and including 

different materials gained from both online and offline spaces and re-articulating semiotic 

meaning in their WeChat interactions. 

 

The examples in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 illustrate how participants entextualised and 

resemiotised a range of materials: linguistic, visual, aural, textual, and multimodal in their 

communication processes, and how such materials projected their identities. Three sets of 

WeChat data were extracted from the datasets of Lun, Ren and Green.  
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Figure 4.11 Moments data of Lun: One-day trip 

Data Translation 

 

Left home before seven o’clock, crossed three cities in a day: Bath, 

Nottingham, London, (Bath). What a shame that I cannot stay in 

Nottingham for one more day, all because of dissertation, you know it  

@ xx.  

It was the last time for three of us going to Alan’s home together, and it 

has been four years knowing this family, too many memories. “I’m writing 

this song to you a message that love is love” – Sam Smith for <Pray>, I 

was so touched for Sam Smith when the homosexual light sticks flashed. 

Three British soul singers I love the most. Haven’t seen Ed Sheeran’s* 

live. Hopefully will get the chance to see Teddy’s concert     .  

 

(nine photos recorded Lun’s all-day experience) 

* Ed Christopher Sheeran (Ed Sheeran for short) is an English singer and songwriter. ‘Teddy’ is his nickname. 

 

In Figure 4.11, Lun shared her one-day trip to Nottingham and London. She met her old friends 

Alan and his family in Nottingham and joined a live show in London. Lun’s day-out experience 

provided her with many resources to compose this Moments post, including texts and photos. 

Her physical journey allowed her to meet Alan’s family and go to Sam Smith’s (an English 

singer and songwriter who came out to the public as gay in 2014) live show, which offered her 

the chance to take the photos to display in her post. The nine photos in the post echoed her 

texts and visually represented her one-day experience. Going to the show enabled her to note 

down the speech of Sam Smith, which became a resource to express her positive attitude 

towards homosexuality. Lun selectively lifted what she saw and heard from their contexts and 

mixed and reused them in the post to disseminate her experience to WeChat contacts. She 

transformed and rendered the speech from Sam Smith and the visual scene of flashing light 

sticks into written texts to show her respect to homosexual love. In addition, emojis provided 

her with channels to express subtle and nuanced clues and implied her insights and emotions 

(Hu et al., 2017). The use of  in the post indicated Lun’s feeling of shame for not staying in 

Nottingham another day due to the pressure of writing a dissertation, and the use of      

expressed her hopeful feeling about possibly attending Ed Sheeran’s concert one day. 

 

Lun’s post aims to convey her offline experience and activities by transforming them into 

modes of online writing and photo-taking. By means of entextualising linguistic elements (e.g. 

words from others) as well as resemiotising the offline multimodal elements (i.e. the activities 
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in different physical spaces) and the online emoji resources, Lun moves from her concrete 

seeing and hearing experiences to a mediated performance of that experience, music taste, and 

homosexual supporter identity on this particular social media site. 

 

Figure 4.12 Moments data of Ren: Qingwen 

Data Translation 

 

Post: “A clear moon is rarely met with; bright clouds are easily scattered. Her 

heart is loftier than the sky, but her person is of low degree. Her charm and wit 

give rise to jealousy, her early death is caused by calumny. In vain her loving 

master’s grief must be”*. With a whole lot feeling in my heart but finding I 

couldn’t say a word. 

 

Comment: 

Friend L: you have indulged in Dream of the Red Chamber  

Ren: @friend L: haha, you check the Moments again, not paying attention to 

your study . It was about Qingwen. When I first read the book, Qingwen 

impressed me the most. And I liked Qingwen the most. And I was a little bit 

down this early morning, I felt like I was so similar to Qingwen, a little bit 

surprised. I felt a little bit bad. But I’m fine now  

* The Chinese quote was the life portrait of Qingwen, a character in Dream of the Red Chamber. The book is one 

of China’s Four Great Classical Novels that was composed by Cao Xueqin. The English translation was extracted 

from its English version translated by Yang and Dai in 1978. 

 

Similarly, Ren engaged in the process of entextualisation in his post (in Figure 4.12). But unlike 

Lun who was inspired by her offline experience, Ren decontextualised elements from literature. 

He quoted the life portrait of Qingwen from Dream of the Red Chamber (i.e. one of the classic 

literary pieces in China) and followed it by his instant thoughts. The interaction in the comment 

area between Ren and his friend invoked Ren’s deep alignment with Qingwen, which also 

reflected in our interviews: “因为我喜欢倔强 抗争 不服命运的感觉” (i.e. because I like the 

feeling of being stubborn, indomitable and unbowed). Qingwen is a personal maid of Baoyu 

(i.e. the main male character in the book). Her beauty and outspoken, frank and righteous 

personality incurred jealousy of Lady Wang (i.e. the mother of Baoyu). Qingwen is later 

suspected by Lady Wang of having an affair with Baoyu and is publicly dismissed on that 

account. Angry at the unfair treatment, indignities and slanders, she killed herself. Ren 

resonated with Qingwen because of the bad moments in his life. The excerpt “I felt like I was 

so similar to Qingwen” indicated his indomitable and persistent spirit and life attitude. Instead 

of directly conveying the frustrations via his own words, Ren selected the life portrait of 

Qingwen from the well-known literature and expressed his sentiments by virtue of Cao 

Xueqin’s (i.e. the author of the book) words. The quotation is no longer the portrayal of 
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Qingwen’s life in the literature, instead, it has been decontextualised and re-embedded within 

a new textual context and functions as a new resource for Ren to express his life insights. 

 

The processes of entextualisation and resemiotisation indicate the participants’ agency of using 

their knowledge of the appropriate contextual uses of various elements (Leppänen et al., 2013). 

The selective entextualisation is “an act of control” (Bauman and Briggs, 1990, p.76). My data 

show that participants engage in such control all the time during the meaning-making process. 

They do not randomly re-mix and re-use linguistic, semiotic and discursive resources, instead, 

they are claiming a degree of social power. As Leppänen and her colleagues (2013, p.3) argue, 

this power manifests in various ways: “it shows in their access to the activity of entextualisation, 

in the legitimacy of their claims to reuse the texts, in their competence in such reuse, and in the 

differential values attached to various types of texts”. Lun and Ren simultaneously engage in 

the activity of entextualisation and resemiotisation, and demonstrate different competencies 

and knowledge of acquiring, reinterpreting, crafting and rearticulating various resources. These 

intentional communicative approaches reveal their agentive role in projecting their identities, 

showing their interests, beliefs, histories and values to certain audiences. 

 

4.3. Internalised identity work 

Another important general finding on identity work is illustrated by the outside inward 

reflexivity expressed in the participants’ identity work. This section also aims to addresses the 

second (i.e. What are the characteristics of identity on WeChat?) and the third research 

questions (i.e. How do individual students perform and construct their identities on WeChat?).  

 

4.3.1. Identity work: chronotope, time and space 

Identity and timespace is a common theme throughout the participants’ WeChat data. As 

discussed in section 1.2.3, time and space on WeChat are disconnected from place and can be 

split apart and reintegrated into contemporary discursive contexts. In other words, past and 

present experiences can meet and fuse and ‘here-and-now’ and ‘there-and-then’ discursive 

events can co-exist on WeChat.  

 

In April 2018, Stone posted a review of the film Ready Player One on Moments. The film was 

a 2018 American science fiction action-adventure film directed by Steven Spielberg. Stone was 
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obsessed with this film and wrote a long film review for the first time ever. In the review, Stone 

explained that he liked the film was because of his nostalgia for the good old days. The 

historical memory was intertwined with ‘here-and-now’ experience, creating a space-time 

interweaving layer. As he wrote (see Excerpt 4.6), the past timespace affected him in a nuanced 

way, which motivated him, restricted him, warmed him and comforted him.  

 

Excerpt 4.6 

当回忆与现实生活重叠时，这种跨越时间的链接对一个人有着潜移默化的影响。过去的

历史会成为人生的激励和约束。给你温暖也给你安抚。 
When the memory overlaps with the real life, this link across time has subtle influences on an 

individual. The past history would become the motivation and restriction of life, which gives you 

warmth and comfort. 

(Stone’s film review, 19/04/2019) 

 

Reminiscence is a common theme in Stone’s dataset: he often posted Moments in relation to 

his childhood chronotope, he shared music and films that were about 1980s, and he often talked 

about his school life with his friends. In one of the interviews, Stone acknowledged that the 

media (e.g. music, films) enabled him to make a connection with the gone chronotope, more 

importantly, everything that happened and was experienced in the gone chronotope was 

embedded into his life, shaped who he was and his habits. A small linguistic sign can reflect 

how the past chronotope was integrated into his ‘here-and-now’ discursive activity. In one of 

Stone’s self-recording audio records, Stone discussed arcade games he played when he was a 

little child with his friend (also born after 1980s) and mentioned “hou you gen”. This linguistic 

sign confused me, therefore, I contacted him for clarification through WeChat. Stone told me 

“hou you gen”, written as しょうりゅうけん, was derived from a Japanese arcade game 

named The Street Fighter and referred to a fighting skill. He spontaneously inserted this 

expression into his communication as if it was in his communicative repertoire for a long time.  

 

Excerpt 4.7 

Stone (S): 这是一代人的回忆 那时候小朋友打架都要喊这个 然后才打  

                 This is a memory shared by a whole generation. At that time, when little kids playfully 

fight with others, they would first shout it and then start fighting. 

Researcher (R): 主体是 80 后?  

                  The main member of the generation is the post-1980’s? 

S:              红白机那一代 对 80后  
                 The Family Computer generation, yes, the post-1980’s. 

(Online follow-up interview data, 18/06/2018) 

 

As Stone acknowledged in Excerpt 4.7, the game was a shared memory among the 1980s 

generation. “hou you gen” was a kind of opening remark shouted by children before fighting. 
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The use of the particular expression brings his and his friend’s memory back to childhood: in 

that particular chronotope, he was an innocent and unsophisticated little boy who liked to play 

the Family Computer (refers to an 8-bit third-generation home video game console produced 

by Nintendo), discuss favourite heroes in the Street Fighter with his friends, and mimic fighting 

movements from arcade games. Spontaneously using “hou you gen” indicated that Stone’s 

childhood chronotope was deeply imprinted on his life. The historically and culturally situated 

linguistic sign (Li and Ho, 2018) transcended across time and space and affected Stone’s ‘here-

and-now’ chronotope. When Stone used this sign, it seemed that the historical chronotope and 

the contemporary chronotope overlapped and intertwined, and the innocent boy came back. In 

this light, Stone’s identity is chronotopically sutured. 

 

Ren also highlighted that the historical chronotope had a long-lasting influence on his identity. 

In one of his letters, he mentioned his black-and-white and hostile attitude towards everything 

Japanese. Owning to the Second Sino-Japanese War, Japan had been considered the enemy of 

China. Anti-Japanese sentiments somehow became a symbol of representing patriotism of 

Chinese people. Ren grew up in an environment in which repleted with such sentiments. While 

when he made Japanese friends in the international school, his attitudes toward Japan changed 

and developed a new understanding towards his national identity. He confessed in his letter:  

 

Excerpt 4.8 

Ren:         小的时候…每个人都认为自己国家最好。最自豪。比如那个时候我就会恨日

本。觉得所有日本人都是坏人。但是长大了。我却是最不恨日本人的。我非常

喜欢了解这个国家。读很多关于日本的书籍。了解他们的战国史，了解他们的

文化，看日本作家的书。 

When we were young…everyone thought their countries were the best and was proud of it. For 

example, when I was a child, I hated Japan and thought all Japanese were bad. But when I grew 

up, I didn’t hate Japanese. I do like to know about this country. I read lots of Japanese books, 

know their Sengoku period, learn their culture, and read books written by Japanese authors. 

(A letter, 09/02/2019) 

 

From Excerpt 4.8, the change of Ren’s attitude towards Japan can be easily seen. He was an 

anti-Japanese person when he was young. This sentiment was affected by two chronotopes: the 

historical chronotope that Japan invaded China in the middle of 20th century and every Chinese 

was fighting for the independence of nation; the social chronotope that Chinese mainstream 

media made direct connections between anti-Japanese sentiments and patriotism before early 

21st century. It is to say, whether the person was anti-Japanese determined to what extent he/she 

embraced his/her national identity. Therefore, to young Ren, the more he acknowledged his 

national identity, the more he hated Japan, and vice versa. However, when he made Japanese 
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friends and got to know more about Japanese culture, the correlation between anti-Japanese 

and national identity was no longer positive and stable. He changed his attitude towards 

Japanese and somehow became a pro-Japanese person. His changing attitude towards Japan 

was no longer tied to his identification of being a Chinese. In this light, Ren’s personal 

chronotopes intertwined with social and historical chronotopes, both of which contributed to 

his identities’ evolvement.  

 

4.3.2. Reflexive life choices 

As discussed in the Literature Review chapter, individuals in contemporary world should be 

responsible for their own life. They make choices about who they want to be and what kind of 

life they want to have. Such choices are reflexively made and embedded into all aspects of 

one’s life. Interview data revealed the participants’ reflexive life choice: they talked about their 

future life plans, were reflexive about their past choices, were concerned about their status quo, 

and wished to change dissatisfied personalities. In this section, I illustrate two aspects of their 

reflexivity: firstly, participants’ reflexivity is projected onto all aspects of their life; secondly, 

their reflexivity, to some degree, embodies participants’ identities.  

 

Lun had a clear future plan. She decided to stop pursuing a master’s degree and go back to 

China after graduation. By the time I collected her data, she had already received an offer to 

be an auditor for a well-known company in Shanghai. Knowing this was not an ideal job for 

her, she decided to take the offer as a springboard, then applied for an advisory position. In the 

end, she wanted to work on private equity business. Being asked if she had always been a 

person with a clear plan, she denied:  

 

Excerpt 4.9 

Lun:     …那个时候 basically 就是听我妈的，然后我妈就很就不知道感觉为啥呢然后最近

几年所有中国的家长都开始让孩子读那个 accounting 嘛，就不知道……其实让我

看来的话我觉得还是当时自己 mindset 不够 open，然后最后就是那个时候其实已

经那个时候早就已经有互联网的那种 bubble 了，然后就有这种 trend 当时，其实

我妈是青岛的，其实我们也比较那种闭塞，也没有这种，不知道有这么，在外

面有人在做，有这么多人在做这么 popular 的事情，然后其实让我现在看的话我

当时应该会读 computer science，然后去做那个开发啊什么的。 
At that time, I basically listened to my mom, and my mom, didn’t know why, parents in China in 

recent years started asking their children to study accounting, don’t know……Actually I think it 

was because my mindset was not open enough, and actually there already had dot-com bubble, 

there was a trend at that time, actually my mom is from Qingdao, we were relatively occlusive, 

didn’t know this, what people outside Qingdao were doing, didn’t know there were so many people 

doing such a popular thing. And actually, if I had a second chance, I would study computer 

science and develop software and so on. 

(Face-to-face interview, 12/02/2018) 
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As she confessed in Excerpt 4.9, she did not know what she wanted for a long time, even the 

choice of the discipline was decided by her mother. She attributed her muddled status to her 

closed mindset. She did not know what was going on outside of her home city and just followed 

the herd. She was reflexive about her discipline and said if she was given one more chance, she 

would study computer science and develop software. Probably being inspired by her discipline 

choice, Lun started to be very aware of gathering up-to-date information. 

 

Yu’s life story had a tone of the tragic hero in Greek mythology: pursuing a goal that she knew 

she could hardly achieve. She considered herself as a person of faith and needed faith.  

 
Excerpt 4.10 

R:             什么东西是想让你这么去抓住跟追求的？ 

                 So, what would you like to seize and pursue? 

Yu:           就是去做一些事情去尽可能的让...就是让不公平的东西更公平，不美好的东

西更美好，当然我知道这个东西很难达到，并且有可能永远都达不到，就是你

做不到，但是你应该去做，就对，我会觉得什么东西应该去做，就是那种你知

道你明知道你做不到，但是你还是应该做的东西，就是你应该去做的东西。
Doing something to make…as much as possible…make the unfair things fairer and 

the bad things better. Of course, I know it is difficult to achieve and may never be 

achievable. You know you can’t make it, but you should do, right. What is the thing 

you should do? It is something you know you can’t make it, but you still should do, 

that’s what you should do. 

(Semi-structured interview, 01/02/2018) 

  

As Yu explained in Excerpt 4.10, the faith was her life goal that was something she firmly 

believed in and was willing to spend her lifetime to pursue: she wanted to make unfair things 

fairer and bad things better. The life goal was projected onto her all aspects of her life and 

guided her social practices. For example, she did research on the domestic violence law in 

mainland China, participated in local non-governmental organisations, gave speech in relation 

to female rights, and shared female self-protection information on Moments. She looked inside 

and reflexively developed a set of life conduct that guided her mundane practices. Her efforts 

in pursuing a fairer social environment constantly constructed her identities as a feminist, a 

justice seeker, a fighter, and a man of faith. 

 

Ad was concerned much about his personality and wanted to be more extroverted. Being 

introverted to him means the less chance of being successful. He believed the character of an 

individual determined his/her success or failure. According to him, people with extroverted 

character were supposed to be more social and good at building social networks, therefore, 
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gaining more opportunities towards success. Driven by the motivation of being successful, Ad 

considered his introverted character needed to be changed. He made great efforts to change his 

character. For example, he observed how people engaged in social interactions, and spent time 

learning communicative strategies. He confessed in comparison to spending time becoming an 

expert in a certain field, he preferred to study how to communicate with others. To improve his 

communicative skills, he forced himself to participate in student societies and learnt new things 

(e.g. playing the electronic keyboard, doing fencing).  

 

Ad seemed to have a dilemma: on the one hand, he made great efforts to change his character; 

on the other hand, he considered himself a person with a happy-go-lucky life attitude and his 

efforts might be dashed to pieces. In Excerpt 4.11, he worried that he might be defeated by his 

real character and there would be something unchangeable.  

 

Excerpt 4.11 

Ad:          …我就说自己比较内向吧，然后要改成外向，然后其实我蛮希望成为一个有严

格规划然后认真执行计划的一个人儿，然后其实我自己是一个随遇而安的人，

就是很矛盾的，但可能再过几年我会发现哦，这个其实就是性格使然，其实你

很难改的一些事情，但是得先试一下，可能试了之后你才会发现其实你自己懒

着你自己的生活状态是最舒服的，然后你发现你一奋斗以后你就很难受，就就

不行了。 

                  As I said myself, I am an introverted person and wish to change to be extroverted. And 

actually I quite wish to be, hum, become a person who has a strict plan and then could 

implement the plan carefully. But actually I am a happy-go-lucky person, this is 

contradictory to my ideal personality. Maybe after a few years, I will realist, oh, this 

is because of my character. There are something difficult to be changed. But I still have 

to try. Maybe after your efforts, you will find being lazy is the most comfortable life 

status. You will find once you fight for something, you will be like, you can’t make it. 

R:              哈哈，就待在舒适圈里面就很舒服吧。 

                  Haha, staying in the comfortable zone is comfortable, right? 

Ad:           对对对…跳出去就好难受啊，但是我就希望能跳出去吧，跳出去，但我实际做

什么决定都是跳出舒适圈儿，为自己做的那些决定而自豪，突破了自我。 

                 Yes yes yes…It’s so uncomfortable to jump out of the comfortable zone, but I still want 

to jump out of it, jump out of it, but actually no matter what decisions I make are 

already a sign of jumping out of the comfort zone, I’m proud of what I have done, I 

break through myself. 

(Semi-structured interview, 30/01/2018) 

 

Ad clearly knew how difficult it was to leave the comfort zone and become a person he wanted 

to be but was different from his self. However, he still decided to bravely challenge himself, 

just as the last sentence in the interview: “I am proud of what I have done, I break through my 

self”. This piece of excerpt shows that Ad was aware of his self. He considered his self as a 

real facet of him: an introverted and easygoing person. Every change that deviated from this 

facet was regarded as breaking through the self. It seemed that Ad always looked himself as an 
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object and observed his speech and behaviours from an outsider’s perspective. In doing so, he 

reflexively made changes accordingly to get closer to his ideal self.  

 

To sum up, participants were reflexive about themselves, their social practices, their status quo, 

their past, present and future. Such reflexivity to some extent became key in making an 

individual an individual (Mead et al., 2015). Lun was reflexive about her muddled past 

experience and realised the importance of up-to-date information, therefore, consciously 

gathering news and driving herself to be an open-minded person. Yu intentionally projected 

her feminist side that was driven by her life creed: to make unfair things fairer. Ad observed 

himself as an object and introspected his character, life attitude, and subjective experience. 

Participants’ ability of reflexivity allow them to engage in social conduct rationally and project 

their ongoing complex identity work. 

 

4.4. Summary 

This chapter provides a holistic data analysis. The results are summarised: firstly, individuals 

become accustomed to adopting multilingual and multimodal resources to make meaning on 

WeChat, such as named languages, linguistic varieties, emojis, stickers, images, and links 

sharing. Secondly, identity on WeChat appears to be selective and multiple. Such features of 

identity are embodied through translanguaging practices. Linguistic and semiotic resources 

brought by participants project social, cultural and political value-attribution and are filled with 

“norms, expectations, concepts of what counts as proper and normal (indexical) language use 

and what does not count as such” (Blommaert and Dong, 2010b, p.6). Through entextualisation 

and resemiotisation, users creatively and flexibly exert their agency to perform their multiple 

identities and utilise their social power (Leppänen et al., 2013, p.3). Thirdly, identities on 

WeChat are considered as real as offline identities, and online and offline identities co-

construct an entire image of an individual. Individuals’ reflexivity plays its role in transcending 

the timespace boundary of online and offline identity performance. Lastly, individuals’ identity 

work consists of both internalised (outside inward) and externalised (inside outward) processes. 

Individuals are the centre of this loop of internalisation and externalisation, they exert their 

agency in giving and giving off certain facets of themselves, collage chronotopic elements in 

addressing the evolving process of identity, and observe themselves reflexively. In the 

following chapters, I focus on three cases in depth.  
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Chapter 5 Green - A playful person 

 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter explores the composition of linguistic and semiotic resources of Green’s 

communicative repertoire, how these resources enter into her repertoire, and how these 

resources are served to construct Green’s multimodal and heterogeneous identities. In the 

context of the study, the repertoire is never stable or fixed as individuals and communicative 

resources are mobile. Consequently, individuals can come across some bits of language which 

are not classified into any named language categories (such as English, Spanish, and Chinese).  

They absorb them and creatively and strategically use them in their daily communication. From 

the study of Green’s WeChat data and interview transcripts, I see Green’s communicative 

repertoire functions as a mirror reflecting her life trajectory. In a word, Green’s CR connects 

her past, present and anticipated future and becomes a major ‘kit’ for her identity performance 

and construction on WeChat.  

 

5.2. A multilingual: Translanguaging practices 

Green is a fluent speaker of Chongqing dialect, Putonghua (or Mandarin Chinese) and English. 

She also occasionally inserts bits of French, Japanese, Thai, and Korean in her communication. 

The flexible and creative use of multilingual resources project and construct different identities 

of Green.   

 

5.2.1. “I am a native speaker in Chongqing dialect”: The use of Chongqing Dialect 

Green was born in Wanzhou, the second largest city in Chongqing Municipality. She had lived 

there for 18 years before she left for Chongqing city to pursue her undergraduate study in Civil 

Engineering. She grew up in a family in which her parents spoke Chongqing dialect with her. 

Since her father could not speak Putonghua, the dialect was the only language in her family 

and was her ‘mother tongue’. Her dialect acquisition process was not merely confined to her 

family, but also through socialisation with people around her. She used the dialect for most 

daily activities as she explained,  
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Excerpt 5.1: 

Green:     在万州这个小地方，你出门买东西，它没有游客嘛基本上没有人会讲普通话，

你跟他说普通话，他可以用不太顺畅的普通话回答你，但是能看得出来他很

难受，我也很难受，哈哈。 

In small places like Wanzhou, when you go out to do some shopping, because there are very few 

tourists, most of the local people do not speak Putonghua. If you speak to them in Putonghua, he 

could respond to you in non-fluent Putonghua, but it is very obvious that he does not feel 

comfortable, neither do I, haha. 

(Audio-recorded interview data, 28/02/2019) 

 

Excerpt 5.1 shows Putonghua did not have a social function and was not used for achieving 

Wanzhou people’s daily communicative purposes. Everyday activities, such as shopping, were 

conducted in Chongqing dialect. Communicating in Putonghua was not a comfortable act for 

neither a merchant nor Green. Even in schools, Chongqing dialect was widely used. Although 

the promotion of Putonghua started in 1950s and it was further written into The 1982 

Constitution of the People's Republic of China (PRC) (NPC, 1982), Green claimed that except 

her Chinese teachers in the primary and middle schools, all teachers from other disciplines such 

as Mathematics, Sciences and Physics still used Chongqing dialect despite the strict regulation 

stipulating all teachers to speak Putonghua in the classes. Some elder teachers only had basic 

Putonghua speaking proficiency and found it was difficult to grasp a new language at their age. 

The promotion of Putonghua in practice encountered much obstacle at that time in Wanzhou. 

In other words, although Putonghua had been forcefully promoted, Chongqing dialect was still 

the lingua franca during Green’s school life. 

 

Chongqing dialect is Green’s ‘mother tongue’ and a major resource in her communicative 

repertoire, however, due to her mobility and the expansion and diversification of her social 

networks, the dialect plays a less important role in her communication. But it does not and will 

not fade away completely and it in effect indexes her Chongqing regional identity. The chat 

data in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 exemplify how Green uses Chongqing dialect to display her 

regional identity.  
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Figure 5.1 Chat data of Green: “hammer” 

Date Context Data Line Translation 

16/01

/2019 

This chat group 

consists of three 

people: Green (G), 

her senior colleague 

(S) and a junior 

colleague (J). S is 

from southeast of 

China, Green is from 

Chongqing and J 

comes from Sichuan. 

 

S initiated a topic of 

“锤子” (chuí zi) and 

wondered the 

meaning of it. As the 

phrase was widely 

used in Chongqing 

and Sichuan regions, 

therefore, S asked 

Green and J about the 

meaning and usage of 

“锤子” (chuí zi) in 

their daily life.  

 

5-1 G: You understand a hammer 

5-2 G: means 

5-3 
G: you know a fart <you know 

nothing> 

5-4 J: (A thump-up sticker) 

5-5 J: Does Green always say it 

5-6 J: Hahaha 

5-7 J: I rarely use this phrase 

5-8 J: Haha 

 

5-9 
G: Actually, we don’t say dǒng 

<understand> 

5-10 

G: The reason I use the character is to 

help you to understand it. That’s why I 

made up this sentence.  

5-11 G: We normally say 

5-12 G: you xiǎo dé <know> a hammer 

5-13 J: (A laughing sticker) 

5-14 J: Senior Green 

5-15 J: (A happy pig sticker) 

 

Green’s use of Chongqing dialect is shown in Figure 5.1. Green’s friend S surfed Weibo and 

noticed the phrase “锤子”. S knew it was widely used in Chongqing and Sichuan regions, 

therefore, she asked Green and J about the meaning of “锤子” (chuí zi, literally means ‘a 

hammer’) and how local people used the term in their daily communication. Green made a 

sentence (line 5-1) and explained its meaning as you know nothing (line 5-3). chuí zi can be 

seen as a function word specifying dissatisfaction of the speaker. Apart from chuí zi, Green 

further pointed out that “we don’t say dǒng” (line 5-9) but “xiǎo dé” (line 5-12) instead. dǒng 

and xiǎo dé share the same meaning of ‘understand’. The former is an academic expression 

while the latter is colloquial. Although linguistically speaking, Green neither explained the 

exact meaning of chuí zi nor told the difference between dǒng and xiǎo dé, it is clear that she 

had the knowledge of Chongqing dialect and habitually used the dialect in her daily life with 

no awareness of probing into it. Additionally, her spontaneous emphasis on “we” in line 5-9 

G 

J 

G 

J 
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and 5-11 invisibly drew a line between herself and her interlocutors and indicated they were 

different, in turn, emphasising her Chongqing identity. This example resonates with the 

argument made by researchers such as Blommaert and Dong (2010) and Ball (2004) that dialect 

features with regional provenance, even using a dialect sign token is regulated by the 

metapragmatic rules, therefore, the use of dialect identifies and indexes one’s regional identity. 

In another chat data of Green’ (Figure 5.2) also echoes this arguement, she deliberately 

highlighted the phonetic features of Chongqing dialect to further depict her Chongqing identity.  

 

Figure 5.2 Chat data of Green: “lan hai er” 

Date Context Data Translation 

30/08/2018 

Green quarrelled with her 

girlfriend and complained 

that her girlfriend had a bad 

temper. She sometimes 

joked that I had a bad temper 

just like her girlfriend.  

 

Her girlfriend and I were 

both from the southeast of 

China: Jiangsu and Zhejiang 

provinces. Therefore, she 

was joking that people in 

Sichuan and Chongqing 

areas (where she was from) 

were loving and gentle, not 

like people from Zhejiang 

and Jiangsu Provinces.  

 

Green (G): Yes . Our Sichuan-

Chongqing people are loving and 

gentle . What kind of people are 

there in Jiangsu-Zhejiang . 

Researcher (R):  we are all 

thoughtful people. 

G: Tsk tsk tsk, dare not to offend 

you, dare not to offend you. 

G: All are bosses. 

R: Your Sichuan-Chongqing men 

are loving and gentle indeed. 

G: (a shy man sticker) 

G: Just like this 

G: Boys in our region 

 

In Green’s last sentence, she used “兰孩儿” (lán hái er) to refer to boys in her home region 

rather than “男孩儿” (nán hái er), a standard written format. One of the typical phonetic 

features of Chongqing dialect is its indistinguishability between the initial ‘l’ and ‘n’ (Han, 

2013), just as the example shows. Being aware of this feature, Green deliberately used “兰” 

(lán) started with ‘l’ to emphasise her Chongqing accent. Also, by explicitly stressing on “our” 

and “your”, a process of Othering, she clearly stated that her Chongqing-ness. In doing so, her 

identity as a Chongqing person has been further presented. 

 

Although in the UK, she barely had the opportunity to use the dialect, she still actively and 

consciously incorporated the mother tongue in her daily communication and used it as a 

resource to display herself as a Chongqing person. From the aforementioned data, Green’s 
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regional identity is discursively produced “in the most mundane and unremarkable situations” 

(Bucholtz and Hall, 2005, p.589). In the casual day-to-day online communication, Chongqing 

dialect serves as a mark of Green’s regional identity.  

 

5.2.2. A Chinese speaker: The use of Putonghua 

For Green, using Putonghua is one of the most common linguistic practices. Through schooling, 

Green mastered Putonghua which gradually became the most frequently used language in her 

daily communication, especially when she started the university. In order to communicate with 

people who had little knowledge of Chongqing dialect, Green had to use Putonghua as a lingua 

franca. After a long time immersing into the Putonghua speaking environment, Green 

habitually used this language as she explained. 

 

Excerpt 5.2 

Green (G):  比如说我对陌生人，我见到陌生人我第一个反应是说普通话。 
         For example, when I meet strangers, my first reaction would be speaking Putonghua 

to them. 
Researcher (R): 即便你在万州?  

                  Even when you are in Wanzhou? 

G:              对，即便我在重庆，我在万州，我还是会倾向于先说普通话。  

                  Yes, even when I’m in Chongqing, I’m in Wanzhou, I will tend to speak Putonghua 

first. 

(Audio-recorded interview data, 28/02/2019) 

 

Green expressed in Excerpt 5.2 that when she met the strangers, she spontaneously used 

Putonghua rather than her “mother tongue”: Chongqing dialect. It seems that through school 

education, the government’s forcedly promotion and socialisation processes in and outside of 

schools, Putonghua served as a major part in Green’s daily language use.  

 

The Putonghua-dominant linguistic environment shapes Green’s language ideology and 

practices. Putonghua as an official language in China is bound up with the state, “both in its 

genesis and in its social uses” (Bourdieu, 1991, p.45). Since The Law of the People’s Republic 

of China on the Standard Spoken and Written Chinese Language (NPC, 2001) has been issued 

in 2001, Putonghua has been endowed a legal status and become a legitimate language. 

Putonghua, in a sense, becomes an important tool to increase internal cohesion (Haugen, 1966), 

a language of unity, and a common speech for intra communication. In this case, Green, as 

many of other Chinese people, had to master Putonghua and Hanzi (Chinese characters) if she 

wanted to reach to wider audiences and facilitate mutual understanding between herself and 
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people from diverse linguistic backgrounds in mainland China. In her opinion, however, there 

was a conflict between Putonghua and the local dialect. 

 

Excerpt 5.3 

G:             就我们这一代说的重庆话已经没有之前那么正宗了，就包括我奶奶我外婆他们

有时候说的词语我都不知道是什么意思了，就已经流失掉了……也有可能是

我们说普通话说太久了…… 

The Chongqing dialect in our generation is not authentic. I can’t even understand some phrases 

used by my paternal grandma and maternal grandma, (Chongqing dialect) just lost……maybe 

it’s because we speak Putonghua for too long…… 

(Audio-recorded interview data, 28/02/2019) 

 

According to Green, young people in her generation had gradually forgotten the dialect and 

some were even not able to speak Chongqing dialect. When she talked about the loss of 

Chongqing dialect, she could not help sighing, and her tone sounded sad. She ascribed this 

phenomenon to the overly use of Putonghua. From Green’s point of view, Putonghua was given 

significant attentions whereas Chongqing dialect was relatively overlooked in the long run. At 

the beginning of the Putonghua promotion, the regulations of promoting Putonghua in schools 

were in fact adopting the ‘One Size Fits All’ approach: 

 

Excerpt 5.4 

G:             我上了高中之后，国家颁布了一项规定，所有的老师必须用普通话上课，然后

我的那些我的高中的数学和物理老师们，他们都好难受啊，然后他们上课的

时候要花 50%的精力在说话上面……我记得很清楚，高中的时候有一段时间

教委发规定就说所有的老师从明天开始必须用普通话上课，要是被举报了就

要罚钱……然后我们班主任是物理老师，上了两节课后实在受不了了，就说

“你们不要去举报我”…… 

After upgrading to high school, the Nation promulgated a provision, all teachers had to use 

Putonghua in their classes, and my, my high school math and physics teachers, they felt very 

unpleasant. They had to put 50% of efforts watching out what they said……I clearly remembered 

there was a time, the education commission promulgated a provision stipulating that all teachers 

had to use Mandarin in their teaching from the next day, if being reported, they would be 

fined……And my class teacher was a physics teacher, after teaching two classes using 

Putonghua, he couldn’t stand anymore, and said ‘don’t report me’ to us…… 

(Audio-recorded interview data, 28/02/2019) 

 

As Excerpt 5.4 shows, a certain number of teachers struggled through the practices of teaching 

in Putonghua and implored students not to report their language practices. Conflicts had arisen 

between the homogeneous language policy of the central government and the heterogeneous 

vernacular language usage in local institutions (such as schools). The conflicts reflect the 

influence of institutionalised power and ideology on language use and consequently projects 

onto one’s identity construction as identity is “centrally linguistic phenomenon” (Bucholtz and 

Hall 2005, p.586). Nonetheless, the sense of pity for ‘losing’ her mother tongue can be 
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explicitly seen from Green’s interview. People in Chongqing region enter into a struggling 

period of reaching a balance between the using the national language and the dialect.  

 

5.2.3. From an English learner to an English user: The use of English 

Learning English has become compulsory in China since late 1980s (MOE, 2017). Green 

started learning English when she was in grade three, but the purpose of the English lessons 

was merely to arouse students’ interest in English, which made no impression on her at that 

time. After she entered into the secondary school, she received the exam-oriented English 

course and worked very hard to pass the exams. She disapproved of this exam-focused 

language teaching pedagogy and the rote learning methods. English to her was merely a subject 

to earn credits in school and was seldomly used outside of the exam papers. Only when she 

came to the UK did she established herself as an English language user rather than an English 

language learner (Thorne et al., 2015). Moreover, English was primarily used for but not 

limited to academic purposes. 

 

The use of English, on the one hand, is related to her education background, on the other hand, 

indexes her English language user identity as well as transnational identity. In Figure 5.3, 

Green posted “Back again” and shared her location (i.e. London Heathrow Airport) on her 

Moment. She was in China and reunited with her friends for a few days.  

 

 

Figure 5.3 Moments data of Green: Back again 

 

In this post, she used English to reach her targeted audiences and performed her transnational 

identity. Firstly, she used “back” referring her return to the UK. This indicates her involvement 

in the transnational process in which she has developed ties to the UK other than her home 

country (Li and Zhu, 2013). Likewise, “again” implies that it was not her first time leaving this 

country and moving between China and the UK, which reflects her transnational status. 

Secondly, by appending the location information and attaching the text of “back again”, Green 

informed her friends in China that she arrived in the UK safely and friends in the UK that she 
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came back. The following two sentences, “Miss the glowing time” and “Which will never fade”, 

implying Green’s feeling of gratitude of having true friends (i.e. those in the photo placed in 

the bottom right corner). Different from participants in Solmaz’s research (2018) who like to 

use their first language (L1) to express their deeper emotions, Green chose to convey her 

feelings in English. The choice of using English limits accessibility to audiences who need to 

have some level of English proficiency (Taylor-Leech, 2012), which in turn reflects her 

audience awareness by excluding and including certain audiences. 

 

Audiences play an important role in Green’s language choices. The audience awareness has 

been discussed by Solmaz (2018). He investigated Chinese overseas students’ language use in 

Facebook and stated the presence of audiences on students’ social media platforms had impact 

on their multilingual practices, and participants would employ an audience-specific linguistic 

practice to reach the targeted audiences. Likewise, when Green was aware that her interlocutors 

had educational experience in English-speaking countries or had knowledge in English, she 

would spontaneously use English or mix English with Putonghua. For example, she has 

befriended her friends Figure 5.3 since high school. Two of them had overseas study experience 

in the UK and the US respectively, and the remaining two had English communicative 

competence even though they did not study or live in English-speaking countries. When they 

gathered together, they would mix use English, Putonghua and Chongqing dialect. The English 

text in the post could be easily understood by them. This audience awareness of the linguistic 

backgrounds of her interlocutors also appears in her use of Chongqing dialect. Green tended to 

use dialect to her interlocutors who have never left Chongqing. 

 

The audience awareness also associates with Green’s identity performance, and such 

association is projected via her English use. There was a time she had to do a presentation in 

front of scholars from China. Considering her audiences were Chinese, she decided to 

introduce her research project in Chinese, even though the audiences had both English language 

and the discipline knowledge. She invited me to be her audience when she rehearsed the 

presentation. I took the opportunity to do observation with her permission. The attached Figure 

5.4 is a page of her slides in order to explain the interrelationship between audience awareness, 

her identity and English practices.  
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Figure 5.4 Research slide of Green 

Data Translation 

 

Research topics: 

• In the case of using perlite or aerated concrete 

granules as the bacterial carrier, the efficiency 

of self-healing is optimised by adjusting the 

dosage of the raw materials (bio-agents). 

• To study the feasibility of using calcium nitrate 

(Ca(NO3)2) as a calcium raw material in self-

healing concrete for non-ureolytic bacteria 

• Study the effect of carbonation on the 

efficiency of self-healing concrete 

• Compare the difference between ureolytic and 

non-ureolytic bacteria at the bacterial level 

• Study the effect of environmental factors on 

healing efficiency during self-healing 

• Nanoscale study of self-healing products 

(A page of Green’s presentation slide, 03/11/2018) 

 

During the rehearsal, Green more than once expressed her willingness to speak English rather 

than Chinese as she were accustomed to think, write and talk about her research in English. 

Also, she did not know the corresponding Chinese translation for certain English terminologies 

(such as the highlighted words in Figure 5.4). Therefore, she frequently used English in her 

presentation to ensure she was understood. However, she consciously not over-used English as 

she did not want to leave her audiences an impression of flaunting her English skills, and she 

also concerned it would be impolite not using Chinese with the Chinese researchers. In this 

case, the language choice was obviously influenced by her awareness of audiences, and also 

associated with her different identities. As a doctoral student in an English-speaking academic 

environment, she got used to conduct and discuss her research in English. But her Chinese 

identity put her in a dilemma when facing the Chinese speakers. 

 

5.2.4. A playful translanguager: The use of other bits of languages 

In a superdiverse context, mobile individuals like Green engage with a broad variety of 

networks and communities both online and offline, and their language resources “are 

consequently learned through a wide variety of trajectories, tactics and technologies, ranging 

from fully formal language learning to entirely informal ‘encounters’ with language” 

(Blommaert and Backus 2013, p.1). Apart from Putonghua, English and Chongqing dialect, 

French, Japanese, and Korean also constitute Green’s communicative repertoire, either through 

formal language learning or informal encountering. 
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Green studied French in her undergraduate studies for two years because she was planning to 

pursue her study in France. Nonetheless, French was too difficult for her, and she turned back 

to English. Although she gave up learning French, she still incorporated the language into her 

daily communication. 

 

Figure 5.5 Chat data of Green: Simaili 

Date Context Data Translation Note 

22/02

/2019 

Green was 

urging me to 

be quick as 

she was very 

hungry. 

 

Green (G): si mai li!!! 

Green created ‘斯迈里’ to mimic 

the pronunciation of ‘Smelly’, a 

nickname she gave me. 

G: are you not ready 

yet!!! 

‘ball ball u’ is an internet buzz 

phrase. The entire phrase means 

‘please’ or ‘I beg you’. In 

Chinese, it is written as ‘求求你’ 

(qiú qiú nǐ, and the literal 

translation is ‘beg beg you’). ‘求

求’ has the same pronunciation as 

‘球球’ (qiú qiú) that the literal 

translation is ‘ball ball’. 

Therefore, Chinese internet users 

creatively use ‘ball ball’ to 

replace ‘求求’. By combining the 

English ‘you’, the new phrase that 

refers to ‘I beg you’ has been 

generated. 

 

Researcher (R): not yet 

not yet, give me a few 

mins more, not easy to 

write an email... 

G: I am really really!!!! 

G: dying!!! 

G: ball ball u!!! 

G: Hurry up mon ami 

{friend}!!! 

R: i KNOW!!!!!!! 

 

In Figure 5.5, Green translanguaged among Putonghua, English, internet buzz phrase (“ball 

ball u”) and French to convey her intention to speed me up. Instead of being consistent with 

the previous language use format and finishing the conversation in English, Green naturally 

switched to French words “mon ami”. The naturally alternation among the bits of French and 

other linguistic resources shows the integrated nature of Green’s communicative repertoire 

(Canagarajah, 2011). Just as Gumperz (1964, p.138) argues, the repertoire provides speakers 

with “weapons” of their everyday communication and “speakers choose among this arsenal in 

accordance with the meanings they wish to convey.” Through playing with different linguistic 

resources from her “arsenal”, Green performs her playful online persona. 

 

Different from English, Putonghua and French that were mainly gained throughout education, 

Green’s Japanese knowledge came from Japanese cartoons. Green has been deeply obsessed 

with Japanese cartoons since she was a little child: 
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Excerpt 5.5: 

G:             日语才是我的第一门外语好不啦，哈哈哈，unofficial 的第一门，因为，因为

我很小就看动画片，我大概，我大概四五岁的样子，然后家里买了第一台电

脑，然后呢，我爹妈就不管我，然后我就天天在看《蜡笔小新》……我很喜

欢看动画，这个习惯保持到现在，是我坚持最久的习惯。 

Japanese was my first foreign language, hahaha. The first unofficial one. Because, because I 

started watching cartoons when I was a little child, at about, about four or five years old. My 

parents purchased the first computer, and then, my parents didn’t pay attention to me that much, 

so I watched Crayon Shin-chan (i.e. a Japanese cartoon) everyday……I do love watching 

cartoons, I have kept this habit until now, the longest habit I have ever kept. 

(Audio-recorded interview data, 28/02/2019) 

 

To Green, Japanese was her first foreign language. She often mixed Japanese into her daily 

communication, especially when she communicated with her friends in a casual and informal 

context.  

 

Date Figure Context Data Translation 

26/09

/2018 

Figure 5.6 

Green: the 

use of 

Japanese-1 

This chat group 

consisted of seven 

people. Green 

asked friend A 

about the specific 

cream for making 

milk tea. 

 

 

A: It should be cream cheese, 

but I didn’t find it. I checked 

online saying soft cheese can 

be the substitute. But you 

have to buy full fat, because it 

is said soft cheese is relatively 

watery. 

G: Ok, hee hee hee 

G: ありがとう {thank you} 

R: Sister Green fighting, 

hahaha 

A: Hehehe, may you succeed.  

B: Sister Green fighting! 

G: Haha oh 

B: Haha love you A. Let’s 

look at Green. 

04/03

/2019 

Figure 5.7 

Green: the 

use of 

Japanese-2 

This chat data was 

captured from a 

WeChat group 

which consists of 

Green, her flat mate 

and me. We were 

going to play 

squash and I was 

asking Green to 

bring my sneakers. 

 

R: [@Green] please bring my 

sneakers! 

G: sure sure 

G: (‘OK! No problem' sticker) 

R: I’m going to get some 

snacks, hungry 

G: damn 

G: 早く man {hurry up man} 

G: I’m ready to go there 

 

A 

G 

R 

A 

B 

B 

G 
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Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show that Green spontaneously used Japanese in her WeChat 

conversation, that is “阿里阿朵” (ありがとう/a li a duo/thank you) and “哈雅库” (早く/ha 

ya ku/hurry up). In Figure 5.6, Green replied her gratitude to friend A for giving her instruction 

of purchasing cream in stylised Japanese “a li a duo”. Likewise, in Figure 5.6, Green also used 

stylised Japanese “ha ya ku” to ask her friend to be quick. 

 

Table 5.1 Stylised Japanese 

Written 

Chinese 

The Romanisation 

of Chinese 

(Chinese Pinyin) 

Green’s 

pronunciation 

Written 

Japanese 

The Romanisation of 

Japanese (rōmaji) 

English 

translation 

阿里阿朵 ā lǐ ā duǒ ā li ā duo  ありがとう arigato Thank you 

哈雅库 hā yǎ kù hā yā kū  早く hayaku Hurry up 

 

Table 5.1 further explains Green’s use of Japanese. Six columns are listed: the first one - 

Written Chinese - shows the Chinese characters typed by Green on WeChat. The second one 

The Romanisation of Chinese (Chinese Pinyin) represents how the two stylised Japanese spelt 

in standard Chinese pinyin. The third column is Green’s pronunciation, although Green used 

Chinese characters to represent the sounds of Japanese words, she did not follow the standard 

pronunciation as the second column shows but creatively adjusted the pronunciation to get 

close to Japanese. In the fourth column, the Written Japanese of “阿里阿朵” and “哈雅库” 

are presented. The Romanisation of Japanese (romaji) is listed in the column five. The English 

translation of aforementioned Japanese expressions are provided in the last column.  

 

The Written Chinese system (or hànzì) is morphosyllabic that each character has an inherent 

meaning and is associated with a single-syllable pronunciation (Su, 2003, p.10). As Figure 5.6 

and Figure 5.7 show, Green borrowed Chinese words and adjusted the intonation to mimic 

Japanese pronunciation rather than typing in correspond to Japanese. This may because Green 

acquired Japanese pronunciations from the cartoons without knowing the Japanese writing 

system. Though not knowing how to write Japanese correctly, Green still liked to use them in 

her communication by adopting Chinese characters to mimic Japanese pronunciation 

regardless of the meanings of the Chinese characters. 

 

Green’s communicative repertoire also includes Korean. Similarly, she acquired Korean bits 

from Korean drama. 
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Figure 5.8 Green's use of Korean: Si mi da 

Date Context Data Line Translation 

13/10

/2018 

This chat group 

consisted of 5 

people. It was 

friend C’s 

birthday. All 

members sent 

her birthday 

blessings.  

 

5-16 C: Ah ah 

5-17 C: Thank you~ 

5-18 
G: C birthday cu ka 습니다 {si mi da/ 

happy birthday}! 

5-19 C: Love you 

5-20 

G: Returning after finishing your 

study as soon as possible to rewrite 

the tragic fate of students in the UK 

5-21 C: I am trying 

5-22 C: I am still studying on my birthday 

5-23 D: Happy birthday hahaha 

5-24 D: (a happy sticker) 

 

In Figure 5.8, Green sent her friend birthday blessing by mixing Chinese and Korean (line 5-

18): “生日粗卡思密达” (birthday cu ka si mi da). This sentence can be divided into two parts: 

“生日粗卡” (birthday cu ka, means “happy birthday”) and “思密达” (si mi da). “happy 

birthday” in Korean language is supposed to be pronounced as ‘saeng-il chugha’; however, 

Green knew neither the correct pronunciation nor the written Korean language. Therefore, she 

borrowed Chinese words to mimic the pronunciation that was acquired from Korean drama. 

“思密达” (습니다/si mi da) in the latter part is a particle normally used at the end of the 

declarative sentences to indicate formality and politeness to the interlocutors who are in higher 

social status or elder people (Koreanwikiproject, 2011). Although Green followed the 

grammatical rule of Korean and put “si mi da” in the correct place of the declarative sentence, 

she did not grasp the inherent cultural norm of the particle that was used to show politeness to 

a certain group of people. Additionally, “si mi da” cannot be used after “happy birthday” in 

Korean grammar. Green’s wrong combination of these two parts implies that Green had no 

solid Korean language knowledge.  

 

No matter in the case of Japanese use or Korean use, Green did not struggle whether she wrote 

in Japanese accurately or followed the authentic Korean grammar as if her aim was not to 

showing off her Japanese or Korean proficiency. Lacking the corresponding language 

knowledge seemed not to bother Green, rather than spending time learning it, she simply used 

Chinese characters to represent “sounds similar to the phonology of the target languages or 

accents” (i.e. Japanese and Korean in this case) “regardless of their original meanings” (Su, 

C 

C 

C 

D 

G 

G 
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2003, p.14). Such stylised linguistic practices carry “a strong sense of playfulness and performs 

an online persona” (Su 2003, p.14). Through playful and creative use of other bits of language 

made Green “look diverse” as she hoped, and her lovely and playful side stood out. 

 

5.3. A digital generation: The use of multimodal communicative resources 

Green has started using WeChat since university. This communication-focused and 

multifunctional application provides her with a platform to engage in different semiotic 

resources and multimodal sign-making practices. From the late 1980s, China has been engulfed 

in the wave of Internet development (Internet Society of China, 2013). Green’s generation grew 

up with easy access to mass digital information and advanced communication technologies 

(IGI Global, 2019). The flourishing of Chinese social media, such as Tencent QQ (i.e. an 

instant messaging software service), the RenRen Network (i.e. a Chinese social networking 

service similar to Facebook), Sina Weibo (i.e. a Chinese microblogging website), and WeChat, 

have greatly influenced this generation’s daily life and thus bred a digital generation. In this 

section, I focus on the semiotic resources and internet-influenced linguistic resources being 

involved in the CR of Green, and how she uses these resources to reflect her identities. 

 

5.3.1. The use of emojis 

Emojis can be easily observed in Green’s Chat and Moments data. It is rare to send/receive a 

text message these days without emojis, stickers, links or images on WeChat nowadays. Figure 

5.9 and Figure 5.10 Error! Reference source not found.are examples of Green’s use of emojis.  

 

Figure 5.9 Green's use of the smiley emoji 

Date Context Data Line Translation 

30/07/2018 

I (R) was asking 

Green (G) if she 

would like to 

watch the movie 

Hotel 

Transylvania 3 

together. 

 

5-25 G: What kind of movie is it? 

5-26 G: Animation? 

5-27 R: Animation, hahahaha 

5-28 G:  

5-29 G:  

5-30 G:  

5-31 G:  

5-32 R: What’s up, what’s up, what’s up 

5-33 G:  
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The emergence and popularity of emojis and stickers offer users channels to express subtle and 

nuanced information which supply these missing cues (Hu et al., 2017). Taking Figure 5.9 as 

an example, I asked Green if she would like to watch Hotel Transylvania 3 with me in the 

cinema. When learned the film was an animation, she sent me many smiley face emojis  

without a word (from line 5-28 to 5-31 and 5-33). The connotation of  has been moving 

away from its original meaning to express a despising, mocking and even obnoxious attitude 

or stand for speechless (Chinadaily, 2018; Chinadaily, 2017a). Bearing this connotation in 

mind, Green used  to express that she had no interest in animations, rejected my request 

without directly saying it, and even ‘laughed at’ my interest in animations. Moreover, she 

duplicated the emoji to powerfully express her sentiment and attitude in a playful way.  

 

Figure 5.10 Green's use of horse and scull emojis 

Date Context Data Line Translation 

01/06/2019 

This is a 

screenshot of one 

of Green’s group 

chats. Green 

went to Japan for 

a conference and 

found Japanese 

people’s English 

was too difficult 

to understand. 

 

5-34 G: I’m in Japan, hee hee hee 

5-35 
G: Japanese people’s English is 

terrible, my  

5-36 

G: I can only figure out he was 

speaking English when I heard the 

last word he said  

5-37 Friend L(FL): Hahaha 

5-38 FL: Right 

5-39 FL: mimic one 

 

Different from the use of , in Figure 5.10, the emoji  and  seem to be used for other 

purposes and bear different functions. Green was complaining to her friend about the poor 

English proficiency of Japanese people. She inserted a horse emoji at the end of the sentence 

(line 5-25). The pronunciation of  in Putonghua is mǎ (马). The original meaning of the 

emoji is ‘horse’ which had no connection to the context. Here, what Green was saying is “oh 

my god” that is equivalent to ‘我的妈’ (wǒ de mā) in Chinese. Green creatively used the emoji 

 to replace ‘mā’ as they share the similar pronunciation, regardless of its original meaning. 

Different from , the skull emoji  did not substitute any Chinese characters, it was attached 

at the end of sentence (line 5-36) and seemed to visually emphasise her view that the English 

language spoken by Japanese people was too poor to be recognised as English. and  were 

a combination of different attitudinal reactions to Japanese English, projected Green’s nuanced 

feelings across the screen and vivified her utterance.  
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Emoji needs to follow the Unicode Standard and is bounded in a certain system and, it appears 

that emoji users need to unavoidably follow a certain ‘game rule’ and cannot exploit their own 

emojis. Nonetheless, they still can creatively use emojis to achieve their communicative 

purposes, such as selecting certain emojis, duplicating emojis and attaching new meanings of 

existing emojis. Through freely and actively using emojis to ‘spice up’ her chat, Green gives 

her voices in a playful and creative way. 

 

5.3.2. The use of stickers 

Stickers are another type of resources for Green to playfully express her moods and opinions. 

In Figure 5.11, Green sent her friend a “感到蕉绿” sticker which encompassed the Chinese 

characters and a hand of immature bananas. As explained in the Note, “蕉绿” (literally means 

‘banana green’) replaced ‘焦虑’ (i.e. anxiety) homophones and is used to express one’s anxiety. 

Instead of directly expressing her anxious towards her research, Green chose to use this sticker 

to visually and playfully conveyed her worries, a popular way that current young generations 

adopt to express their anxiety and helplessness. This multimodal sticker seems to be a kind of 

self-mockery delivering a sense of incapability of the sticker creators and senders but in an 

entertaining way. 

 

Figure 5.11 Green's use of 'banana green' 

Date Context Data Translation Note 

30/01

/2019 

Green 

invited me to 

have lunch 

together. 

 

G: Are you interested in 

having lunch with me?  “感到蕉绿” literally 

means feeling banana 

green. “蕉绿” (jiāo lǜ) 

and “焦虑” (jiāo lǜ) 

share same 

pronunciation. “蕉绿” 

literally describes the 

green banana or 

immature banana. Here, 

it is used to replace “焦

虑” (anxiety). Therefore, 

“感到蕉绿” means 

feeling anxiety. 

G: ‘感到蕉绿’ sticker 

R: I will give a lecture, and 

then have a meeting, 

hopefully it will finish at 

2pm. Do you mind? 

G: I do 

G: See ya  

G: I’m very hungry , go 

first, ciao 

 

The prominent aspect of Chinese Internet culture is its playfulness (Yang and Jiang, 2015). Li 

and Zhu in their recent publication employ the idea of playfulness and explore new online 
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linguistic creation phenomenon which they term as Tranßcripting (2018). The term refers to 

“the linguistic practice of creating a script with elements from different writing systems, such 

as Chinese and English, or by mixing conventional language scripts with other symbols and 

signs including emoji” (p.7). According to them, Tranßcripting indicates that Chinese netizens 

use playful language to respond to current serious socio-political issues. Although, the scriptal 

layer of creative language practice on social media is beyond the scope of this thesis, the 

creation and use of stickers is in line with the nature of Tranßcripting. Both of them are means 

that digital generations participate in social issues and give their voices playfully. Just as the 

“I’m under so much pressure” sticker indicates, self-mockery becomes a trendy life attitude 

among the young generation and a positive way of dissolving the life difficulties and pressure.  

 

Green’s use of emojis and stickers in her daily communication offers a fuller means for 

conveying meaning, especially in the context of WeChat where the communicative cues of 

facial expressions are lacking, and body gestures or intonations are non-visible. The analysis 

of such semiotic resources in Green’s communicative repertoire implies that the long-held and 

naturalised assumption of the sufficiency of language for all human beings’ social, 

representational and communicational needs has been confounded (Kress, 2015). In other 

words, language is a partial means of communication rather than the mere centre for 

investigation. Resources such as the emojis and stickers carry meanings as language does but 

are endowed with different values and also “contribute the potential to perform certain social 

roles, inhabit certain identities, be seen in a particular way by others” (Blommaert and Backus, 

2012, p.23). Therefore, the semiotic resources such as smiley emoji and the “I’m so vegetable” 

sticker not only project the online communicative fashion among young generations, more 

importantly, they indicate different life attitudes, power relations, emotions and identities and 

enable meaning-makers like Green to produce images of herself. 

 

5.3.3. The use of internet neologisms 

In the era of digital technology, social media users have multiple approaches to access to a 

large number of communicative resources that emerge on social media every day. Language 

constantly adapts to social trends and lifestyles and responds to social change and attitudes 

(Alshenqeeti, 2016). Internet neologisms, referring to those popular informal words or symbols 

created, spread and accepted by social media users (Zhang et al., 2013), are created by and for 

internet users to stylise their daily communication. Green, as one of the social media users, is 
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immersed in the communicative environment in which is replete with newly-created language 

or forms of expression. These internet neologisms, therefore, become an important part in her 

communicative repertoire. Figure 5.12 shows the example of internet neologisms use. 

 

Figure 5.12 Chat data of Green: 'straight man' 

Date Context Data Translation 

14/08/2018 

Green was selecting 

flowers as a present for 

her girlfriend on the 

day of the Chinese 

Valentine’s day. She 

sent a screenshot of a 

bunch of flowers and 

asked her friend for 

opinion. 

 

G: What do you think of this one 

G: (the screenshot of a bunch of flowers) 

G: Oh my god, as an iron straight man, I 

always lose myself in the plants and 

flowers. 

 

In order to please her girlfriend on the Chinese Valentine’s Day, Green was thinking of buying 

a bouquet of flowers as present. She could not make the decision therefore asking her female 

friend for opinion. As the data shows, Green considered herself as a “钢铁直男” (literally 

means ‘iron straight man’) who lost herself in plants and grass. The phrase ‘iron straight man’ 

is a buzz phrase and virally spreading in the Chinese social media. It is originated from ‘直男’ 

(straight man) referring to a man who is heterosexual, while the meaning of it has been 

expanded. For a person (normally refers to male) who is called ‘straight man’, he would be 

seen as having a bad aesthetic taste and low emotional quotient. The prefix-‘钢铁’ (iron) is a 

metaphor comparing the straight men to straight iron that cannot be bent (i.e. it means the man 

would never become a homosexual). The “iron straight man” can be seen as the ultimate edition 

of ‘straight man’ and is often used to describe those straight men who are stubborn and have 

little sense of romance, and did not know the connotation girls’ speech (Fanjian Baike, 2018). 

Through labelling herself, the most obvious and direct way of identity construction (Bucholtz 

and Hall, 2005), as an “iron straight man”, Green constructs herself as a male or ‘boyfriend’ in 

the relationship and embraces her homosexual identity, although her biological sex is female. 

 

Green is an agent of deciding who she is and how she speaks and behaves rather than being 

confined to the pre-existing gender classification. This resonates with Butler’s statement (1990, 

p.25), “gender proves to be performative – that is, constituting the identity it is purported to be. 

In this sense, gender is always a doing, though not a doing by a subject who might be said to 
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pre-exist the deed”. In Green’s case, she performs who she is by labelling herself as an ‘iron 

straight man’ and positioning herself as a ‘boyfriend’ in the relationship through the use of the 

internet neologism. “It is not that people use language varieties because of who they are, but 

rather that we perform who we are by (amongst other things) using varieties of language” 

(Pennycook, 2003, p.528).  

 

5.4. Summary 

In this chapter, I have presented the composition of Green’s communicative repertoire and how 

she uses multilingual and multimodal resources to perform her multiple identities: a 

multilingual, a playful person, a ‘straight iron man’, a homosexual and more. Four conclusions 

can be drawn from the data analysis. Firstly, the communicative resources in Green’s CR are 

integrated by nature (Rymes, 2014; Canagarajah, 2011). Green normally incorporates multiple 

and multimodal resources together instead of sticking to one single communicative resource. 

The multilingual and multimodal resources are orchestrated and simultaneously used in 

Green’s sense- and meaning-making (Zhu et al., 2017; Blackledge and Creese, 2017).  

 

Secondly, the analysis of the orchestration of communicative resources in Green’s day-to-day 

communication resonates with the contemporary sociolinguistic research focus: language per 

se is considered as a partial means of communication rather than the mere centre for 

investigation regarding the studies of languages, language users, and communication 

(Vigliocco et al., 2014; Zhao and Flewitt, 2019; Blackledge and Creese, 2018). This 

understanding of language and language using in turn calls the reconceptualisation of the 

linguistic-focused notion of linguistic repertoire (Gumperz, 1964; 1965). The notion of 

communicative repertoire embraces the multilingual and multimodal features of human 

communication and stresses the central position of individuals in language practices 

(Pennycook, 2017; Rymes, 2014). This transforming understanding of repertoire also echoes 

what Blommaert and Backus argued in 2012: the research direction of repertoire has been 

shifting from “the connection between (socio-)linguistic resources, knowledge and 

communities” (p.27)  to the connection between individual subjects, (socio-)linguistic and 

semiotic resources, and knowledge.  

 

Thirdly, Green’s CR is a mirror reflecting her life trajectory rather than a container 

accumulating all communicative resources. Her CR explicitly indicates her past, such as her 
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birthplace, her educational background, and her childhood experience; her present, for instance, 

her habits of surfing social media and recontextualising materials and resources into her daily 

communication; and her anticipated future. As Bakhtin (1981, p.291) argues, language in use 

represents “specific points of view on the world, forms for conceptualising the world in words, 

specific world views, each characterized by its own objects, meanings and values”. That is, 

language indexes a certain ideology, social class, attitudes, or other social position (Blackledge 

and Creese, 2014). Therefore, language is never neutral and is “a conglomerate of specific and 

concrete conceptualisations of the world” (Lähteenmäki, 2010, p.28). Based on Bakhtin’s 

argument and the analysis of Green’s case, the simultaneous use of languages or linguistic 

resources in fact refers to the coexistence of different ideological views, knowledge and values. 

 

Fourthly, the repertoire does not only reveal information of individuals’ birthplace, but more 

importantly, it is influenced and shaped by socio-political changes: “that someone’s linguistic 

repertoire reflects a life, and not just birth, and it is a life that is lived in a real sociocultural, 

historical and political space” (Blommaert, 2009, p.17). For example, the conflicts between the 

national language promotion and the Chongqing dialect use affected Green’s language 

practices. In this sense, individuals’ CRs do not only tie to the person’s life trajectory, but also 

functions as an epitome of the socio-political and sociocultural situation at the certain time.  
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Chapter 6 Lun - A multilingual on the move 

 

6.1. Lun’s story 

Lun is from Qingdao, a coastal city in Shandong province, China. She always mentions 

Qingdao in her WeChat Moments and is proud of being a Qingdaoner. Lun left Qingdao for 

the UK to begin studying after she had passed the National College Entrance Examination (高

考/gaokao in Chinese) in China. She completed the one-year foundation course in Nottingham, 

applied for the Economics in Bath, and spent her three-year undergraduate time in that city.  

 

Lun was 18 years old when she first came to the U.K. In her own words, she was at that age 

too young to know her values, beliefs, needs and what suited her best. In those days, she 

worshiped everything ‘foreign’ and did not understand her parents’ lifestyles and way of 

thinking back in China. She realised that there was a gap between her life in the UK and life 

back home. As time went by, she gradually developed a more critical view of the country in 

which she was born and the country she was now living. She decided to go back to China after 

graduation to develop a clear career plan.  

 

During her time study at a UK university, she became the leader of a student charity society. 

One of the main activities of the society was collaborating with a Chinese non-government 

organisation and recruiting volunteers to support education in rural areas of China. This work 

provided her with a brand-new experience and enabled her to see a completely different side 

of the Chinese society. She was greatly inspired and came up with many insights about life, 

her responsibility towards the society and even the orientation of her future career. At the time 

of the last interview, she said that she would like to continue with her volunteer activities and 

to do something for children in underdeveloped areas. Through her efforts and time on 

promoting support for education and education equality, her identity as being a socially 

responsible person was markedly shaped.  

 

Just as other participants, Lun used multilingual and multimodal resources in her daily 

communications and online postings. She liked to show her life on WeChat, ranging from films 

she watched, food she ate, and places she visited to books she read. WeChat to her was both a 

channel to maintain relationships with people and a platform to record her life experiences. 
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Apart from WeChat, she also used Messenger to keep in touch with those who were not from 

mainland China. She was the only participant sending me Messenger conversation records 

without being asked to do so. She used different language resources in these two applications: 

English was the dominant language on Messenger, Chinese and English were both used on 

WeChat. In this regard, in comparison to other participants, Lun seemed to be more inclined to 

present her cosmopolitan identities. In this chapter, I mainly look at her WeChat data. 

 

To Lun, her four years in the UK were more like a journey to discover herself. She travelled to 

many places, met different people, experienced new things, and gained new insights. In this 

chapter, I aim to answer the second and third research questions by addressing how Lun found 

herself across time and space, and how different sides of her were shown on WeChat. 

 

6.2. Transnational status and a preferred ‘me’ 

From Lun’s data, it is apparent that she was very introspective and constantly reflected upon 

her life experience, looking for a preferred ‘me’. The issue of identity has been implicit in her 

narration. The small linguistic signs such as “他们” (they), “外国人” (foreigners), and “回国” 

(go back to homeland) often appeared in her speech as markers indicating her identities.  

 

As Excerpt 6.1 shows, when Lun first came to the UK, she blindly worshiped everything 

foreign (line 6-6). She wanted to remain in the UK, especially in her first year of undergraduate 

study (line 6-2). Lun made much effort to assimilate into the local community; for example, 

she made friends with British people and invested much time in practicing English. However, 

Lun thought her efforts to integrate into the local community was unsuccessful, as she 

confessed in line 6-8. But this effort shaped her perception of her position in the local 

community: at first, she wanted to be a member of the local community and did not want to be 

an outsider at first; later on, she understood the cultural differences between local British 

people and herself and found it was meaningless to change herself to be like them. Her 

‘integrating-into-local-community’ efforts made her to reflect on her position in a context with 

which she was not familiar. Lun eventually came to consider herself as a “perfectionist”, 

unwilling to embrace the many differences between herself and the local British people (line 

6-12). She decided to befriend people with a similar background (including language and 

culture background) as hers, such as Chinese and Malaysian students/people. This process 

indicates that Lun’s identity was changing over time. She was consciously changing her subject 
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position from being peripheral and trying to become involved in the local community to a 

person who wished to be the subject of the space she created. 

 

Excerpt 6.1 

Line Data Translation 

6-1 
R: 那之前有尝试学过或者说要尝试融入

这边的? 
R: Have you ever tried to assimilate into the local? 

6-2 
L: 融入，有，大一的时候有，因为大一

的时候很想留在这里。 

L: Assimilate, yes, when I was a first-year 

undergraduate student, because I really wanted to 

stay here. 

6-3 R: 很想留在英国? R: Want to stay in the UK? 

6-4 L: 对。 L: Yes. 

6-5 R: 当时为什么很想留在这里？ R: Why did you want to stay here? 

6-6 

L: 当时还是觉得这里什么都好，就……

一开始可能有，有点儿盲目的崇洋媚外，

就觉得什么都好什么的。 

L: Because I felt everything was good here……At the 

beginning, I was, I worshiped everything foreign, I 

felt like everything was good. 

6-7 

R: ……所以你刚来英国那会儿, 哇，这个

也好，那个也好，然后也很想融入当地的

社会，那当时会有刻意说去跟英国人交朋

友吗? 

R: ……so when you just came to the UK, you are like 

‘wow, this is good, that is good’, and you wanted to 

integrate into the local community, did you 

deliberately make friends with British people? 

6-8 

L: 对，有，大一有……自己还没有对他

们，自己对英国还没有那么了解，而且当

时自己情商很低，有什么说什么，所以就

没有很好，没有很 smooth 的融入吧，其

实我觉得我去跟他们交朋友也是可以的，

但是呢就是我感觉就可能我比较 picky

吧，就是我跟你还要这么费劲的话，我跟

你说话我还要想这么多啊，我还要去了解

你一些文化什么的，那我为什么不跟自

己，跟我熟悉的人交朋友。 

L: Yes, I did, when I was in my first year……I didn’t 

know much about them, about the UK. And I felt my 

emotional quotient was very low at that time, I said 

what I thought, so I didn’t smoothly integrate into the 

local community. Actually, I felt it was ok for me to 

make friends with them, but I was, maybe because I 

was picky, I felt if I needed to make great effort to 

make friends with them, if I had to think much when I 

talked to them, if I had to know their culture, why did 

not I make friends with those who were familiar to me. 

6-9 
R: 是当时就有这个想法，还是后面慢慢

的? 

R: Did you come up with this idea at that time or 

afterwards?  

6-10 
L: 没有，后来有，后来就觉得自己跟他

们有很大的差异，所以就会这么想。 

L: No, afterwards, I realised how big difference 

between myself and them, so I had this thought. 

6-11 R: 那你觉得这个差异主要? R: So, where did you think this difference come from?  

6-12 

L: 从小长大的环境啊文化啊不一样……

然后也可能是我太那个 perfectionist, 就

是...就是就是我不是很想包容就是他那么

多那种跟我的不一样啊，我觉得嗯...就是

没必要自己去 input这么多 effort去想啊这

些，然后然后然后有很多人就能更跟我合

得来，就为什么我要 bother。 

L: The growth environment and cultural background 

were different……then maybe because I was too 

perfectionist, and…and I did not want to embrace too 

many differences between myself and them, I feel, 

hum…it is unnecessary to input so much effort to 

think about all these, and there are so many people I 

can get along well with, why should I bother. 

(Face-to-face interview, 12/02/2018) 

 

Lun seemed to find a position that made her feel comfortable and less stressed. In her words, 

after living in the UK for years, she became more objective and knew more clearly what she 

wanted and what kind of life she was suitable for her. Transnational mobility and her 

‘integrating-into-local-community’ efforts became privileged experiences to her. Instead of 
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blindly worshiping everything foreign, she could now clearly see the advantages and 

disadvantages of the two countries (i.e. the UK and China), and she knew what she was looking 

for. For example, as shown in Excerpt 6.2, she liked the clear separation of working time and 

private life and the transparency of organisations in the UK, but she preferred the fast-paced 

and flexible working environment and the familiar language context back in China, even 

though she cannot surf some international nets there. She was, however, convinced that 

solutions in this regard would be found by geeks in China. As time has gone by, Lun has 

changed from a person who worshipped everything foreign to a person with critical thinking 

and independent judgement. 

 

Excerpt 6.2 

Data Translation 

R: 那你觉得自己想要什么样的工作环境或者生活方

式？ 
R: So, what kind of work environment or lifestyle 

do you prefer? 

Lun: 我觉得其实就是在在英国来讲的话它给我比

较就是它给我比较 positive 的就是那种 flexible 的那

种，就是比如说七点钟离开办公室就不会有人再打

扰你了，就这种就是有自己的时间学点自己的东西

那种，然后我觉得这种是就我作为刚毕业的应届生

比较 treasure的一种 part，但是呢我觉得在这里的话

我就是去迎合一些在这里人的一些习惯，我觉得是

没有意义的……然后在国内的话，因为就有人觉得

因为国内发展很快嘛，然后可能在这里学五年的东

西在国内三年就学会了，我反正不喜欢英国这种这

么会就是那种规则，就必须要 follow 一个那种就

是，然后反正我感觉国内就是可能会比较那个灵活

吧，或者就是有些事情没有必要通过这个 system 走

的话，然后你去跟人家那种人际 interpersonal 的那

种你就可以解决的事情，然后在这边就不一定…… 

L: I think the positive side of the UK to me is that 

that flexible feeling. For example, you won’t be 

disturbed after leaving the office at seven o’clock. 

The time belongs to yourself; you can learn 

anything you want. I think this is a treasure part to 

fresh graduates. But I think it’s meaningless to cater 

to locals’ custom……Then look at the China’s side, 

because people think China develops rapidly, and 

maybe you spend five years learning one thing here, 

but back to China, you only need to spend three 

years. Anyway, I don’t really like the UK, you must 

have to follow the rules, anyway, I think there is 

more flexibility in China. Or maybe something you 

don’t really need to follow the system, and you can 

solve the problem by using your interpersonal 

relationships, but not so sure here…… 

R: ……然后你个人是比较倾向于国内那种人情社会

的 

R: …… you prefer the human relationship society 

in China. 

L: 嗯嗯嗯 L: Yes 

R: 那还有其他哪些方面影响你选择的？ R: Is there any other aspect affecting your choice?  

L: 我特别喜欢在这边办事的透明度，就很多你比如

要去 apply for 一个什么东西，然后他们都会在官网

上面写的很清楚，就是你需要带什么 document，然

后就 document有什么那种 requirement，就写的很清

楚，然后你只要把这些东西都meet了 requirement，

然后你拿着这个材料寄过去啊或者跑一趟就可以

了，但在国内很有可能就可能根据这个就坐在这个

柜台的这个人他什么想法然后然后你可能就要跑好

几趟，然后也可能不能预约，就可能没有这种透明

的 network，然后还有就是国内不能上外网，然后

但是我相信国内这种 geek的智慧，然后应该还可以

在巴斯装 vpn，然后回去登。 

L: I do like the transparency here. There are many 

cases, for example if you apply for something, then 

they will give very clear instructions on their official 

websites, what documents do you need, what 

requirements do your documents need to meet, very 

clear, and you just need to make sure all your 

documents meet the requirements, then you just 

need to send the documents or go to the site. But in 

China, maybe, highly possible, you have to go to the 

application centre many times, and maybe you can’t 

make an appointment, maybe there is no 

transparent network, and you cannot surf the outer 

net, but I believe the wisdom of geeks in China, also 

you can install vpn in Bath, and log in when you are 

back to China. 

(Face-to-face interview, 12/02/2018) 
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Language seems to be the major reason affecting Lun’s decision about where to live and stay. 

Lun explicitly pointed out, in line 6-13 and 6-15 in Excerpt 6.3, that she felt embarrassed when 

talking to locals as the English language was not familiar to her. She could not use the language 

naturally. In Lun’s opinion, the English language was not merely a communication tool, as it 

was intertwined with socio-cultural dimensions of the society. It was precisely these socio-

cultural implications that made Lun realise the differences between herself and locals, and 

eventually impelled her to reconsider her position ‘here’ and her relationship with ‘them’. 

 

Excerpt 6.3 

Line Data Translate 

6-13 
L: ……就是就感觉在这里的话，反正我

感觉怎么跟别人聊都很尬。 

L: ……I feel like quite embarrassed when I talk 

to others here. 

6-14 R: 你说的别人是指？ R: Others are referencing to? 

6-15 
L: 当地人，就是可能就是语言本来就是

不是一个很亲切的那种感觉。 

L: Locals, it might because the language does 

not bring me a close feeling. 

6-16 R: 就英语对你来讲… R: Do you mean English to you… 

6-17 

L: 对，对啊，因为其实在说的过程当中

你不是那么自然的说出来，还要想一

想，然后包括在就是可能可能因为因为

就是就是有人说我很敏感，就是 

L: Yes, yes, because when you speak in English, 

you are not speaking naturally. You have to 

think about it first. Perhaps it is also because 

I’m quite sensitive as someone has told me. 

6-18 R：是指哪方面呢？ R: Which aspect? 

6-19 

L：就是要去就是可能别人一个表情我可

能就会觉得有那个就 indication 什么的，

然后但是它也是好的一个方面吧，然后

就其实如果在英国工作的话就是跟别人

交流什么的我觉得如果这样子要去学习

他们的这种，这个动作什么意思啊，然

后觉得没有什么意义。 

L: I may assume there might be an indication 

from a facial expression, and, but it can be 

good, actually, if I work in the UK and 

communicate with others, I feel like I have to 

learn such things from them, what does this 

action mean. But eventually, I think it’s 

meaningless to do so. 

(Face-to-face interview, 12/02/2018) 

 

Her use of 他们/they appears many times in Lun’s interview transcripts. “they” in Excerpt 6.1 

and 6.3 (e.g. line 6-8, 6-10 and 6-19) refers to local British people. As can be seen in the two 

excerpts, Lun tended to resort to culture and used cultural elements as explanations for “their” 

behaviours, language practices and opinions (Holliday, 2006). For example, she thought that 

growing up in a different cultural environment had resulted in her failure to assimilate into the 

local society. As Hannerz (1999, p.393) pointed out, this “culturespeak” would lead to othering 

which allows individuals to construct sameness and difference between themselves and others, 

therefore, affirming their own identities (Abu-Lughod, 1991). This, in a sense, echoes Snee’s 

(2014) statement that when an individual is exposed to cultural differences in a transnational 

geographical place, his/her status will be distinctive. In Lun’s case, she apparently 
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differentiated herself from “them” (i.e. locals). This differentiation was not merely about others 

but also about herself; by claiming the differences, Lun seemed to reinforce and protect her 

own self.  

 

Nevertheless, she was not only othering local British people, but also distinguishing herself 

from some Chinese peers. In Excerpt 6.4, Lun shared her opinion about the postgraduate 

students from mainland China.  

 

Excerpt 6.4 

Number Data Translate 

6-20 

L: …然后就是那种从国内一直在国内上学，

然后就过来出来读个研的那种学生，反正他们

我是一直都不太喜欢，就是不够那种不够灵活

吧，思维上面来讲。 

L: …and those students from homeland and 

have accepted education in China all the time, 

then go abroad to do a master’s degree, 

anyway, I don’t really like them, they are not 

flexible, I mean their thoughts. 

6-21 
R: 你的意思是哪些在国内待很久然后出来读

一年的学生? 

R: Do you mean students who have been 

staying in China for a long time and go abroad 

doing one-year postgraduate study? 

6-22 

L: 对对，就不够开，不够知识啊思维还有就

脑子不够快感觉有些人…然后感觉国内这种就

是新的这种科技啦，或者新的那种 political 啊

或者 economical 的那种 news 然后国内都不会

特别 comment啊，不会特别分析，就同事之间

什么的，然后呢可能是因为我这个 level 的问

题吧，但反正是 generally大家午饭的时候在说

我最近玩什么游戏啊，哪个明星八卦什么的。 

L: Yes, they are neither open-minded nor 

responsive…Regarding the new technology, 

or those political or economic news, people in 

China rarely comment on the news with their 

colleagues. Or maybe because of my level, 

people around me, generally speaking, 

normally talk about games or gossips about 

celebrities during lunchtime. 

6-23 R: 这个你是听说的还是? R: Is this from your personal experience or? 

6-24 
L: 不是，我自己看到的……就是可能大学的

时候就比较 systematic 的走正常的路吧。 

L: Yes, I saw it myself……maybe they 

systematically follow the normal path at the 

undergraduate level. 

6-25 R: 何为正常的路? R: What do you mean by normal path? 

6-26 

L：就国内学生，或者家长来讲，特别正常，

特别你应该这么走的那种路，就比如就是学习

啦然后自己跟自己的室友淘个宝，买个什么零

食啊，然后逛个街吃个火锅，然后一堆人发个

自拍啦，嗯，然后就是然后社团啦，然后再谈

个恋爱，然后其实我身边朋友实习的都很少…

放假我也不知道他们在干什么，然后他们觉得

就一定要读研究生，要不然是找不到工作的。 

L: To students and parents in China, there is a 

certain growing path to follow, for example, 

study, do online shopping with flat mates, buy 

snacks, and go shopping, eat hotpot, and take 

selfie with friends, hum, and attend student’s 

society, and then be in a relationship, and 

actually friends of mine, not many of them take 

an internship…I don’t know what they are 

doing during holidays. And they think that they 

have to get a master’s degree, otherwise they 

would not be able to find a job. 

6-27 R：所以在你看来那样子路是正常的国内的? 
R: So, this is what you mean by the normal 

path in China? 

6-28 
L: 嗯，就很 typical 的我周围的人都会这么走

的。 

L: Hum, very typical, people around me all 

follow such path. 

6-29 R: 那你是怎么看待这个正常的路的? R: What do you think of this normal path? 

6-30 
L: 我觉得他们就是跟我同龄的人吧，但就完

全没有规划，对那个职业没有规划…… 

L: I think they are the same age as me, but they 

don’t have any plan. They don’t have any 

career planning… 

(Face-to-face interview, 12/02/2018) 
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She commented that Chinese students, who just spent one year abroad doing a master’s degree, 

were unresponsive to political and economic events, but loved games and gossip. In line 6-20, 

Lun used “they” to refer to this group of Chinese students; and in line 6-26, Lun again used 

“they” but now she referred to students around her and even vaguely to university students in 

China in general. In Lun’s viewpoint, those students were lacking the awareness of the 

necessity of career planning and simply conformed with the herd, walking the normal path 

without considering what they really wanted and needed in their life in the future. She 

questioned the meaning of the normalcy or the selection made by most people. In our 

interviews, Lun was more than once implicitly questioning the educational system in China in 

which students were educated to merely pursue high scores while the development of critical 

thinking skills, career planning awareness and independent living ability was to some degree 

neglected. She was one of these Chinese students, but her transnational experiences had 

significantly shaped her perceptions and made her think carefully about her future life and 

career. She also brought her transnational experiences and insights into her teaching practices: 

when she volunteered to support education, she intentionally cultivated students’ vocational 

cognition and abilities of career planning. She said in Excerpt 6.5, 

 

Excerpt 6.5 

Data Translation 

L: ……教学生就是比如说医生是做什么的，有那

种自己开店的小小商人是做什么的。 

L: ……teach students, for example, the 

responsibilities of a doctor, the responsibilities of a 

merchant... 

R: 就比较基础的…… R: some basic…… 

L: 对对对，然后让他们以小组为单位做

presentation，然后就说我是一个商人，然后我要

在我学校门口开一家店，我要卖什么什么东西这

种的，然后我觉得对啊，我自己也是就是因为小

时候没有这种规划，就当时也不知道自己要学什

么嘛，所以我觉得这对小孩儿还是挺重要的。 

L: Yes yes yes, and ask them to do presentation as a 

group. Say for example, I am a merchant, and I’m 

going to run a store outside of the school, what I’m 

going to sell, these kinds of things. And I think this is 

important [the career planning and employment 

awareness]. When I was a child, there was no such 

thing called career planning, I didn’t know what 

discipline I should learn [when I upgraded to the 

university]. So, I think this is quite important to 

children. 

(Face-to-face interview,02/12/2018) 

 

Lun was aware of how important the career planning was and wanted her students to acquire 

the necessary skills plan their own careers. She indicated that if she had acquired such 

knowledge earlier, she would consciously have made her discipline choice rather than merely 

following the herd. It is apparent that her transnational status benefited Lun in many aspects; 
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it not only helped her to develop critical thinking and living skills, but, more importantly, 

allowed her both to critically reflect upon her past life experience and to look inward as a self-

observer. 

 

Unlike the participants in Li’s (2011) study who explicitly expressed their satisfaction with 

their transnational status and transnational identities, Lun was more implicitly conveying her 

opinions and emotions regarding her transnational movements. She seemed to be a bystander 

evaluating life in the UK and China. She was reflexive about her transnational status, learned 

from it, and regarded it as a mirror reflecting her past experiences and future plans. More 

importantly, through reflexivity and social practices, she constructed her own transnational 

space. Within this space, her Chinese side and her British side were united, multiple language 

resources were intertwined, and different mindsets and values were integrated. The ongoing 

construction of this space helped Lun to know herself better. 

 

6.3. A multilingual traveller on the move 

Lun liked to travel. The most often seen posts on her Moments were about travelling. She said 

going to a new place could inspire her and give her new thoughts about her life. More 

importantly, the geographical change facilitated her ideological change through interacting 

with different cultures and meeting new people. From her Moments, it is obvious that her 

traveling experience largely enriched her communicative repertoire, which involved 

multilingual and multimodal resources together with culture-associated and history-indexed 

communicative signs. When she went traveling, she was not only physically moving but also 

linguistically moving across place-based spaces.  

 

Her creative use of small linguistic signs attracted my attention. In particular, her frequent 

physical movements often accompanied her use of communicative resources in association 

with spaces. The post in Figure 6.1 showed a particular format of Lun’s posts in relation to 

travelling, including text, punctuations, location indicators, photos, and emoji. The location 

information attached to this image tells that Lun was in Boston, USA, during the Christmas 

break. She was visiting her friend who studied there. On the post, she uploaded five photos 

with clear place indicators: for example, on the photo in the top left corner, there was a 

blackboard with texts “BOSTON & MAINE FISH COMPANY”; on the photo in the middle 

of the first line, there was a handwritten sign: “TASTE THE 5 Historic Teas THROWN 
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OVERBOARD AT THE BOSTON TEA PARTY”. These photos and the location information 

became an indicator reminding herself and her audiences of the places she had been to. Above 

the photos, Lun wrote: “Until next time. To my city la ”, a sentence composed of English 

words followed by the Chinese sentence-ending particle la and the beckon emoji . This 

sentence is clearly audience-oriented. Lun seemed to have a conversation with her friend in the 

US across time and space and sent the invitation to her friend to visit her city next time. The 

beckon emoji was placed at the end of the sentence echoing Lun’s invitation in a playful way.  

 

 

Figure 6.1 Moments from Lun’s Boston trip 

 

What is striking in the post is the use of the pinyin romanised la, a final particle which in 

Chinese is normally used at the end of a sentence. As a Chinese final particle, la normally has 

no denotative or referential meaning but is mainly used to “convey emotive and/or epistemic 

nuances within a particular discourse context” (Li, 2006, p.1). If the la is taken out of the 

sentence, the meaning of the sentence often remains the same. The English sentence in the post 

“To my city” without la, although not a complete sentence, which would need both a subject 

and a verb according to the rules of English grammar, still makes sense to her readers who 

understand that Lun was inviting someone to her city. The use of la at the end of the sentence 

appears to follow the rules of Chinese syntax; however, this creative use of a Chinese linguistic 

sign is more than syntax since utterances and words are never neutral (Bakhtin, 2010). Firstly, 

la exists in Lun’s communicative repertoire, as Chinese Mandarin is her mother tongue. By 

deliberately and playfully using la in her post, she gives away her identity as a Chinese speaker. 

Secondly, the creative mixing of English and the Pinyin la word in one sentence implies that 

Lun has knowledge of both the English and the Chinese language. She is capable of going 
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beyond language boundaries and grammatical structures, and she uses them to achieve her 

communicative purposes. Thirdly, in Lun’s words, her use of la was just for fun. WeChat, in 

this case, provides Lun with a platform to engage in a ludic form of linguistic practices that 

challenges the traditional and ‘correct’ language structures and rules while indicating the 

hybrid feature of linguistic practices on social media.  

 

Sociolinguistically speaking, the use of la somehow indexes her language background as well 

as her linguistic identity. Lun brought her knowledge of two named languages (viz. Chinese 

and English) and her conception of normal language into her creative linguistic practices. When 

Lun physically travelled across time and space, her communicative repertoire was in effect 

being enriched with socioculturally-associated elements, while at the same time giving off 

information about her, such as her birthplace, where she has been and what her experiences are. 

 

Figure 6.2 Lun’s Moments data: mussels 

Moments data Translation 

 

Cooked haihong (qingkou/mussels) for dinner that 

were picked up by the sea this afternoon, together 

with white wine/parsley/shallot/garlic/butter that 

were bought yesterday, and with a friend who 

googled the way of cooking wild mussels together. 

Very very very very very very very very very very 

fresh. The best mussels in my life. 

 

As the multimodal post showed in Figure 6.2, besides the flexible and hybrid linguistic and 

semiotic practices, Lun’s conscious use of various ways of expressing “mussels” is noteworthy. 

The English word mussel has two corresponding names in Chinese, namely 海虹/haihong and 

青口/qingkou, as listed in Lun’s post. A mussel is called as haihong in northeast of China, 

including Shandong province, China’s largest mussel export centre. Lun is from Qingdao, a 

coastal city in Shandong province, so she had taken haihong for granted for a long time until 

she met friends from the south of China where people call mussels as qingkou. The different 

names of mussels in the Chinese language indicate differences in language use across regions, 

which also reveal certain geographical information. Lun seemed to habitually use haihong, and 
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in the following brackets, she used the alternative name qingkou, juxtaposing the English 

equivalent “mussels”. In Excerpt 6.5, Lun explained her opinions of these three names.  

 

Excerpt 6.5 

Number Data Translation 

6-31 

Researcher (R): 我还蛮好奇在这条状态里

头你为什么会用这三种叫法去表述同一个

东西？ 

R: I’m a bit curious why you use three names to 

call one same thing? 

6-32 
Lun (L): 嗯…因为我们那边叫海虹，我很

多朋友就不知道，诶，你们是怎么叫的？ 

L: Hmm…because in our place, we call them as 

haihong, many of my friends don’t know what 

haihong is. Well, how do you call them? 

6-33 

R: 对诶，我们那是叫青口的，我也是来

了英国碰到北方的朋友才第一次听说海虹

这个叫法。 

R: Right, we call them as qingkou, I got to know 

haihong when I came to the U.K and met friends 

from the north.  

6-34 

L: 你看，我之前就跟朋友，我去上海还

是哪玩，跟他们说海虹，然后他们就一脸

懵地看我，问我海虹是什么…我就，也不

知道怎么讲，我就说 mussels，他们才明

白。 

L: See, I was in Shanghai or some other places, 

not sure, I talked about haihong with my friends, 

but they looked very confused, and asked me 

what haihong was… I was like, I didn’t know 

how to describe, I said mussels, they then 

understood what I meant.  

6-35 
R: 所以你在票圈里写上这三个名字是避

免读者疑惑吗？哈哈。 

R: So, you used three names in your Moments 

post was to avoid confusion? Haha. 

6-36 

L: 哈哈哈哈哈，是啊是啊，你知道，就

是大家来自不同地方嘛，然后，然后我如

果说海虹就会有人很 confuse，那干脆都

放上去好啦，哈哈哈。 

L: Hahahahaha, yes yes, you know, people from 

different places, then, then, if I say haihong, they 

would confuse, the best way is to list all the 

names, hahaha. 

(Follow-up interview, 07/06/2018) 

 

As mentioned in Excerpt 6.5, the reason of listing all three names was to avoid potential 

confusion. In line 6-35, Lun elaborated on how the terms used for mussels had caused 

confusion among her friends. English, in this case, maximises mutual understanding between 

interlocutors and helps to resolve any vagueness and confusion resulting from the differences 

between local idioms. The excerpt shows that her travel to southern China provided her with a 

chance to realise the big differences in language use across regions and place-based spaces. 

During her trip, her communicative repertoire was being constantly negotiated and expanded. 

When Lun talked about travelling, she did not mention how travelling affected her language 

practices explicitly, but from her posts and interviews, it is obvious that the changes of space 

have enriched her communicative repertoire with regionally-marked linguistic resources. 

When Lun moves across time and space, her language practices are in the process of continuous 

negotiation and construction. Moreover, her transnational movements and intercultural 

exchanges, both online and offline, have enriched her repertoires which allows her to 

selectively draw on various cultures and ideologies to construct her multilingual and 

multicultural identity. 
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Lun’s identities are constantly evolving and changing during her voyages. The geographical 

changes make her realise that people in different place-based spaces engaged in language 

practices differently. Through travelling and interacting with culturally diverse people, Lun 

develops a culturally open attitude and an ability to stand on the outside of “having one’s life 

written and scripted by any one community” and to internalise various cultures and ideologies 

(Hall, 2002, p.26). The change of ideological stance further affects her communicative 

practices and identity performance, which constructs the main body in the following section. 

 

6.4. Translanguaging practices and a cosmopolitan identity 

Digital technology blurs the geographical boundaries of communication (Ren, 2018), and 

enables the intersections of global and local, distant and close, online and offline spaces. Data 

from WeChat and interviews suggest that Lun engaged in digital translanguaging practices and 

selectively drew on various cultural resources to display her cosmopolitan identity. 

 

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show conversations between Ad and Lun. In these two pieces, Lun 

sent three customised stickers (lines 6-37, 6-40 and 6-44) which had one feature inn common: 

that Lun had converted her selfie photos to stickers. Unlike those who post beautified and 

photoshopped photos on social media, Lun selected un-beautified ones with exaggerated and 

funny facial expressions, which uglified her appearance. Lun turned her photos into stickers by 

adding them into WeChat Custom Sticker repertoire (see Figure 6.5). On the sticker in line 6-

37, Lun attached a line of text: “我去你妈的小饼干” (son of a biscuit). Lun told me this was 

a popular social media slang that originated from an American television sitcom, Big Bang 

Theory, one of her favourite TV series. In it is a character called Sheldon, who uses ‘son of a 

biscuit’ to replace the expression ‘son of bitch’, to avoid using unpleasant and rude words. 

Social media functions as a ‘combustion improver’ spreading ‘son of a biscuit’ all over the 

world, thus enabling the distant resources to be embedded into people’s daily life. This sentence 

has been decontextualised from an actor’s line and recontextualised into popular social media 

slang and was used to create different kinds of memes and stickers. The literal translation of 

the sentence has been adopted by Chinese social media users, including Lun. Combining her 

photo of a despising facial expression with the Chinese translation, she created a unique sticker 

to convey meaning on WeChat. Likewise, the customised sticker in line 6-14 shows a similar 

format: a photo of Lun and a social media slang (‘在违法的边缘疯狂试探’, it can be literally 
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translated as ‘wandering madly around the borderline of law breaking’, which refers to 

someone who deliberately and mischievously provoke others).  

 

Figure Data Line Translation 

Figure 6.3 

Lun’s Chat 

data about 

customised 

stickers 1 

 

 

6-37 Lun (L): (customised sticker-Son of a biscuit) 

6-38 Ad:  

6-39 
Ad: I plan to have some fun this weekend if I can rent 

a car. 

6-40 L: (customised sticker-a despising face) 

6-41 L: Hum, let’s talk about it after you rent a car. 

6-42 
Ad: How annoying you are. What facial expression is 

it… 

6-43 Ad:       

Figure 6.4 

Lun’s Chat 

data about 

customised 

stickers 2 

 

6-44 
L: (customised sticker-Wandering around the boundary 

of legislation) 

6-45 Ad: Just park a bike, there is nothing to wander... 

6-46 L: What’s your point  

6-47 
Ad: Nothing important, just want to ask, the regulation 

of aircraft, you have been learnt about it for a while. 

6-48 Ad: I want to know a little bit about it... 

6-49 L: I google it, not yet fully understand it…… 

6-50 L: After the exam……let’s talk about it after the exam 

6-51 L: Are you going to……fly? 

 

 

Figure 6.5 The screenshot of Customised Stickers 

 

Importing photos by 

clicking ‘+’ into Custom 

Stickers repertoire 
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Lun was keen to convert her own photos to stickers. I did a follow-up interview asking her why 

she created these stickers (see Excerpt 6.6). She explained that she did not think too much about 

it, but just thought that those photos were hilarious (line 6-53). Lun’s playful practices resonate 

with what Androutsopoulos’s (2015b) argument that playfulness is the key dimension of 

convivial social practice (including language practice) in social media research. The ‘for fun’ 

or playful multilingual and multimodal practices not only project her playful persona on social 

media but also transcend ordinary conversational practices and go beyond “either a 

classification in terms of spoken or written style or a list of discourse functions of code-

switching” (ibid., p.191). Apart from this for-fun sticker use, her excerpt and translanguaging 

practices also indicate several key points. 

 

Excerpt 6.6 

Line Data Translate 

6-52 
R: 你怎么会想到拿自己的生活照来做表

情包啊？ 

R: How did you come up with the idea of using your 

life photos as stickers? 

6-53 

L: 哈哈，其实没想很多，就觉得很搞

笑，有些照片，你比如说这几张，感觉

很好用。 

L: Haha, I didn’t think that much really, just found it 

funny. Some photos, for example these ones [Lun 

pointed to stickers on Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4], 

they are easy to use.  

6-54 R: 很好用是指？ R: What do you mean by ‘easy to use’? 

6-55 

L: 就是不管什么时候都可以用，也很方

便，不用想说我要说什么，然后，然

后，也很不一样，有些表情包都被用烂

了。 

L: I can use them in any context, and very convenient, 

I don’t have to think about what I need to say, and 

they are different from other stickers, some stickers 

are used by too many people. 

(Follow-up interview, 07/06/2018) 
 

Firstly, Lun’s customised stickers were created by herself and carried her communicative 

intentions. She was the person deciding how, to whom, and where to use the stickers. The 

creation and distribution of the customised stickers were in the hands of Lun, therefore, stickers 

were decentralised and enabled her to challenge to standardised grammatical structures and 

conventions of standard Chinese usage (Li and Zhu, 2019). Even though Lun did not explicitly 

express any intention of challenging the pre-existing language structures, her playful practices 

and creations in effect pushed the boundary of ‘correct’ use of the Chinese language. 

 

Secondly, being unique motivated Lun to create her own stickers. Lun mentioned, in line 6-55, 

that some stickers were widely used and hence monotonous. Using her own photos made her 

stickers special and different from others. The pursuit of being unique gives rise to her attempt 

to assert her individuality. In Foucault’s (1979) sense, individuality is socially constructed, and 

social structures impact on people’s choices, for example, at the language level. Lun learned 
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the official Chinese language in schools; she gradually mastered Chinese literacy, and now she 

habitually uses Chinese, both spoken and written, in daily communication. Even though this is 

the case, Lun’s individuality is still ensured on WeChat. The platform provides Lun with a 

space to reflectively choose linguistic and semiotic elements, challenge the language structure, 

and make free but responsible choices to display certain identities (Rose, 1999; Giddens, 2018). 

 

Thirdly, through Lun’s creative and critical translanguaging practices of employing life photos, 

text, internet slang, American television series elements, the smiley face emoji, English, and 

Chinese into her mundane communication on WeChat, her translanguaging space is created. 

This space belongs to Lun, exists in her mind, may not always be noticed by her but in effect 

projects onto her interactions (Li, 2011). Lun creates her own inexplicable rules and strategies 

of interaction with others within her space.  

 

Lun brings different dimensions of her life history, experiences, language knowledge, growth 

and environment together, transforms them into different modalities and resources, and uses 

them in her mundane interactions. These dimensions and elements are not only transformative 

but also indexical. For example, the expression “son of a biscuit” indexes the integration of 

global and local cultures and also the attitudes of the addressees. Lun appeared to be interested 

in integrating various cultural elements into her communicative repertoire. Her willingness to 

interact with different cultures and ideologies can often be seen in her Moments posts. 

 

Figure 6.6 Lun's post about DID 

Context Data Translation 

Lun travelled to Germany in January 

2018. She went to a Dialogue in 

Silence/Dialogue in the Dark (Dialog 

im Stillen/Dialog im Dunkeln in 

German) exhibition in Hamburg. She 

had known about this exhibition for a 

long time and had always wanted to 

see the exhibition in Germany-the 

birthplace of DID-in person. 

Eventually, she achieved this target.  

 

Text: The birthplace of DID*. 

Participating in Dialogue in Silence 

with a pilgrimage mood. Great great 

great great great!!! 

 

Photos: four photos taken from the 

exhibition 

 

Location: Germany. Hamburg. 

Dialog im Stillen 

 

Date: 28 January 2018 

*DID is an abbreviation of Dialog im Dunkeln, in German referring to an exhibition about non-verbal 

communication, where participants discover a repertoire of expression possibilities with the help of deaf and 

hearing-impaired guides and trainers. It enables a dialogue between hearing and non-hearing people while re-
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defining disability as ability and creates an environment that helps to discover openness and empathy within 

ourselves (Dialogue in Silence, 2020). 

 

As displayed in Figure 6.6, Lun showed a particular interest in the Dialogue in Silence 

exhibition. She described herself as a pilgrim when vising the birthplace of the exhibition. To 

her, the group of non-hearing people shared some characteristics with the students in the rural 

areas of mainland China who are marginalised, relatively vulnerable, and find it difficult to 

have their voices heard by the mainstream society. Her cosmopolitan stance and personal life 

experience draw her attention to marginalised groups and their cultures, which implies that Lun 

is a loving and compassionate person with a strong sense of social responsibility. Her 

willingness to explore different cultures on her move, regardless of nationalities and 

backgrounds, affirms her cosmopolitan identity and stance.  

 

6.5. Summary 

Lun’s case has been investigated in this chapter. When I first looked at Lun’s data, her 

experience of transnational travelling instantly drew my attention. She frequently posted her 

transnational experiences on WeChat Moments and integrated into her daily interactions 

linguistic and semiotic elements that index certain spatial and historical resources and are 

associated with particular sociocultural meanings. The use of such resources evokes specific 

traits, ideas and preferences that can be seen as typical of certain identities (De Fina, 2011), 

thus, giving off information about Lun. On her move, Lun questions and challenges the norms 

and linguistic and cultural conventions she encounters and develops new thoughts about her 

life and future career. Her identities as: a loving and caring person, a multicultural and 

cosmopolitan advocator, a travel lover, a multilingual, a person with a clear future plan for the 

future, and a self-observer, are discursively constructed and performed. The trans-space 

movement provides Lun with not only an opportunity to enrich her linguistic and semiotic 

resources, but also a chance to know herself better. This indicates that her identity is never 

fixed but constantly evolving. During this unfinalised process, Lun has struggled to find her 

position, while critically reviewing her transnational experiences, and reflecting upon her life 

trajectory. In doing so, Lun is gradually finding her position or her preferred position and 

becoming a preferred ‘me’.  
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Chapter 7 Stone – A ‘chameleon’ 

 

In this chapter, I present Stone’s portrait by drawing on his multimodal data to understand the 

trajectory of his identity formation and multiple identities. The word ‘chameleon’ is used, 

without any derogatory connotations, to highlight the multiple and fluid identities of Stone. I 

look at the interweaving relationship between Stone’s background, life trajectory, perception 

of himself, and day-to-day language practices, with a particular focus on his identity 

performance and construction on WeChat.  

 

7.1. Stone’s story 

Stone is a post-80’s generation. He was born in an intellectual family in Fushun and grew up 

in Dalian, both cities are in the northeast of China. National affairs are one of the frequently 

discussed topics in his family, which has strongly influenced his awareness of and interest in 

current national affairs in his daily life. He came to the UK when he finished his high school. 

He did not think of going abroad but was encouraged by his mother. He made his final decision 

to study in the UK because he wanted to see what an old capitalism country looked like. At the 

time of this study, Stone had been in the UK for more than ten years and had decided to remain 

in this country, not because he lacked a sense of nationalism or patriotism, as he emphasised, 

but because he liked the lifestyle in the UK. Unlike the participant Ren who sees a place of 

residence as a symbol of patriotism, Stone is less strict in this regard. To Stone, settling down 

in a place is more about lifestyle rather than the sense of national community.  

 

When he first came to the UK, Stone had a low English proficiency. Watching English-

speaking films became the major way of learning the language. He cannot remember from 

when films had constituted the major part of his daily life. He watched films, incorporated film 

language into his daily communication and expressed his life insights in virtue of film 

comments (see section 7.2 for further discussion). Watching films is more than an 

entertainment, it is Stone’s particular way of knowing the world, communicating with others 

and understanding himself. 

 

Stone cares about both national and international affairs. He often browses online news and 

other sources of information quite often. YouTube, Twitter, Liu Yuan/6park (i.e. a Chinese 
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internet forum specialises in community-written news) and some well-known news media such 

as BBC, the Guardian, People’s Daily are all his frequent browsing platforms for up-to-dating 

current affairs. He dislikes using Sina Weibo because it is replete with fake, repeated, and 

meaningless information which “takes me too much time in filtering out the valuable and 

trustworthy news” (interview 23/06/2018). Stone understands that some information may be 

biased as information publishers are likely to have a particular stance, so he tries to be critical 

and careful about drawing firm conclusions. However, this does not mean that he himself has 

no clear stance. His words and deeds seem to be carefully ‘crafted’ before being used to express 

his opinions. In this way, Stone can be seen as a performer who decides what mask he will 

wear in front of others (Jensen Schau and Gilly, 2003). WeChat, in a sense, enables him to 

modify his language when playing different characters. In one of the interviews, he admits to 

using this WeChat function: 

 

Excerpt 7.1. 

Data Translation 

Stone: 当然你在微信上聊天就不会像面对面聊天这

么酣畅淋漓，就会少了很多快感，你会多了很多修

饰的机会，修饰的机会就是你可以把它变得更理

性，同时又可以把它变得更幽默或者怎么样，都可

以，但是你会少了很多这种很激情的东西。 

Stone: When you communicate via WeChat, it 

cannot be to your heart’s content or full of 

excitement. But you have the possibility to modify 

your language, which enables you to make your post 

sound more rational, funnier, or the way you want, 

but you will lack some sort of excitement.  

(Face-to-face interview 23/06/2018) 

 

Stone acknowledges in Excerpt 7.1 that, unlike face-to-face communication, online chatting 

provides him with an opportunity to modify or beautify his language according to his 

communication purposes. It implies that Stone has the agency of presenting his online identity 

via selectively linguistic and semiotic choices. He also admits that such online communication 

is different from face-to-face conversation in that it lacks some potential excitement. Although 

he uses emoji and stickers in his WeChat communications, he is not a big fan. He mainly uses 

two to three of those as he thinks they are enough for conveying different meanings in different 

contexts. One of his most frequently used stickers is his selfie: his eyes wide open, and the 

mouth shaped as a big O shape. To Stone, this sticker represents multiple meanings, including 

happiness, surprise, and confusion. Stone gives his own meanings to those stickers and expects 

his interlocutors to understand the underlying significance. In this sense, the use of emoji and 

stickers is more for conveying sentimental and emotional cues. 
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Stone has a wide range of interests besides films. He likes listening to different types of music, 

such as pop music, blues, souls, rock and roll and jazz. He goes to see live rock shows, the 

Royal Ballet performance, concerts of Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, also pop music concerts. 

He runs his own radio programme and invites his friends to join his programme. The topics of 

the radio programme covers various fields: films, his driving experience in the UK, the local 

food safety issue and more. He shares his interests, life experience and insights on his WeChat 

Moments. In this sense, Moments becomes a mirror reflecting the multiple sides of Stone and 

his life, though being modified in some ways.   

 

Stone has travelled back to China every year for the past ten years to work at an economic 

forum. He claims that this long-term working experience has dramatically changed him: from 

a ‘cool’ and short-spoken person to a talkative and down-to-earth person, from an isolated 

person to a well-connected person. According to himself, he was reluctant to speak in public 

and had to count “one, two, three” before opening his mouth. However, the fast-paced forum 

workload has forced him to respond quickly. His leadership and presentation skills have been 

developed due to this experience. At the time I collected data from him, he was a senior 

employee, responsible for a large group of teams, including the recruitment and training of 

volunteers and volunteer leaders. He spoke and acted accordingly in front of volunteers and his 

colleagues, which can be easily seen from his Chat data. In sum, he performs as a serious and 

knowledgeable senior when facing volunteers and as a reliable and considerate person when 

facing colleagues (see section 7.4 for further discussion). Stone displays his multiple identities 

via his language practices on WeChat: he selects certain expressions, switches between 

different named languages, modifies his tones and uses rhetorical devices to include and 

exclude his audiences. 

 

7.2. A film lover 

From Stone’s WeChat Moments, it is obvious that film is one of the most frequent posted 

themes. From the 120 Moments posts collected, two fifths are related to film and TV series. In 

terms of his film posts, he used a similar format: a film poster, score of the film, and film 

reviews (see Figure 7.1 as an example). As a film lover, Stone develops his own drama-rating 

system and ranked them accordingly. The full score is ten, the higher the score, the better the 

drama, from Stone’s point of view. By setting up this scoring system, Stone portrays himself 

as a film expert creating his authority in the field of film. 
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Figure 7.1 Moments data of Stone: film review 

 

Film to some extent enriches Stone’s communicative repertoire. He uses film based linguistic 

resources in his daily linguistic practices to project his identities. The use of “tata” is a good 

example (see Table 7.1). As mentioned earlier, Stone travels back to China every year due to 

his employee identity at an economic forum. During his stay in 2018, he shared three posts on 

his Moments with a similar format (from Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.4).  

 

Table 7.1 Stone’s use of “tata” 

Figure Data Data Presentation & Translation 

Figure 7.2 

“tata”-1 

 

 

It was a good day, tata. 

 

(image) 

 

Location: TIANJIN. Tianjin Meijiang Convention 

Centre 

‘Likes’ 

Friend A (FA): Are you back? 

Stone (S): @FA: In Tianjin… 

FA: @Stone: Start again! 

S: @FA: it never ends, say hello to my little friend : ) 

[Comment by another friend] 

The film poster 

The film scores 

The film review: I don’t 

know if it is because of my 

age, no matter what I see, 

I always feel a middle-

aged crisis. btw nice film. 

Recommend. 
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Figure 7.3 

“tata”-2 

 

Another good day, tata. 

 

(image) 

‘Likes’ 

Friend B: Haha 

Researcher: What does tata stand for      

S: @the researcher: means bye bye 

Figure 7.4 
“tata”-3 

 

 

Also good day, couldn’t be better. Tata. 

 

(image) 

 

‘Likes’ 

Friend C (FC): Back to China? 

S: @FC: Attend a conference lol. 

FC: @S: Wow. 

 

The images of the posts look similar: a sunset scene in Tianjin city. The reflections above the 

images appear to be consistent: starts with the praise of the day and ends up with “tata”. When 

being asked “what does tata stand for      ” (Figure 7.3, the underlined sentence), Stone 

responded “tata” “means bye bye”.  

 

“tata” is not only used in posts; it can also be seen in Stone’s Chat data. In one of the Chat 

records, he finishes the sentence with “tata” (see Figure 7.5). The conversation happened within 

a working group at the economic forum. Stone, as a senior, was responsible for delivering 

important information from the forum organisers to volunteers. I contacted him to get more 

information about “tata”. As indicated in Figure 7.6, “tata” originally comes from the film 

named The Silence of the Lambs, Hannibal Lector, also known as Hannibal the Cannibal, used 

“tata” instead of “bye-bye” at the end of his letter to FBI agent Starling. 
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Figure 7.5 Chat data of Stone-1 

Data Translation 

 

Stone: after registration, you will receive a confirmation email. The forum 

will contact you once the contract is ready. The following processes will be 

explained on the confirmation email. You won’t receive the contract very 

early. I estimate you may hear from them in July or August. I will contact 

you if there is any further information. tata. 

[The screenshot of the confirmation email from Stone.] 

Volunteer A: ok~ 

Volunteer B: I’ve received the email. 

Stone: Schroedinger’s email. 

(WeChat group chat record, 20/06/2018) 

 

Figure 7.6 Online interview data of Stone-1 

Data Translation 

 

Interviewer (in green): All right, why does tata mean 

bye bye? Where does this tata come from?       

Interviewee (in white): The Silence of the Lambs, the 

letter Hannibal wrote to agent Scott*. 

* Stone mixed up the names of Scott and Starling. 

 

The use of “tata” illustrates Stone’s capacity of transforming film knowledge into his daily-life 

language practices. Martin-Beltrán (2014) uses the term mobilise to refer to a type of 

multilingual knowledge mobility in which students transferred knowledge from their home and 

communities to their classroom engagements. Although my research context differs from 

Martin-Beltrán’s educational setting, the idea of mobilising language knowledge is similar. 

Stone picks up linguistic resources from films as an ongoing linguistic knowledge construction 

and mobilises this knowledge from films to his real-life translanguaging practices. During such 

knowledge mobility, Stone’s communicative repertoire is constantly updated and, in a sense, 

mirrors his interest, experience and identities.  
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Stone has lifted “tata” from the film and integrated it into his postings and chatting, which 

demonstrates his strategic multilingual practices. It also provides him with resources to make 

a translanguaging space (Li, 2011) and perform identities. “tata” is unfamiliar to most of his 

audiences who have not yet watched the film or who have not much knowledge of colloquial 

English, however, Stone does not give any hint of this in any of his posts or chats to his 

audiences. It seems that he intentionally establishes a boundary around his translanguaging 

space in his mind and includes and excludes certain audiences by using targeted film 

expressions. Also, the existence of the space boundary to some degree implies the power 

relations between himself and his audiences with regard to films. By using the “tata” without 

any explanation of its meaning, Stone seems to maintain his ‘authoritative status’ in films (at 

least in the film of The Silence of the Lambs). Moreover, the strategic use of “tata” not only 

implies his identity as a film lover and ‘film connoisseur’, but also reveals his ideal identity: a 

mysterious aesthete. I probed into the question of using “tata” to understand his intentions (see 

Figure 7.7).  

 

Figure 7.7 Online interview data of Stone-2 

Data Line Translation 

 

7-1 

Researcher I: Hey, you said tata was from The Silence of the 

Lambs, I’m wondering why you use tata rather than bye bye (tata 

means byebye right? 

7-2 
Stone (S): [the message is blurred due to data protection 

consideration and the content is not relevant to ‘tata’ use] 

7-3 
S: [the message is blurred due to data protection consideration 

and the content is not relevant to ‘tata’ use] 

7-4 S: Yep, means 88/bye bye 

7-5 S: Because Hannibal is cool 

7-6 S: classic 

7-7 S: I think you need to watch The Silence of the Lambs 1 2 3 

7-8 S: don’t watch the prequel, Gong Li is in it, quite strange.  

(Online interview 23/10/2018) 

 

In line 7-4, Stone uses “tata” because so does Hannibal, the protagonist of The Silence of the 

Lambs. He considers Hannibal a cool character with a classic act. Although the character is a 

sociopath, his brilliant intelligence, cultured behaviour, sophisticated and refined tastes in art, 

music and cuisine are greatly attracting his fans in and outside of the film. Language indexes 
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various aspects of individuals’ “social histories, circumstances, and identities” (Bailey, 2012, 

p.56), therefore, the linguistic resources used by Hannibal are, to some degree, associated with 

his evil but attractive disposition. By borrowing Hannibal’s word “tata”, Stone seems to 

express that he wants to be an intelligent and mysterious aesthete with a good taste in culture, 

music, literature and more.  

 

His identity as a film expert is also expressed in this conversation. Stone’s suggestion that I 

should watch the first three episodes of The Silence of the Lambs and not the prequel indicates 

his familiarity with the films. The Chinese word “得”/need to (circled in red in line 7-7) implies 

that Stone thinks it is important for me to watch the films if I want to understand the 

attractiveness of Hannibal and the reason he uses “tata”. “不要”/don’t (circled in yellow in line 

7-8) is an auxiliary verb which, when used at the beginning of a sentence, underlines the 

negative tone; here it conveys Stone’s dissatisfaction with the film prequel. Using these two 

linguistic terms, Stone portrays himself as an experienced film connoisseur. 

 

According to Bailey (2007, p.261), “language is popularly understood as denotation, in which 

words stand for, or represent, things or ideas”. This is to say language is never neutral and 

always carries users’ intention and sociohistorical meanings. The linguistic usage such as “tata” 

in this case not only associates with the character and plot in the film, but also reflects Stone’s 

film-relevant identities. From his data, it is clear that his identities “are performed in the doing 

rather than reflecting a prior set or fixed options” (Pennycook, 2007, p.112).  

 

7.3. A stranger in the motherland 

Transnational experience, on the one hand, provides Stone with an opportunity to be a global 

citizen (Schattle, 2008), on the other hand, provokes him into thinking about his sense of belong. 

The following chat data illustrates Stone’s perception of himself and his relationship between 

the self and the world, in particular his motherland. 
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Figure 7.8 Chat data of Stone-2 

Data Translation 

 

Researcher I: Quickly look through his A World of a Wanderer. I feel like he 

is like duckweed, no root, doesn’t want to root in anywhere, just floating 

around. Deep down, he has a strong sense of loneliness. He doesn’t want to 

break up such feeling yet enjoys it. He is very sensitive to the external 

stimuli even a very small stimulus. 

R: Which book are you reading? 

Stone (S): A Stranger in the Motherland 

S: It is a book of travels. 

S: The title seems to fit my situation. 

R: Mine too. 

S: …...Hahahahahaha 

S: Running around. 

(Chat data, 17/04/2018) 

 

The conversation in Figure 7.8 happened between Stone and me. He was reading a book written 

by Xu Zhiyuan (a Chinese writer and journalist) and entitled A Stranger in the Motherland. He 

said the title matched his current situation: being in the UK and alienated from the motherland. 

Stone felt he was a stranger in his motherland. The sense of being a stranger can be divided 

into two intertwined parts: the corporeal body and the mind. Although the Cartesian body-mind 

split is not the focus of this research, Stone’s transnational status inevitably accentuates the 

‘body’, or more precisely, his embodied experience. His corporeal body occupies a social space 

that is far away from his motherland. Berger and Luckmann (1966) describe the experience of 

self as about being and having a body, and this experience requires the interaction between 

being and having the body. In Stone’s case, he experiences the self through redressing the 

balance between ‘physically being in the UK’ and ‘emotionally and spiritually positioning 

himself, or his body, in relation to others’. The relationship between his body and his sense of 

identity appears in one of our interviews (see Excerpt 7.2). 

 

Excerpt 7.2 

Data Translation 

Stone: 就是那种人少少的，平时不怎么说话那种

地方挺好的，我挺适合这样的地方，所以我现在

搬到 xx 我就觉得特别好，就没人儿，就算有人的

话也没有中国人，当然我不是烦中国人啊，我就

是觉得自己是个稀有品种，就是走街上大家都觉

得搬来搬来个胖子，搬来个亚洲胖子。 

Stone: Those places only have a few people and 

people don’t talk to each other very often; I think those 

places are good. These kinds of places suit me. So, 

now I’m moving to xx, I think this is quite a good 

place, not many people there. There are some but no 

Chinese. It doesn’t mean I hate Chinese or feel 

bothered. I just feel like I’m the unique one. It’s like 

when I walk on the street, people would think there is 

a fatty moving here, an Asian fatty. 

 (Face-to-face interview script, 23/06/2018) 
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When being asked about his ideal lifestyle and preferred place to live, Stone said he wanted to 

live in a quiet place. In the later period of the data collection, Stone moved to a new town in 

the UK. As Excerpt 7.2 shows, Stone thought the new town suited him was because there were 

not many people and no Chinese in it. He immediately denied that he was bothered by Chinese 

people and explained that he wanted to be unique. When imagining the reaction of local citizens 

to his appearance, he portrayed himself as an Asian fatty. This expression implies that when 

Stone perceived himself from the view of others, his attention was on his body: an Asian man 

and a fat person. Self-identifying as an Asian, Stone assumed that others would judge him by 

his Asian-look appearance: yellow skin, dark eyes, black hair and more. He also mentioned 

that he wanted to be “unique”. Such ‘uniqueness’ was, from Stone’s point of view, achieved 

by looking different from local citizens. His essentialised viewpoint on how his body implies 

that the body is a key clue for Stone to perceive who he is.  

 

Stone’s body not only made him aware of his identity and, but also provoked his thought about 

his relationship with the motherland. As Figure 7.8 shows, he felt that the book’s title resonated 

with him. This resonation was embodied in his physical body, which was away from the 

motherland, and also implied his sense of strangeness to the motherland. Georg Simmel (1908, 

p.408) in his essay The Stranger, proposed that “strangeness means that he, who also is far, is 

actually near”. It is to say that ‘near’ and ‘far’ are relative concepts, and physically near or 

physically remote cannot tell whether a person is ‘a stranger’. Although Simmel’s concept of 

‘stranger’, which is perceived as extraneous to the ‘native’ group, seems not suitable for 

addressing Stone’s relation to his origin, the “objectivity of the stranger” that involves 

“distance and nearness, indifference and involvement” can be borrowed for understanding his 

nuanced and complicated emotions about and perception of the motherland (ibid., p.408). The 

feeling of being a stranger to the motherland has been more than once been presented in his 

data. 

 

7.3.1. A sense of nearness 

His sense of strangeness did originate from the mismatch between what he remembered and 

what he witnessed. The spatial-temporal context of his hometown, Dalian, in his memory was 

gone, and Stone was unable to find a timespace configuration that was familiar to him. The 

fast-speed modernisation in China has dramatically changed the environment in which he grew 
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up, with which he was once familiar, and which he considered as his roots that defined who he 

was. Based on Stone’s data, I understand his sense of strangeness from two aspects: the sense 

of nearness and the sense of distance. The former refers to Stone’s closely connection to his 

hometown and to the sense of nearness, reflected in Stone’s daily social practices, including 

his language practices. The latter indicates his unfamiliarity with the hometown and that he 

does not belong there.  

 

The data that reflect Stone’s sense of nearness collage together and presents his identities as a 

Dalian dialect speaker, a Dalian food lover and a nostalgic person. From Figure 7.9 to Figure 

7.11, I have presented Stone’s posts and chat records to demonstrate his connection to Dalian 

city and his multiple identities that revolve around this social space.  

 

In Figure 7.9, Stone posted a photo of an English breakfast in his Moments and attached two 

Chinese characters “血受” (xie shou, amazing). Although xie shou are Chinese words, they 

make little sense to Chinese speakers without knowledge of the Dalian dialect. Stone explained 

that the two characters were used together as a phrase referring to an extremely amazing or 

cool feeling, and the phrase was one of the most commonly used Dalian slang expressions. In 

Putonghua, the Chinese standard language, ‘xie’ means ‘blood’ and ‘shou’ means ‘accept’ or 

‘receive’; in the Dalian dialect, however, their meanings are completely different: ‘xie’ means 

‘very’ or ‘quite’ and  is normally used before adjectives, and ‘shou’ is an adjective,  equivalent 

to ‘good’ and can be used on its own if something is ‘good’ but not yet ‘excellent’. In Figure 

7.9, the combination of ‘xie’ and ‘shou’ means that Stone thought this plate of English breakfast 

was amazing. Small linguistic elements such as ‘xie shou’ can be easily found and heard in his 

daily communications. These bits of language are marked by distinctive Dalian features that 

reflect Stone’s life trajectory and his Dalian identity. ‘xie shou’ in this sense is a tool for Stone 

to construct his locality as it indexes the particular Dalian sociocultural context and “is locked 

into local meanings and interactional dynamics” (Blommaert and Dong, 2010b, p.19).  
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Figure 7.9 Moments data of Stone: “xie shou” 

Data Translation 

 

(A photo of English breakfast) 

 

 

 

Text: xie shou <amazing>. 

 

Apart from linguistic resources, other semiotic resources such as food also reveal Stone’s origin. 

Food is considered as an important way of “imagining or remembering ‘home’ and preserving 

a shared identity” (Valentine, 1999, p.53). In Figure 7.10, Stone sent a message to one of his 

friends and asked him if he wanted to get together. The restaurant is called 大连菜馆/Dalian 

restaurant (its English name is Fairyland Chinese Restaurant). His friend A (the name is blurred 

in the chat data) is also from Dalian, both of them were excited to find a Dalian restaurant in 

the UK. They decided to go and try the flavour of their hometown. Dalian food symbolises 

some dimensions of Dalian culture. Although both Stone and his friend A have left Dalian a 

decade ago, their Dalian cultural identities are easily aroused by familiar hometown food. Just 

as Lupton (2008) argues, for some migrants, food is used to articulate a sense of nostalgia for 

their homeland. Even though, at the time Stone sent this message in Figure 7.10, they had not 

yet tried the food, only seeing the restaurant’s name was enough to jog Stone to write his Dalian 

‘piece’. Food, therefore, becomes a powerful way for Stone and his friend of imagining a sense 

of nearness and connectedness with their hometown. 

 

Figure 7.10 Chat data of Stone: Dalian restaurant 

Data Translation 

 

Stone: (a photo of Dalian restaurant) 

Stone: A said he wants to go to B place in the Friday 

evening, would you like to go? We find a Dalian 

restaurant there. 
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Stone’s sense of nearness also embeds in his daily experience. For instance, Stone went to see 

a live rock show that was performed by a Guns N’ Roses (GN’R) (i.e. an American hard rock 

band from Los Angeles and was formed in 1985) tribute band. As Stone reflected in his 

Moments post (in Figure 7.11), this performance reminded him of his childhood. As introduced 

in his background story, Stone was born in Fushun and grew up in Dalian, therefore, these two 

cities were both considered as his hometown from Stone’s perspective. To differentiate these 

two cities, I call Fushun as Stone’s birthplace and Dalian as his hometown. When Stone was 

little, there were many cultural palaces in Fushun. During the Planned Economy Period, the 

era lacking entertainment and diverse culture, the cultural palaces that were owned by state-

owned enterprises became the only way for workers and their family to seek for culture and 

recreation. The ‘No.1 Petroleum Factory Cultural Palace’ in Stone’s post was a representative 

and was run by the No.1 Petroleum Factory in 1980s. The palace was the only place providing 

Stone with opportunities to develop his interest in music, art and films. 

 

Figure 7.11 Moments data of Stone: The Cultural Palace 

Data Translation 

 

They did remind me of “childhood memories”. I think of the 

place called No.1 Petroleum Factory Cultural Palace. There was a 

performance under the dim light along with the bad sound effect 

and a piercing scream. I now know this countrified style is not 

consumption downgrading, it is the mundane life. Thanks to 

tribute GN’R, thanks to Axl Rose* in 社会摇**
/shehuiyao style 

and Slash*** in Gao Xiaosong’s**** version. It was not a bad 

night. #Living countrified style. 

* Axl Rose is the lead vocalist of GN’R. 

**社会摇 (shehuiyao) is a dance that is very popular among “社会青年” (shehui qingnian) who are unemployed 

and against school and family discipline. People who dance 社会摇 are considered to have poor taste. This type 

of dance has also been criticised as unacceptable by mainstream Chinese society. 

*** Slash is the stage name of Saul Hudson, a British-American musician, songwriter, the lead guitarist of GN’R. 

****Gao Xiaosong is a Chinese songwriter, music producer and “Campus Folk” representative. 

 

As Stone stated in the post, the live shock under the dim light along with the bad sound effect 

and a piercing scream brought his memory of his past experience back (Li and Huang, 2020). 

In this case, the live show became chronotopic element that can be invoked and intertwined 

with Stone’s memory. The invocable chronotopes led Stone to generate a new understanding 
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towards the mundane life that was in effect full of trivial matters and not always perfect, just 

as the impressive but imperfect performance in his childhood. The intertwined temporal-spatial 

experiences also brought Stone a familiar and warm feeling: even though he was away from 

his birthplace, these familiar pieces enabled him to reflect upon who he was and powered him 

to live in the moment.  

 

7.3.2. A sense of distance 

Although the linguistic and semiotic bits always make Stone remember his hometown and 

birthplace and to some extent reveal his identities, the mismatch between his memory and the 

real situation makes him doubt his origin and causes confusion about his belongingness. Due 

to the Reform and Opening-up Policy, China accelerated its urbanisation and modernisation. 

As Stone narrated, Fushun and Dalian under the particular timespace conditions were gone. 

When he went back to Dalian, he could not recognise his high school. A number of high-rise 

buildings replaced the wild grass grounds. The home in which he had lived for many years and 

which was registered on his identification card had been demolished and substituted by a 

postcode: a series of numbers. Stone’s sense of belonging was largely based on certain physical 

objects such as the old home, the school, the river in which he used to fish, and so on. Once 

these objects were gone, he started to question where he belonged and to doubt if his memory 

was correct and if what he experienced was real. In Excerpt 7.3, Stone expressed his confusion: 

 

Excerpt 7.3 

Data Translation 

Stone: 我的归属感只只存在在我深深的记忆

中，你都找不到了，而且问题是更加严重的是

时间长了，你都会怀疑你这个记忆是真的还是

假的，是你自己想出来的还是它真的发生过，

这是一个很有意思的事情，严重的不是你没有

归属感，是你发现你整个一大段儿记忆是不存

在，或者是被篡改的，它有可能是假的，那么

你的人生的基础都是如此，那你这个人活的还

有什么意义，这是很大的问题……我现在我都

怀疑我之前记忆里的那些东西是不是真的是那

样，没有什么归属感，你问我中国有归属感

么，啧，哎呀，不知道不知道，你没啥可归属

的，感啥感啊。 

Stone: My sense of belonging only exists in my deep 

memory, you can’t find them anymore [refers to Stone’s 

familiar buildings, roads, etc.]. And the problem is that 

as time goes by, you will doubt if your memory is real or 

fake, if it is your imagination or it really happened. This 

is an interesting thing. It is not about lacking a sense of 

belonging, it is about you find a large piece of memory 

does not exist or is modified, it might be fake, then the 

foundation of life is like this, what is the point of being 

alive. This is a big problem……I’m still questioning 

whether those things in my memory are real. No such 

thing called sense of belonging. If you ask me whether I 

have the sense of belonging to China, hmm, I don’t know, 

I don’t know, you have nothing to belong to, so where 

does this sense come from. 

(Face-to-face interview, 23/06/2018) 
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Unlike the Chinese students from a Melbourne university in Ai's (2015, p.18) study who think 

their “Chinese cultural identity makes them feel they still belong to their homeland” and always 

want to go back to the familiar space, Stone raised doubt about his belonging to China and 

questioned if the space was still a familiar one. The mismatch between what he remembered 

and what he saw even caused Stone’s deep doubt about his “foundation of life”. To Stone, if 

there was no way to prove that his past existed, there was even no point of being alive.  

 

Albrecht’s concept of solastalgia (Albrecht et al., 2007) can, to some extent, explain Stone’s 

seemingly ‘so near and yet so far’ feeling, although the concept is coined  primarily for 

addressing people’s emotional or existential distress caused by the change of home 

environment. Solastalgia highlights the complex thoughts and feelings Stone has for his home: 

he was homesick and felt that he did not belong to the home even when he was physically at 

home. This nuanced feeling indicated the separation of mind and body: even when his 

corporeal body went back to Dalian, he still had a feeling of distance to the place. The special 

environment that provided Stone with solace, strength and support no longer existed, and this 

threatened his identity. As Mercer (1990, p.43) argues, “identity only becomes an issue when 

it is in crisis, when something assumed to be fixed, coherent and stable is displaced by the 

experience of doubt and uncertainty”. The change of his sociocultural context increased 

Stone’s confusion about his past experience and, in a sense, broke his coherent identity, which 

was based on the continuous interaction between himself and the home place. In other words, 

the taken-for-granted points that supported his identity as a Dalian person had been disturbed 

(Block, 2009), which forced Stone to re-examine his relationship to the home place and re-

negotiate his identity. 

 

Similar to the post-80’s minority writers portrayed by Li (2014), who were constantly seeking 

to reconstruct their ethnic and cultural identities and wanted to go back to traditions and their 

history in order to answer the questions of who they were, where they came from and where 

they should go, Stone was also motivated by these questions. The indistinct childhood memory 

shaped Stone, not only because that timespace occupied an important part of his life trajectory 

but, more importantly, it became a stimulus motivating him to continuously seek for the 

timespace-related elements to prove the existence of his life’s foundation. This is possibly the 

reason that Stone so easily resonated with films about youth. For instance, there was an 

American science fiction adventure film called Ready Player One, released in 2018, which 
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immediately attracted Stone’s attention. He liked this film very much and even posted a film 

review on his WeChat Official Account to recommend the film.  

 

Excerpt 7.4 

Data Translation 

我们用什么去证明那些记忆是真实发生的呢？我

们回不去了。记忆中的温存与轻快无迹可寻。这

种缺失使我们的记忆成为一段断代史。直到‘头

号玩家’这类电影出来，我们才能记起那个时代

碎片的欢乐并非臆想。在游戏，音乐，动漫的间

歇发生的事也许也是真实存在的吧。 

How can we prove the memories are real? We 

cannot go back. There is no way to track the warmth 

and happiness in the memory, which makes our 

memory as a dynastic history. Not until we see films 

like Ready Player One do we realise that the 

fragmented happiness of that era is not a fantasy. 

Maybe what happened in the interval of games, 

music and anime was real. 

(Stone’s film review, 19/04/2018) 

 

In Excerpt. 7.4, Stone expressed his gratitude to the director, Steven Spielberg, for bringing 

him his youth back and proving the reliability of his memory. As Stone said in the review, the 

elements – games, music and anime – that were popular in the 1980s, have in the film been 

pieced together and reminded him that his past was not a fantasy. Resonating with Lyons and 

her colleagues' study (2019), Stone just as the migrants in their study, although physically exists 

in the host country, not fully detaches himself from his home realities and traditions. The 

chronotopic past to some extent helps Stone to re-invent himself in the context of chronotopic 

‘here-and-now’. These elements straddled seemingly separated realities and reflected different 

sides that are associated with respective chronotopes of Stone:  a game player, a music lover, 

an anime fan, and a member of the post-80’s generation. Also, through collaging these 

fragments together, Stone was able to construct a sense of coherence in the perception of his 

self-identity. 

 

7.4. Life-planning matters 

Perceiving himself as a stranger in the motherland not only determines his day-to-day lifestyle 

routinised choices, such as what kind of food to eat, what types of films to watch or what sort 

of language to speak, and how he remembers episodes of his past life, but also affects his life 

planning. Halfway through the data collection, Stone commenced applying for permanent 

residency in the UK. We had a chance to talk about his plans for the future. Stone chose to 

apply for permanent residency only, not British nationality, thus not abandoning his Chinese 

nationality. 
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Excerpt 7.5 

Data Translation 

Researcher I: 那你有想说永居拿到之后是想回国做

点什么，还是在这边? 

R: So, when you get the residence permit, will you go 

back to China and do something or stay here? 

Stone: 这个还是得看机遇吧，看哪一边对个人发

展更好一点，这个应该跟民族主义啊或者其他东

西谈不上吧……就像之前《奇葩说》辩论一下，

“你愿意留在大城市还是愿意回到自己家乡”，

那很多人都说我愿意留在大城市，因为机会多

嘛，这个东西就没有什么爱不爱国或者是怎么样

的。 

Stone: It all depends on opportunities, see which side 

will be more beneficial to personal development. This 

is nothing to do with nationalism or something 

else……just like the debate topic in I Can I BB [a 

popular online debate program], ‘whether you would 

like to stay in big cities or go back to your hometown’, 

many people say I’d love to stay in big cities because 

there are more opportunities. It has nothing to do with 

loving the country or not. 

(Face-to-face interview, 23/06/2018) 

 

As shown in Excerpt 7.5, his place of residence was irrelevant to Stone’s national identity; 

instead, it was mainly about opportunities for individual growth and lifestyle. He seemed to be 

very aware of the nuanced relationship between his place of residency and his Chinese identity, 

and was always aware of his relationship with the home country. Perhaps his transnational 

status made him even more conscious of his national identity (Block, 2009). In this light, 

Stone’s life plan not only projected his anticipation of his future, but also became “the 

substantial content of the reflexivity organised trajectory of the self” (Giddens, 2018, p.85).  

 

Although Stone’s life plan with regard to his domicile is inevitably subject to external 

constraints, such as his economic situation, the focus here is on his self-reflexivity. Deciding 

where to live and work is a significant aspect of Stone’s life which requires his long-term 

considerations. These considerations are undoubtedly introspective and based on his 

understanding of himself, what he likes and dislikes, what kind of life he wants to have, and 

what kind of person he wants to be. 

 

Excerpt 7.6 

Line Data Translation 

7-9 

Stone (S) :不太适应国内的生活，当然国内

吃饭也挺适应的，但是国内其他的就感觉

人太多了就特别躁我就不喜欢，因为我这

个人本来就喜欢人少，然后国内做什么事

情的话都要这个事情那个事情就很烦，你

要想自己解决一些事情的话就很就就就很

S: I can’t adapt myself to the life back to China, of 

course the food really is my taste, but I feel like there 

are too many people in China, very noisy, I don’t 

like it. Because I personally like a quiet place with 

not many people. Also, in China, if you want to 

something, there will be so many other things going 

around, and if you want to deal with some issues on 

your own, it will be very complicated. If you don’t 
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麻烦很麻烦，你要不找点儿人的话就感觉

这事儿就没法办了都 

find any social connections (guanxi), you may find 

it is impossible to solve the problem. 

7-10 
Researcher I: 就没有像这边一样规则就是规

则，按着那个制度走就可以了 

R: It doesn’t like here, everything has its rule, and 

you only need to follow the system. 

7-11 
S: 对，这边虽然慢，但是它有一个非常清

晰的一个流程 

S:  Yes, although it is slow to get things done here, 

it has a very clear process. 

7-12 R: 可预期 R: predictable 

7-13 

S: 对，这边只要是你按流程办，然后你只

要是等，就能有一个结果，国内就是流程

就很乱，然后你要等的话就完蛋了就，就

是就是你能活多少岁你就等多久 

S: Yes, here, if you follow the process and then wait, 

there will be a result. But in China, processes are 

messy, and if you just wait, you would never get any 

result. It all depends on how long you can live. 

(Face-to-face interview, 23/06/2018) 

 

These reflexive considerations can be easily seen from his data. As shown in Excerpt 7.6, Stone 

said he was unable to adapt himself to a life back in China for two reasons (line 7-9): firstly, 

he disliked the crowded environment; secondly, he was bothered by the non-standard and 

unpredictable work conditions (line 7-13) and social connections (guanxi) in China. He seemed 

to be a life observer who was always reflexive about his life experience. Through the 

observation and reflection, Stone understood himself better and was able to make a life plan 

that suited him.  

 

A life plan refers to a time in the future. It shows how Stone anticipates himself and reflects on 

his preparations for this anticipated self. The life plans seem to be more trivial than the planning 

of his domicile.  

 

Figure 7.12 Chat data of Stone: gym 

Data Translation 

 

Stone (S): It will be too tired to go running recently. 

S: Later on, I will get a fitness card. 

S: Gain some muscle 

Researcher I: Keep on it  

S: Keep on it 

S: I will eat less tonight 

S: and drink soup first 

R: Hahaha, sounds like a plan. 

(Chat data, 06/03/2018) 
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In Figure 7.12, Stone told me about his recent life. When the conversation took place, Stone 

had just moved to a new town for his new job. He was excited about the change and looked 

forward to a new start. From the conversation, it appears that Stone planned to make some 

changes to his physical appearance. He would join a gym and do regular exercises when 

everything was settled. Stone’s “body awareness” (Giddens, 2018, p.77) projected that he 

wished to be a person with a fit and muscular body, but it also implied that Stone wanted to be 

in charge of his body as well as of his life. 

 

7.5. Summary 

In this chapter, Stone’s multiple identities have been discussed. Stone’s reflexive constitution 

of his self and his relation to the world are demonstrated in this chapter. Films are an important 

part of Stone’s life and a crucial channel for him to interact with others. Through films, he 

connects to like-minded people, comments on social issues, and expresses his emotions and 

life insights. His transnational status makes him reflect on his relationship with his hometowns, 

Fushun and Dalian. Both his sense of nearness and his sense of distance to his home indicate 

his longing for constructing a coherent self. The unclear past threatens and confuses his sense 

of identity. This confusion constantly motivates him to try to remember his childhood and 

youth and, in turn, these memories project his multiple sides. If memory refers to the past, life 

plans refer to his anticipated future and his anticipated future self. Stone’s reflexivity on his 

self is continuous from a timespace perspective; it is an ongoing dialogue and interaction 

between himself and timespace. His ‘body awareness’ appears to be the externalised reflexivity 

of his self. Through exercises and by controlling his dietary habits, Stone shows his intention 

to take charge of his body with the aim of becoming someone who has a certain type of body 

shape. Moreover, Stone’s data also imply the ‘separation’ of mind and body, and this 

‘separation’ in turn makes Stone an observer of himself and his life. As the title of the chapter 

indicates, Stone is a ‘chameleon’ who is hard to be defined, not only because of his 

selectiveness in performing his identities, but also because of his self-reflexivity which 

constantly adds new dimensions and layers to his personality. 
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Chapter 8 Discussion and Conclusion 

8.1. Introduction 

This concluding chapter summarises the findings and analysis of the study and illustrates their 

implications for the identity construction and performance and language practices in the 

context of WeChat. In section 8.2, I revisit my research questions by drawing main results from 

data analysis and explain my answers of them. In section 8.3, I provide my reflections 

developed from data analysis. In section 8.4, I summarise the contributions of this research to 

the further development of theories in ‘identity’ and ‘language’, methodology in online 

sociolinguistic ethnography and the new understanding of social media in this study. In the 

sections 8.5 and 8.6, I address the constraints of the study and suggest a few directions for 

future research.  

 

8.2. Revisiting the research questions  

The aim of this study is primarily to investigate how Chinese international students construct 

and perform their identities on WeChat. In order to understand this broad issue, the analytical 

focus of this study, in which six students participated, is their daily discursive use of different 

communicative (including linguistic and semiotic) resources. The main findings are: 

1. Individual students use, simultaneously and flexibly, multilingual and multimodal 

resources to make meaning and construct their identities.  

2. Identities that are performed by individuals are multiple, fluid, selective and anchored 

in offline settings. 

3. The identity work online follows two intertwined paths: externalisation and 

internalisation. Externalised identity work refers to the fact that individuals selectively 

draw on resources across time and space to claim and perform preferred identities in 

front of disembodied audiences. Internalised identity work refers to individuals’ 

reflexivity in constructing their identities and responding to the external world. Such 

reflexivity is embedded in the relations between the self and the world and between the 

corporeal body and identities online. In particular, timespace or the chronotope is 

particularly addressed as it connects to “historical and momentary agency” (Blommaert, 

2015, p.109) and enables the co-occurrence of different resources from different times 

and places and various images of individuals in one WeChat posting. 
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4. WeChat is not merely a social platform that makes it easier for people to interact. On 

the one hand, it can be seen as a site where individuals are able to exert their agency to 

bring different resources across time and space to construct their identities; on the other 

hand, it can be seen as a digital panopticon which disciplines its users’ linguistic 

practices and their ways of giving voice to their opinions.  

I now return to my research questions and demonstrate how this study responds to each of them.  

 

8.2.1. RQ1: What are the characteristics of communicative practices on WeChat, and 

how do Chinese international students put communicative resources into use?  

The data show the use of multilingual and multimodal resources in WeChat communication 

and Moments postings is the norm and that challenges the structured view of language in 

communication. The result suggests we should look at language from a more individual-

centred perspective. This perspective highlights the central role of individuals in using 

language when constructing meaning and identities in their daily life (Creese and Blackledge, 

2015). The socially and politically labelled languages (e.g. Chinese and English) are not the 

only linguistic resources for WeChat users to use when communicating with one another; other 

linguistic resources, such as stylised language, internet slangs and dialects, are all integrated 

and used on the basis of their communication purposes, interlocutors and topics. Apart from 

multilingual resources, semiotic signs such as emojis, stickers and links, are also integrated and 

used in individuals’ meaning-making processes. This multilingual and multimodal feature of 

meaning-making practices further challenges the language-based view of linguistic repertoire 

(Gumperz, 1964; 1965) and calls for the attention to communicative repertoire (Rymes, 2014). 

With focus on communicative repertoire, language is not the only means of making meaning, 

other resources, such as photos, videos, links, emojis and other non-linguistic forms of 

expression, also serve communication on WeChat.  

 

Unlike linguistic repertoire, which refers to the linguistic interaction between individual 

speakers within relatively stable speech communities, communicative repertoire draws 

attention to the mobile individuals and is linked to individuals’ life trajectories. For instance, 

linguistic resources, which dominated in Green’s communicative repertoire, have been 

changed along with her spatial movement (see chapter 5). A communicative repertoire, like 

indexical biographies (Blommaert and Backus, 2012), reveals an individual’s life, “a life that 

is lived in a real sociocultural, historical and political space” (Blommaert, 2009, p.17). In this 
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light, the notion of space inevitably comes into play in constituting a communicative repertoire, 

since a person’s life trajectory per se implies the movement in space. Space-shifting triggers a 

change of norms and expectations of what counts as proper language use and what does not. 

For example, Chongqing dialect is considered as a proper language and has a social function, 

but it is not permitted to use it in schools where it has given way to Putonghua (see section 

5.2.1). The movement of space or the ongoing life trajectory, in this sense, is filled with orders 

of indexicality which defines the distinctions between “good”, “normal”, “appropriate”, and 

“acceptable” language use and “deviant”, “abnormal” and “bad” language use (Blommaert and 

Dong, 2007, p.5). Such orders of indexicality in turn shapes one’s communicative repertoire, 

and the repertoire not only indexes one’s life but also the social, cultural and political value-

attribution in the corresponding space. 

 

The dynamic and unfinalised communicative repertoire reflects the heterogeneous feature of 

individuals meaning-making practices and the uniqueness of individuals’ life trajectories; it 

also sheds light on their reflexive agency in using their own voices. Individuals’ agency, in 

creatively, flexibly and strategically employing various communicative resources, has been 

addressed through translanguaging practices. The spatial movement across globalised and 

superdiverse contexts and the information flow on the social media give individuals multiple 

resources, enriching as well as continuously updating their communicative repertoires. 

Through entextualisation and resemiotisation, individuals mobilise their experiences into 

online meaning-making practices; to some extent, what they see and hear can all be processed 

into communicative resources (see section 4.2.2). Users exert their agency in breaking down 

the boundaries between the old and the new and the ‘standard’ and the ‘non-standard’, as well 

as in selectively, appropriately, strategically and insightfully integrating resources, 

sociocultural phenomena and personal views to respond to certain situations, give voices to 

their attitudes, and engage in audiences-varied interactions. In this light, a communicative 

repertoire is not mechanically composed of various linguistic and semiotic resources, it 

functions as a kaleidoscope reflecting multiple dimensions of the individual and becomes a 

potential ‘kit’ to represent the individual’s heterogeneous identities.  

 

Viewed through the lens of heteroglossia, a communicative repertoire opens up for the 

possibility to use all available communicative resources in communication as needed; in other 

words, the resources are, to some extent, equally distributed, and they challenge the 

hierarchical relation between various communicative resources. Nevertheless, the data tell a 
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different story. Ideologically constructed languages (Blommaert and Rampton, 2012), such as 

Chinese in this study, are still dominantly used by individuals (see section 4.1.1); this implies 

that hierarchical gaps between different communicative resources are hardly removed, because 

communicative resources always index certain contextual attributes, such as social positions, 

value systems and social structures (Silverstein, 2003). Understanding the indexical meaning 

of resources requires that one takes the sociocultural associations into consideration. In 

mainland China, Putonghua and Hanzi (Chinese characters) are considered as ‘standard’ and 

the participants in my study were all required to master them in order to access better 

educational resources. The promotion of legitimated Putonghua as the standard language 

positions local dialects as non-standard languages of peripheral importance. Through the power 

manipulations between the so-called ‘standard’ and ‘non-standard’ languages, dialects are 

either less used and forgotten by the young generations or considered as uncultured and 

backward, while Putonghua is given a prioritised position in Chinese people’s language 

practices and has become the de facto mother language for the participants. Although the 

dynamic feature of the communicative repertoire must be acknowledged, the unequal social 

relations underlying the stratified communicative repertoire should not be overlooked 

(Lähteenmäki, 2010). 

 

8.2.2. RQ2: What are the characteristics of identity on WeChat?  

My findings show that identities performed by individuals on WeChat are multiple, selective, 

fluid, and anchored in offline identities. The case of Stone illuminates that WeChat users 

construct and perform different identities by using hybrid discursive and linguistic practices 

from their communicative repertoire. Goffman’s (1990) character-performer relation can be 

used to explain the feature of multiple identities. Taking Stone as an example, he is a performer 

who actively engages in impressions giving and giving off. He strategically draws on resources 

such as Chinese, English, dialect, lyrics, photos, film posters, links, and emojis to play the 

multiple characters of the post-80’s generation, a fan of rock-and-roll, a film lover, a nostalgic 

person living in a foreign land, and ‘a stranger in the motherland’. In this sense, there is no 

single or fixed identity of Stone performed by himself or seen by his audiences. The 

chronotopically structured communicative repertoire used by Stone indexes particular social, 

historical, cultural and political meanings and chronotopic configurations. To integrate 

dynamic communicative resources can be seen as the process of integrating different 

chronotopes and transposing the multiple identities of Stone across discrete zones of timespace 
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through communicative resources (Agha, 2007). The characters he performs are in-between 

his ‘historical’ and ‘real’ identities and fantasised ‘ideal’ personae, the former due to the 

onymous feature of WeChat, in which the online relationships are to some degree anchored 

offline. Therefore, in order to give a triumphant performance and convince his audiences, the 

performer needs to make a balance between the identities that are known by others and the 

identities he wants others to see. Such nuanced identity performance requires the performer to 

engage in “the all-too-human task of staging a performance” (Goffman, 1990, p.244). 

Creatively, it goes beyond the boundaries of modes, languages, time and space; it carefully and 

selectively crafts and manipulates the communicative resources to regulate the impressions 

given to and received or perceived by audiences.  

 

Another characteristic of identity on WeChat is that it is selective. The selectiveness refers to 

two dimensions: selectively performed and selectively hidden. Regarding the selectively 

performed identity: with the absence of corporeal body, individuals have to adopt different 

means to control or regulate audiences’ impression in comparison to an offline co-present 

scenario. Since the audiences are unseen, performers are no longer able to rely on their 

audiences to detect cues “as a sign of something important about the performance” (Goffman, 

1990, p.59), instead, they have more autonomy to decide what sides of them they wish others 

to see, to what extend they want to disclose themselves, with whom they want to interact, and 

through what modes they want to express themselves. In individual cases, therefore, identities 

on WeChat of individual cases neither draw an entire picture of an individual nor answer the 

question of who this person really is, but somehow convey information about what kind of 

person this individual wants others to see. Yu (see section. 4.2.1), for example, frequently 

shared news and information related to feminism and minority groups in her Moments, which 

particularly stressed her identities as a feminist and a fighter who fought against everything 

unfair. In the same vein, there are some identities selectively hidden by users. Since users on 

WeChat are still embedded in their offline social relations, they are unable to reveal their 

“marginalized or contested identities” or deviant behaviours on the social media, as discussed 

by Zhao and his colleagues (2008, p.1831). The identities they perform on WeChat are still 

expected to be consistent with offline identities and to conform with established social norms. 

Taking Green as an example: she came out as a lesbian to her friends but not yet to her family. 

She rarely mentions this identity in her Moments as homosexuality has not yet been legalised 

in mainland China, nor is it widely accepted by her parents’ generation. This side of her seems 

to be ‘disappearing’ in her Moments but in fact constitutes a major part of her. 
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Identities on WeChat are also fluid and constantly evolving and changing. Translanguaging 

practices of individuals play an important role in helping them to decide who they want to be 

and how they want to be seen by their audiences across time and space. The participants in this 

study use all the linguistic resources they possess to flexibly position their identities when 

communicating and posting on WeChat. For example, Green strategically accentuated her 

Chongqing-ness by deliberately incorporating particular phonetic features of the Chongqing 

dialect. Depending on how she wanted to position herself and how she wanted to be positioned 

in a certain timespace, Green used her multilingual ability to help her position her fluid 

identities. This is similar to other multilingual, social-media users who display high levels of 

linguistic creativity and also present fluid identities (e.g. Schreiber, 2015; You, 2011).  

 

Fluidity, however, is more than how an individual flexibly uses linguistic resources to position 

him/her; it also highlights the continuously evolving process of identity construction. In Lun’s 

case (chapter 6), language ‘witnessed’ her identity evolvement over time. When Lun first came 

to the UK, she worshiped everything foreign and wanted to remain in the UK. At this stage, 

Lun tried to befriend British people and made an effort to be a “legitimate speaker” of English 

(Bourdieu, 1977, p.650). It was due to the language that Lun deepened her understanding of 

herself. Over time, she realised that integrating into the host society was not merely about the 

language, but also about her indexical sociohistorical background and cultural roots. Her 

‘culturespeak’ awareness resulted in her othering process that differentiated herself from locals, 

therefore affirming and somehow protecting her identity as a person who did not want to 

change her Chinese side to integrate into the local British society. It was, however, due to the 

English language and her investment in learning it that she distinguished herself from one-year 

postgraduate Chinese students and many college students in China. In doing so, Lun identified 

herself as an international student who was open-minded, had a clear career plan, and did not 

follow the ‘normal’ life path. Lun’s identity is clearly in the process of developing, from 

wishing to become a local to challenging her subject position in the host society. This resonates 

with Hall’s argument: “We should think of identity as a ‘production’ which is never complete, 

always in process, and always constituted within, not outside, representation” (1990a, p.222).  

 

Identities on WeChat are anchored in offline identities. Individual students transform 

multimodal offline experiences and encounters into online interaction and identity work. The 

online world and the offline world are never separated, especially if we consider individuals as 
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nodes being woven in these two spaces. This can be easily seen from participants’ online data. 

For instance, Lun recorded her embodied experience on her WeChat Moments (see section 

4.2.2). She was not mechanically noting done what happened on the day, but selectively and 

reflexively recontextualising and resemiotising embodied experiences and organising and 

recombining the offline materials with the aim of emphasising certain sides of her and giving 

certain impressions to her audiences. Recontextualisation and resemiotisation have become 

two important processes of reformulating signs and representations in different timespace 

configurations that are meaningful to the users themselves and transform them as audible and 

visible resources to audiences. In this sense, life online or in a virtual space and life offline or 

in reality have blurred their borders (Bozkurt and Tu, 2016) and are largely intertwined. The 

online world and the offline world are both stages that enable individuals to engage in identity 

performance (Li and Blommaert, 2017). This is different from what has been found in the 

research of Bullingham and Vasconcelos (2013) found in their research. Although they 

acknowledge that the disparity between the online self and the offline self has been minimised, 

they seem to hold the assumption that the offline self is more real than the online one and the 

minimisation of the disparity is largely dependent on how much offline identity a user discloses 

online. However, in my research, the findings suggest that online and offline identities are all 

real or can project a certain side of the individual: they co-construct a fuller picture of the 

person. 

 

8.2.3. RQ3: How do individual students perform and construct their identities on WeChat? 

The findings suggest that identities are performed and constructed via the circulation of 

externalisation and internalisation. Externalisation refers to the inside-outward process in 

which individuals make their identities embody in explicit forms to be seen by others. 

Individuals associate themselves digitally with signs, symbols, linguistic materials, and other 

material objects and portray their identities that they want others to see them. The 

externalisation of identity performance has been widely found in participants’ data. For 

instance, Green uses intentionally Chongqing dialect in her WeChat communications to 

emphasise her Chongqing identity, and she actively incorporates funny internet slangs to 

present her playful side. During the process of externalising identity performance, audiences 

become an important element. Since they have no corporeal bodies, WeChat users and their 

audiences re-embody themselves via linguistic and semiotic resources online (Pearson, 2009) 

and use these resources to engage in online interaction (Boyd and Heer, 2006). Audiences are 
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physically absent in the online interaction and cannot react promptly to the information that 

are given and given off by users. Without detecting the audiences’ immediate responses to the 

identity performance, the user cannot tweak their strategies and behaviours to ensure that 

his/her performance is convincing. Their identity work, therefore, is largely dependent on their 

own needs. In this light, individuals are able to beautify and modify their identities online 

without worrying too much about ‘losing face’. However, being aware of the existence of 

audiences is still influencing users’ use of linguistic and semiotic resources. For example, all 

participants in this study mentioned that they would consciously adjust their language when 

facing different interlocutors (see section 4.1.1). Moreover, the audiences on WeChat are 

mostly anchored offline, so identity performance is “socialized, moulded, and modified to fit 

into the understanding and expectations of the society in which it is presented” (Goffman, 1990, 

p.44). Therefore, remaining consistent with offline identities, which are possibly seen by 

WeChat audiences, and ensuring that the online ones are ‘real’ and authentic become important. 

In this light, individuals need to move wisely between the beautified and the socialised identity 

performance in the process of externalisation. 

 

The externalisation underlies the agency of individuals in giving performance. Individuals have 

control of their translanguaging practices and selectively display the sides to be seen by others 

on WeChat. Agency in this case indicates, on the one hand, that individuals have the capacity 

to apply their knowledge of appropriate contextual and situational uses of various 

communicative resources and have the flexibility to decide the modes and forms of interaction. 

On the other hand, agency is not equivalent to free will, as individuals are still influenced by 

the surrounding society and their cultural background (Ahearn, 2001). WeChat users’ identity 

performance is socialised under the influence of the internet censorship in China, which is to 

say that WeChat users’ online interactions and language practices are, to some extent, under 

constant surveillance. This results directly in the tactical resistance found in users’ daily 

language and semiotic practices. An example of this is the smiley face emoji which Yu 

incorporated in her texts to express a mocking attitude, and the links she shared rather than 

using her own words to convey dissatisfaction with some social news (see section 4.1.1). 

Individuals’ agency is to a large extent exerted, although within certain limits on WeChat. This 

subtle relationship between agency and structure is well embodied in individuals externalised 

online performance. 
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Unlike externalisation which highlights the identities seen by others, internalisation is an 

outside-inward process that emphasises individuals’ reflexivity and the relationship between 

online self-projection and offline embodied experience. In this regard, individuals see 

themselves from a distal perspective (Kross, 2009): they take a step back from their performed 

identities and their externalised process of identity performance and see themselves from an 

observer’s viewpoint. In this position, ‘I’ am able to observe ‘my’ performances on WeChat, 

consider the relationship between the given impression and the self, and think about the 

embodied experience and its correlation to ‘my’ images online. In Mead’s conception, an 

individual sees him/herself as an object and is therefore able to think reflexively about 

him/herself (Mead et al., 2015). Such observation and reflection are implicit in my data, and 

the face-to-face interviews and online follow-up interviews have provided valuable data to 

understand the participants’ perceptions of who they are.  

 

Stone’s case shows that he is disembedded from relatively stable social relations and locales, 

and that he faces many uncertainties. Without familiar external references, he turns his 

attention to his inner world. His sense of ‘strangeness in the motherland’ implies that he places 

himself in the position of an observer of himself: he considers himself as belonging to nowhere, 

he neither belongs to where he lives now (in a UK city), nor does he belong to his home city 

in China. Borrowing words from Giddens, Stone’s ontological security is at risk (Giddens, 

2018). The mismatch between his memory and what he sees now makes him doubt his blurry 

past experience and he fails to achieve an enduring conception of his aliveness. Such 

“[d]iscontinuity in temporal experience” (ibid., p.53) becomes the motive driving him to look 

for something familiar with the purpose of keeping the narrative about himself going. Stone’s 

body plays an important role in bridging self-reflexivity and identity performance. It mirrors 

not only his being (Merleau-Ponty, 2002) but also his social world (Pagis, 2009). His bodily 

experience “entails the conscious monitoring of sensory input from the environment” (Giddens, 

2018, p.77) and has been transformed into discursive mode: for example, his sensations of the 

dim light, bad sound effect and a piercing scream in the live show have been resemiotised into 

multimodal resources on WeChat and used to pay tribute to his childhood as well as reflect on 

his current life (see section 7.3.1).  

 

One’s body “is experienced as a practical mode of coping with external situations and events” 

(Giddens, 2018, p.56). Through body movements and embodied experiences, individuals are 

able to continuously reflect on the external referents and reflexively interpret their relationships 
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with the referents. Face-to-face interaction and identity performance require the co-presence 

of interlocutors, which is to say, one’s identity is embodied via multiple embodied semiotic 

resources (Blackledge and Creese, 2018), such as body language, behaviour, and appearance 

(Goffman, 1990). The interactional relationship between one’s body and one’s perception of 

identity is not limited to a ‘seen’ and present body, an absent body also plays an important role. 

In the online interaction, the bodies of individuals and their audiences are unseen and absent 

online but are ‘restricted’ in concrete timespace. This ‘restriction’ will unavoidably influence 

one’s online identity performance. For example, the international students in this study are 

physically in the UK, the elements they draw on and post in WeChat Moments are UK-relevant; 

see, for example, the one-day record posted by Lun (Figure 4.10). The participants’ 

transnational life trajectory is experienced via their bodies, internalised into their inner worlds, 

and has the potential to be externalised. Every individual lives a localised life and “the 

constraints of the body ensure that all individuals, at every moment, are contextually situated 

in time and space” (Giddens, 2018, p.187). The contextualised embodied experience further 

stimulates one’s reflection on and perception of oneself.  

 

The externalisation and internalisation are mutually transformed as they co-construct a loop 

for identity work. The individual is placed at the centre of this loop. The individuals are both 

performers and characters: they are not only wearing different masks and using various 

communicative resources in selectively performing certain images of themselves, but also 

standing behind the online stage to observe, think and negotiate the relationship between their 

hoped-for selves and the expectations of audiences and the society, between their life trajectory 

and communicative repertoire construction, as well as between the offline corporeal bodily 

experience and online identity performance and construction. The inside-outward and outside-

inward processes shed light on the interaction and dialogue between the individual and the 

world, and between the individual and others. Identity, in this case, is “intersubjective, rather 

than merely subjective” (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006, p.24).  

 

8.3. Contributions of the study 

In this section, I present a discussion on the potential contributions of this study. Firstly, I talk 

about how this study enriches the existing theories in relation to identity and multilingualism. 

Secondly, I point out how this study contributes to the methodology in the field of 

sociolinguistic research.  
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8.3.1. Contributions to theory 

Firstly, this study revisits Goffman’s self-performance theory and addresses the applicability 

of Goffman’s work in the online world. By saying “applicability”, I do not intend to repeat 

Goffman’s theory in this section but focus more on how this study contributes to the existing 

self-presentation theory. The stage metaphor is essential to Goffman’s (1990) work. The 

development of mobile technology has generated the digital stage and audiences. My study has 

illustrated the new modes (i.e. multilingualism and multimodality) of social interaction with 

unseen but probably known audiences, highlighted the porousness between the frontstage and 

backstage, and addressed the new characteristics of identity performance by actors on WeChat.  

 

Secondly, this research goes beyond Gumperz’s (1964; 1965) notion of linguistic repertoire 

and adopts the notion of communicative repertoire to capture the multimodal and multilingual 

features of human communication, especially in the digital era. The discussion of 

communicative repertoire sheds light on the biographical or chronological perspective and 

stresses the central position of individuals in meaning-making practices (Rymes, 2014). The 

notion challenges the linguistically-based repertoire concept that deals with “seemingly fixed 

in space and time” (Blommaert, 2010, p.4) communication, and emphasises the individual 

agency in incorporating elements across time and space as well as temporal and spatial 

elements in online communicative practices.  

 

Thirdly, the adoption of Bakhtin’s heteroglossia lens helps me to capture the complexity of 

communicative resources (primarily language) evolvement in the context of WeChat. The lens 

views language as an intrinsically heterogeneous, complex and dynamic set of social resources 

without clear ideological boundaries and places the individuals at the centre of interaction. The 

notions of translanguaging, multimodality and communicative repertoire under the lens of 

heteroglossia illustrate how “technology-enabled communication facilitates complex 

languaging practices that question monolingual realities” (García, 2008, p.46). This study also 

sheds light on the ways that users’ linguistic and semiotic resources interact, hybridise and 

shape multiple and fluid identities.  

 

Fourthly, the adoption of timespace perspective in this study provides us with a more nuanced 

view to understand individuals’ identity work. This research began with acknowledging the 
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change of time and space in the digital era. Such change calls for a new understanding towards 

communication and identity work. Bakhtin’s notion of chronotope and Mead’s understandings 

of past, present and future underpin the research analysis and discussion and are suggested to 

be effective tools for investigating the image of an individual that is always intrinsically 

chronotopic (Bakhtin, 1981; Mead, 2011). This perspective goes beyond traditional identity 

classifications (e.g. gender identity, ethnic identity, national identity) and regards identity as 

an accumulating and continuously constructing process. During the process, time and space 

not only can be invokable resources that are mobilised by individuals to engage in their identity 

work, but also are fundamental dimensions shaping, affecting, even changing individuals’ ways 

of performing and constructing their identities and their perceptions of themselves. 

 

8.3.2. Methodological contributions 

This research as an online-offline ethnography goes beyond the traditional ethnographic 

approach and calls for the necessity of adopting both online and offline methods in the digital 

era. This research demonstrates how online and offline spaces co-construct lived reality. It 

sheds light on the important role of researcher in online and offline engagement to gain a 

rounded understanding of the participants’ life.  

1. The researcher’s subjectivity, experience, knowledge, reflexivity, interest and beliefs 

are inevitably affecting the entire process of conducting the research.  

2. The researcher creatively adopts new methods to collect data by bearing participants in 

mind and considering the affordance of WeChat. For example, taking WeChat as a 

fieldnote-taking tool rather than sticking to notebook and pen to not interrupt 

participants’ offline engagement, and doing online interviews via WeChat for the 

convenience of participants.  

3. The emic-etic dialectic enables the researcher to draw on sociohistorical elements 

across time and space into interpreting linguistic and semiotic signs.  

4. The good rapport between the researcher and the participants has been reinforced 

during the long-term fieldwork journey. In the process of journey, the roles and 

identities of the researcher have been kept shifting in the eye of participants as a 

researcher, a friend, a close friend, a tutor and more.  

The multiple identities enable to me identify different sides of participants at different times so 

as to develop fuller pictures of them. Also, the change and development of my roles deepens 

my understanding towards the topic of identity.  
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8.4. Limitations of the study 

There are several limitations of this study must be acknowledged. Firstly, the role of the 

researcher is essential in this study, but the inevitable subjectivity of mine, to some extent, 

influences the research in one way or another. For example, although my close relationship 

between participants was beneficial to collect rich data and generate a fuller picture of 

participants, it sometimes caused confusions. There was always a dangerous tendency that I 

unconsciously wore blinders when I got familiar with participants, was satisfied with my data 

collection and interpretation, and had the faith that I knew my participants well. I had to 

continuously adjust my perspectives and positions to remind myself of being critical and 

alternating between emic and etic perspectives. Despite my efforts, I still admit there were 

difficulties and challenges to maintain an appropriate distance from my habitual thinking. I 

always asked myself questions such as: “If I can only be the outsider of the other, which is 

unavoidable, to what extent can I ensure that I understand their thoughts and accounts? And to 

what degree can I guarantee the accounts and narrations of my participants project their real 

thoughts?” “How do I know whether the entire research relatively objectively reflects my 

participants’ perceptions toward who they are, or is it just an illusion of myself?” Such 

confusions had stopped my study more than once and even made me fail to see the value of it 

at one time. Reflecting on the research journey, I gradually realise that the clear-up distinction 

between objective and subjective stances is an illusion and my subjective position can be 

beneficial for a research.  

 

Since an individual is continuously changing, it is important to bear any change in mind. My 

study is only a snapshot of the participants’ lives and identity performance, and they may 

perceive themselves and interpret their experiences differently today. Additionally, the wider 

socio-political situation is changing that inevitably affects individuals’ daily life. For example, 

the outbreak of COVID-19, to some extent, sharpens the contradictions between different 

ethnic groups and nations. Participants as international students may explicitly experience 

identity as site of struggle that had been barely mentioned during the data collection. Their 

attitudes toward their home country and the host society might change significantly due to the 

external conditions. As a researcher, however, is impossible to predict the future, but an open 

mind and a flexible perspective would be ready for any unpredictable change.  
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Another limitation or regret of the study is that my participants might gain very few benefits 

from the study. Because of my struggle on my subjective position, I was carefully and 

consciously maintaining my roles as a researcher and an observer. Nevertheless, my purposeful 

avoidance of giving my suggestions may hinder the participants from gaining positive effects 

of the study. For instance, some of my participants took the interview as a chance to disclose 

their life confusions and emotional entanglements with the aim of seeking some advice from 

me, a person was known by them and can protect their privacy. But I had a concern that my 

suggestions may influence their perceptions of themselves and their thoughts, therefore, I 

avoided to give my advice. My inadequate assistance relatively be contrary to my advocacy of 

reciprocity principle. 

 

The final limitation pertains to the transferability of the research. This study was conducted on 

WeChat within a certain time. If the study is done today, I might generate different results as 

WeChat has been updated many times and released new functions which may change user 

habits in one way or another. However, the detailed contextual information of posts and chat 

records and descriptions of a certain version of WeChat should allow readers to determine 

whether the research findings can be transferred to their research settings. 

 

8.5. Implications for future research 

My study looks at Chinese international students’ multilingual and multimodal communicative 

practices and identity work on WeChat when they are physically present in the UK, it would 

be interesting to see whether there would be any differences or similarities when their locales 

change, for example, when participants go back to their home country. This study can also be 

extended into a cross-boundary comparative research and observe people’s online 

communicative practices and identity work when physical settings change. Another way 

forward based on this study is to investigate the individuals’ communication on different social 

media, such as Messenger and WhatsApp, and see whether and how the different applications 

cause differences in users’ online communication. It will also be interesting to look at 

individuals in China who have no transnational experience and compare their identity 

performance and online communication with the participants in this study.  

 

Additionally, I wish to go beyond this piece of work. I plan to take the international condition 

into consideration when understanding the complex and nuanced relationship between the 
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world and individuals. In the current world, there are many challenges and crises, such as the 

global economic downturn, the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, and the refugee issue, all of 

them result in great conflicts and contradictions between nations, ethnic groups and regions in 

one way or another. The boundaries that were, to some degree, blurred due to globalisation and 

digitalisation seem to be set up again nowadays, and authoritarianism appears to be on the rise. 

Social integration, globalisation and international cooperation have been challenged, which can 

be seen from the cases such as Brexit, the China-America trade war and the Mexico-United 

States barrier. National identity and ethnic identity somehow are re-stressed by the public, the 

far-right groups become active throughout the world, and the difference between ‘they’ and 

‘we’ is further emphasised. All these signs indicate the spreading of sentiments of conflicts and 

antagonism all over the world that inevitably reflect upon individuals’ language ideology, 

language practices and identity work. For instance, a café in the superdiverse Hongkong society 

announces that only Cantonese and English are allowed in the shop (see Deng, 2020 for 

detailed description), which has been criticised as discriminating mainland Chinese people who 

mainly speak Putonghua. Language in this case is not merely a type of social resource but is 

used to construct borders to identify the imagined community and ‘others’. In this light, 

multilingualism does not have to be equivalent to diversity and inclusion. Likewise, whether 

the use of multiple language resources associates with multiple and heterogenous identities 

remains in doubt. Therefore, I wish to do empirical studies on multilingualism in the post-

globalisation era and see how the change of the international environment shapes and 

influences individuals’ daily online multilingual practices and their identity construction and 

performance. 
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Appendix A Information sheet 1 

 

Research Ethics – Information Sheet 

YOU WILL BE GIVEN A COPY OF THIS INFORMATION SHEET 

 

Research Title: Identity construction and performance on WeChat: Case studies 

of Chinese students at a UK University 
 

Dear ______, 

 

My name is Li Luyao, and I am a PhD student in the Department of Education at the University 

of Bath. My study aims to explore Chinese international students’ identity performance and 

language practices on WeChat. I would like to invite you to participate in my study. 

 

You should only participate if you want to. Choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you 

in any way. Before you decide whether you want to take part, it is important for you to 

understand why the research is being done and what your participation will involve. Please 

take time to read the following information carefully. And please feel free to ask me if there is 

anything that is not clear, or if you would like more information. 

 

What is the purpose of the study?  

 

(a) To add the literature to the online interaction experience of Chinese international students 

in the digital space (i.e. WeChat) which has not yet been widely explored. 

(b) To enable international students to understand more about how they represent themselves 

and negotiate their identities in their online interactions. 

 

What will happen if I agree to take part? 

 

There will be several phases of data collection probably including the following: semi-

structured interviews, observations, your own audio recordings, WeChat data (chat records and 

Moments posts) and follow-up interviews. 

 

Are there any risks involved in taking part? 

 

I do not anticipate any risks for you from taking part in this study. I will respect the rights of 

you to privacy and confidentiality, and also respect your rights to be identified if you wish. 

However, identity can be a sensitive topic which is relatively personal. If you feel any 

discomfort or do not want to tell me very personal things, you can feel free to change the topic 

or stop the conversation.  
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Who will have access to any personal information that I, and other household members 

provide? 

 

The information provided by you will be kept in strict confidence. Only myself and my 

supervisors (i.e. Prof. Xiao Lan Curdt-Christiansen and Dr Janina Iwaniec) will have access to 

the data. The interviews will be listened by me and I will transcribe them into text form. After 

transcription, I will then anonymise the transcript of the interview removing or changing names, 

addresses, and any references to particular people, places, or events that could allow you to be 

identified. Your information will be identified only if you so wish.  

 

Some important points to note: 

 

• Taking part in this study is entirely voluntary. 

• It is for YOU to choose whether or not to take part. 

• You can withdraw at any stage, without having to give a reason for doing so. 

• You can decide to stop the interview at any point. 

• You need not answer questions that you do not wish to. 

• All information I will collect from you will remain entirely confidential. 

• Your name will be removed from the information and anonymised. It should not be possible 

to identify anyone from our reports on this study.  

• If you do decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to 

sign a consent form. 

 

If you agree to take part, please complete the consent form, answering all the questions. 

 

If you want more information, or have any questions about the research, please feel free 

to contact me: 

 

PhD candidate: Li Luyao 

Department and Institution: Department of Education, University of Bath 

Contact email address: ll646@bath.ac.uk 

Contact telephone number:  
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Appendix B Information sheet 2 

 

Research Ethics – Information Sheet 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

My name is Li Luyao, and I am a PhD student in the Department of Education at the University 

of Bath. My study aims to explore the relationship between language practices and identity 

construction among Chinese international students on WeChat. I would like to invite you to 

participate in my study. 

 

Participation in the research is completely voluntary. As your interlocutor ______ is my main 

participant, he/she is required to record his/her WeChat and offline conversations. If the 

conversation happens between you two, and you agree to the conversation being recorded, 

please sign your name below.  

 

The information provided by you will be kept in strict confidence. I will not publish any 

information about you, and nothing that is published will allow you to be identified. The 

interviews will be listened by me and I will transcribe them into text form. After transcription, 

I will then anonymise the transcript of the interview removing or changing names, addresses, 

and any references to particular people, places, or events that could allow you to be identified. 

All data will be only used for this research. Any data released will be fully anonymised, that is, 

any information that could possibly identity you will be removed. Your information will be 

identified only if you so wish. 

 

Thank you very much for your cooperation and interest in the project. Should you have any 

queries concerning the research please contact me on ll646@bath.ac.uk. 

 

  

 

Name:  __________________________________________________ 

 

 

Signature:  _______________________________________________ 

 

 

Date:  ___________________________________________________   
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Appendix C Consent form 

 

CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH STUDIES 

 

Please complete this form after you have read the Information Sheet and/or listened to an 

explanation about the research. 

 

Research Title: Identity construction and performance on WeChat: Case studies 

of Chinese students at a UK University 

 

Thank you for considering taking part in this research. The person organising the research must 

explain the project to you before you agree to take part.  If you have any questions arising from 

the Information Sheet or explanation already given to you, please ask the researcher before you 

decide whether to join in. You will be given a copy of this Consent Form to keep and refer to 

at any time. 

 

 

• I understand that if I decide at any time during the research that I no longer wish 

to participate in this research, I can notify the researcher involved and withdraw 

from it immediately without giving any reason.  

 

• I consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes explained 

to me. I understand that such information will be handled in accordance with the 

terms of the UK Data Protection Act 1998. 

 

• I consent to the digital audio-recording of my interview. I understand that this will 

be destroyed as soon as the interview has been transcribed and anonymised.  

 

• I consent to the use of anonymised direct quotes of my words from the interview 

in publicly available study reports.  

 

• I agree that the researcher, and other researchers may use my data for future 

research. As with this project, data would not be identifiable in any report. 

Please tick 
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Participant’s Statement: 

 

I   ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

agree that the research project named above has been explained to me to my satisfaction and I 

agree to take part in the study. I have read both the notes written above and the Information 

Sheet about the project and understand what the research study involves. 

 

 

Signed _________________________       Date _________________________ 
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Appendix D Questions of interviews 

Semi-structured interview questions: 

 Where are you from? 

 Why did you come to the UK? 

 What discipline are you studying? Why did you choose this discipline? 

 What do you think of the UK? If you were given one more chance, would you come to 

the UK? Why or why not?  

 What do you think of China? Will you go back to China after graduation? Why or why 

not? Have you noticed any change in China recently? What do you think of it? 

 What kind of person do you think you are from your own perspective and others’ 

perspectives? 

 What kind of person would you like to be? Why? 

 What is your plan for your future? 

 What does the role of language play in your life? What does language mean to you? 

 What is your opinion of mixing up languages? 

 What is your opinion towards your dialect?  

 What language do you use to communicate with your friends and family in China and 

friends in the UK?  

 Do you use WeChat very often? What do you use it for? What do you think of it? 

 

Follow-up interview questions: 

 Could you please tell me the reason of sending me this particular data? 

 What were you doing at that time? 

 Let us look at this data, I am not quite sure about this part, could you please tell me 

what you mean by xx? 

 Could you please tell me more about xx? 

 What do you think of xx?  
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Appendix E A sample of first round interview transcript 

An interview sample from Ad 

Chinese version 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ad: 这个这个，其实比较复杂，其实我觉得就归根结底取决于你比较认同哪里的文化，你比较认同

额，那个，就我好像以前跟你讲过，就是一个，额......就是你比较认同哪里的文化，然后其实这

个认同感会让你觉得你比较舒适，而且其实有的时候你的身份会给你带来一些潜在的潜在的 bonus 的

一些效应。 

 

Researcher: 从你刚开始到现在的逻辑是，国外比国内可能要好一点，那这样子推理的话如果你是巴斯

人那不应该比西安人有更多的 bonus 么？ 

 

Ad: 对啊，我是，我是觉得英国蛮不错啦，就是，我是说它从教育体系啊还有很多地方，确实比中国

强。 

 

Researcher: 哪些地方呢？ 

 

Ad: 比如交通啊，还有很多很多很多上面，就是我觉得它毕竟这么多年了，它比中国真的正儿八经搞

各种系统要早非常多年，所以他们这儿确实比较完善，是吧。 

 

R: 基础设施方面。 

 

Ad: 对啊，基础设施方面，但是还有很多系统，教育系统，交通系统，这方面确实要比国内强一些，

但是呢，这个我肯定是说自己是中国人对吧，然后是西安人。 

 

R: 哈哈，为什么嘞？ 

 

Ad: 因为本来就是中国相貌，哦，因为我并不自卑到不承认我是中国人这个份儿上，而且我是觉得如

果我说我是一个西安人还有中国人，现在是能给我带来我正向的效应。 

 

R: 你是说在这边吗？ 

 

Ad: 对啊，就其实你跟外国人交朋友，跟谁做朋友，其实你要说自己是中国人，然后其实他有正向的

效应。 

 

R: 是吗？ 

 

Ad: 是我潜移默化的，是我打心底里是这样认为的，所以我会觉得我这样说会很舒服，就是给别人说

我是中国的啊，我是西安的，就会很舒服，那当然是因为肯定是因为你非常认同中国，而且会认同

中国，而且这肯定会潜移默化就是在深层次也会给你带来比较 bonus 的效应，然后所以你才会…… 

 

R: 有哪些 bonus 呢？ 

 

Ad: 说通俗点就是长脸。 
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English version 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Ad: This, this, actually this is quite complex. In fact, I think it all depends on which culture you 

agree with more, you agree with it. That, as I told you before, it was a, hum, which culture do you 

identify with, and you feel this identification makes you feel more comfortable. And in fact, 

sometimes your identity would bring you some potential bonus effects. 

 

Researcher: According to your logic from the very beginning, foreign countries might be better than 

the domestic one, it seems that you could gain more bonus if you see yourself as a Bath person 

rather than a Xi’an person.  

 

Ad: Yes, I, I think the UK is pretty good, I mean, many things, like education system, are indeed 

better than China. 

 

R: Could you give me more examples? 

 

Ad: For example, transportation, and many many other things. I think this country has been 

developed for many years, it is way earlier than China to develop different sorts of systems, so their 

systems are more perfect, right? 

 

R: Infrastructure. 

 

Ad: Yes, infrastructure, and many other systems, education system, transportation system, these are 

better than the domestic country, but, I’m definitely a Chinese, right, and then I’m a Xi’an person. 

 

R: Haha, why? 

 

Ad: Because I look like a Chinese, oh, because I don’t feel inferior to admit that I’m a Chinese, and 

I think if I say I’m a Xi’an person and a Chinese, now they can bring me positive effects. 

 

R: Do you mean when you are here? 

 

Ad: Yes. In fact, you make friends with foreigners, no matter who you make friends with, you 

actually have to say that you are Chinese, and actually it has a positive effect. 

 

R: Really? 

 

Ad: I think so from the bottom of my heart, so I feel I’m very comfortable when I tell others that 

I’m from China, I’m from Xi’an. You feel comfortable is because you identify with China very 

much, and such identification is definitely subtly bringing you bonus effects at a deeper level, 

therefore, you will…… 

 

R: May I ask what the bonused are? 

 

Ad: Generally speaking, they think you are cool. 
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Appendix F Samples of WeChat data 

Screenshot of WeChat chat data  

Figure 4.1 Chat data of Lun and Ad 

Data Line Translation Resources 

 

4-1 
Ad: in xx. I saw it on my way to pick up 

the car 

Ad: Chinese, emojis, 

English, punctuations 

4-2 Ad: almost unable to pick up the car. 

4-3 
Ad: At last, the lady was very nice and 

rent the car to me  

4-4 Lun: Hahahahaha 

4-5 Lun:  As long as you get the car wuli Ad 

Lun: Chinese, 

English, Korean 

(‘wuli’) 

4-6 
Lun: just received an email saying 

uncollected summer ball wristband 

4-7 Ad: I haven’t been there 

4-8 Ad: Yesterday was bank holiday 

4-9 Lun: Tomorrow is last chance 

 

Screenshot of WeChat Moments data 

Figure 4.2 Green’s post list 

Data Line Translation 

 

4-10 Most of papers [i.e. publication] in the world are bullshit  

4-11 
Why do people in Spanish-speaking regions look so defiant in 

their mv*?? 

4-12 

The favourite recipes in Xiachufang [i.e. a social platform for 

sharing gourmet recipes] are all chicken dishes. I’ve been 

acquired a skill of cooking a chicken(?)… 

4-13 
I’m too tired  

I beg my boss to find another phd asap … 

4-14 
Can’t write anymore  

I am exhausted and going faint   

4-15 

The plug-in excel2latex is amazing!! 

I’ve spent a whole night looking for a bug, but this little plug-in 

[easily solved the problem] 

*mv is the abbreviation of music video. 
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Appendix G Samples of fieldnote data 

 

Screenshot of offline observation fieldnotes 

 
 

Translation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16/03/2018 Observation, Fountain, Sunny, 13:00 

The purpose of today’s meeting was to discuss how to turn the x (the name of their charity group) 

to the university’s society. 

 

Yu arrived first and sit near the window. She was reading feminism relevant books. She got a 

deadline on 20th and had to submit the first section of the methodology chapter. She had done very 

emotional behaviours to y and affected her study efficiency. Therefore, after adjusting her mood, 

she put every moment to read books, even though the surrounding environment was noisy, in the 

restaurant, at mealtime. The environment to me was not suitable for study, but Yu could focus on 

reading. 
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When I arrived, she immediately talked me about methodology. Not long after, Rong came. Yu 

continued her methodology topic, and mentioned constructionism, social constructivism, 

interpretivist, positivism, and so on. She said she was confused and just realised that interpretivist 

and social constructivism were same thing, and social constructivism was different from 

constructionism. Yu had a clear and logical mind. When I asked how come she could read books in 

such a noisy environment, she said she was a self-conscious person. As long as she wanted to read, 

whether the environment was noisy or not made no difference to her. And if there was a deadline, 

her reading efficiency would be very high.  When Yu talked to me, she mixed up English and 

Chinese as always, her English expressions were all relevant to her discipline. 

 

Rong was quite when I and Yu talked to each other, it might because what we said was unfamiliar 

to her. When I faced Rong, I had complex inside. On the one hand, I was worried that she might 

feel embarrassed for not yet sending me any data, or she might not think so, but I thought I stood in 

her shoes. I would feel embarrassed if I were her. On the other hand, from a researcher’s perspective, 

I was very worried and not yet adjusted myself well enough to face her. Based on these two reasons, 

I did not know how to make contact with her and had little eye contact. 
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Appendix H Samples of data coding 

Figure 3.9 Sample of WeChat data organisation 

 

 

Figure 3.15 Headings for all cases 
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